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Grappler guide dnd 5e

Edit page content prerequisite: Strength 13 or higherYou have developed the skills necessary to keep your own in close quarters Grappling. You get the following benefits: You have advantage on Attack Rolls against a creature you're grappling. You can use your action to try to pin a creature grappled by you. To do so, do another grab check. If you succeed, you and the creature are both restrained until the
grip ends. Prerequisite 4. Class overview (still) [anchor=monk]-[/anchor]Monk It always surprises me that Monk, the martial arts class, does not do the best grapplers in the 5th Edition. Monks have some of the better injury outputs among grapplers, as well as a lot of tactical flexibility. Unfortunately, Monk has no one in the class function to provide advantage on ability checks, or abilities that are directly
related to grappling at all. As an additional problem, many of your better abilities do not work in armor. This makes Monk a worthy multiclass option, but not necessarily a core industry. That said, building grappling with a focus on injury, versatility and/or mobility will enjoy the unarmed attacking options in a Munk's arsenal. Its spell-like abilities in Way of Shadow and Way of the Four Elements also give you
unique options other classes don't have access to. [sblock=Monk Ability Review] HD - D8: D8 HD is more painful for Monk than for other classes - you don't have the armor to make up for the lower HP. Unarmored Defense: Armor is only better, but because most of your abilities do not work in armor, you have to rely on this to stay alive. Unfortunately, this unanserated variant depends on one we would
rather ignore. If you play a Monk grappler, get a barbarian's Unarmored Defense first: they won't stack and you just keep the first you level in. Martial arts: It's a shame that when the Wizards think of martial arts, they only think of Bruce Lee/Bill Wallace and not Kano Jigoro/Royce Gracie. The feature is still strong, although it is not suitable for many grappling situations. The first ability is one you can
completely ignore as a strength-based gripper. The second ability is much better, scaling as you level and pump up your damage output. As for the third ability, think of it as a more consistent Frenzy from Barbarian (it doesn't bestow exhaustion). Use your bonus attack with Fighter maneuvers for maximum battlefield control. Ki - Flurry of Blows: If you follow the path to the Open Hand archetype, you can use
both Flurry attacks to deliver not one but two Dex-based tour attacks. Think of it as a better Tripping Attack from Fighter. You can also use Flurry to get four unarmed strikes as early as level five. Great for damage and for your grappling/shoving battle sequence. Ki - Patient Defense: When most people think of Dodge, they think about the downside of attacking rolls (which you get from sliding anyway). They
often forget the advantage of Dexterity saving piece, which is very useful if you go for I keep, you spells approach. Dodge is also one of the best ways to compensate for low AC, keeping you alive while lockdown 1-2 goals. Ki - Step of the Wind: On the one hand this is basically Cunning Action (plus bonus jump distance)! On the other hand, Step ends up getting worse than Cunning Action because it works
by Ki , and because it competes with so many other bonus actions Monk has to take. Excellent for mobile grappling builds or for those who want to jump into the air/climb cliffs/planes with their grappled targets. Unarmored Movement: Drag opponents across the battlefield costs a lot of movement, and Monk is one of the best ways to pick up more squares. Unlike a barbarian's Fast Movement, however, you
cannot wear armor while using it. Deflecting Missiles: Grapplers tend to make range attack magnets, and Deflect Missiles can keep you alive for a few extra rounds if the enemy decides to turn you into a crossbow-pin pad. Slow fall: In most Monk builds, slow fall is a non-combatant ability you use when you can't manage an athletics check to jump a ravine. In grappler builds, there is a way to reduce damage
to yourself after you jump off shelves with your unfortunate goals. At level 5 alone, you would prevent 25 damage from the fall, which is the average damage of a 7d6-8d6 drop from 70-80 ft. Extra Attack: Another place to pick up the best all-round ability for grappling. Fantastic strike: Don't think of this as yet another save-or-conditioning ability in Monk's already extensive arsenal. Think of this as an action
setup for other abilities in class, because Stunned automatically means errors (automatic, 100%, guaranteed error) on all Str/Dex storages. Open hand technique prone save? Fail. The way the four elements spell-like abilities? Fail. And don't forget some abilities/spells you pick up from other classes along the way. This requires Ki, but it also does not require an action, and you can get as many as four
attempts at this per turn (with additional attacks). Ki-Empowered Strikes: If you play an unarmed gripper, especially one who grabs two enemies, this is mandatory to keep the damage production in step with better monsters. Evasion: If you or your allies throw some Dex-based injury spells, Evasion keeps you alive to keep your enemy down for another round. Silence of the mind: Being charmed is bad.
Being afraid is worse. Silence is a decent cleanse that ends either condition, although investing an action to do so is hardly optimal. Purity of the body: Will not come into the picture often, but when it does you will be very grateful. Any disease that gives strength disadvantage is a big problem, and this guarantees that never happens. Diamond Soul: Given your small HP pool, and your presence on the
dangerous front lines, this is priceless in many situations. Especially strong if your teammates throw AOE stakes at you and your grappled enemies (or you throw them yourself). Timeless Body: thought that martial arts was bad for you, just point them to Monk 15. Empty body: At first glance, this looks like Invisibility that you have to wait 18 levels to throw. Then you realize that you do not need to
concentrate on it, it lasts for 10 rounds, and by conveying resistance to ALL DAMAGE (but forcing damage ... that uses power damage anyway). This gets really crazy with Silence, a curse given to you through the Way of the Shadow tradition; concentrate on Silence, keep invisibility up, and just go to town on a couple of spellcasters. Perfect self: Terrible level 20 ability. Even in the most harrowing boss
battles or glove-style meetings, it would be a real challenge to burn through 20 ki points without a short rest before the next game. The Way to the Open Hand: You get the best Monk unarmed striking options in level 3 of the Way of the Open Hand. Unfortunately, the archetype quickly falls off after level 6. If you plan to go deep into Monk for better unarmed damage, fast movement and Ki's abilities, this
archetype is for reason to justify. If you just want a 3-5 level dip, however, then Way of the Open Hand is an excellent pickup. Open Hand Technique: It's a better fighter tripping attack, especially with monk's flurry of punches. For an extra Ki per round and your bonus action, you'll get two more deferred attempts for one or two goals. The economy of action doesn't get much better than that. The 15 foot push
is also a valuable grappling ability, effectively increasing your movement speed by 30 feet if you drag an opponent to an edge. Wholeness of Body: If you go 3 levels in Monk, you might as well go to 5 to get extra attacks. And if you go to 5, it can't hurt to go up to 6 to get +5 extra motion speed, another Ki-point, Ki-Empowered Strikes, and this underwhelming self-heal. Not the most effective use of an
action, but sometimes you need HP. Calm: Even grabbing will break it (it's a special attack), so the ability is only useful as an inconsistent gap-closerat the start of a match. . Quivering Palm: It's a true rescue or die that you can easily add to your grappling routine: even a successful rescue leads to massive necrotic damage. Not particularly action-efficient in combat, but not a bad addition to the injury output.
Way of Shadows: If you want to play an anti-spellcaster grappler, Way of Shadows is arguably one of the best options. You get Silence at Level 3, an at-will gap closer at level 6, and a non-concentration invisibility at level 18 from Monk base progression. You even get another willpower, an invisibility, starting at 11. Way of Shadows Monks are some of the smoothest fighters in the 5th Edition, and as a
grappler you are an absolute nightmare for mages. Classes like the Bard also get Silence and high grip checks, but they lack the injury output of the Monks to finish the match: most spellcasters have terrible athletics/acrobatics checks anyway. Shadow Arts: Darkvision is a no-concentration way to get spell namesake but the real win here is Silence. Spellcasters cannot throw any formulas with verbal
components while in a silence-affected area. It is normally not a problem if they have unlimited movement, but become a big problem if the monk grabs them and keeps them in the area of action. Your high injury ensures that you complete the job before they come out or get help. Shadow Step: One of the best gap-closers I've seen in the 5th Edition. Eventually (repeat: AT WILL) you can teleport 60 feet as
a bonus action as long as both your starting and end locations are in low light or darkness. You can make a move even after the teleport, not to mention all your different grip checks. Insane combinations abound with a Warlock's Edlritch Sight and the Dark Spell you already get at level 3, and you only need a 2 level Warlock dip to make them! Cloak of shadows: more on-will gap-closers! Even the least
creative PCs can figure out a way to turn off the lights (or just fight at night), which means you can start every battle from invisibility. Your first attack after grapple will even have advantage (combining with Fighter maneuvers for the best results). Opportunistic: As long as you have someone attacking your grappled spellcaster, you can now deal with damage using a reaction as well. Slight damage boost, but
it all adds up. Way of the Four Elements - Tradition: The big problem with Four Elements is that most formulas are severely overrated from a progression point of view. Level 11 aircraft? Cone of cold at level 17? Even with the combo potential there (Fly up to drop enemies, Cone of Cold while limiting your goal), it's just not worth it because of how much investment you have to make. This applies to most
underclass abilities, with only a few exceptions. Water whip is very interesting with Grappler feat because your opponent's rescue will be done at a disadvantage and you can pull the target up to 25 feet closer. If they are next to you, just do not pull them at all and they remain grappled. If they are far away, pull them into you as a bonus action and then take them on the attack. Fangs of the Fire Snake also
have potential, depending on how you and DM interpret the rules of dragging an opponent from range into the square when the range expires. But overall, all these options are weaker than both the other archetypes and comparable abilities in other classes. [/sblock] [anchor= paladin]-[/anchor]Paladin All things taken into account, there are some redempinal qualities of Paladin grapplers. Firstly, they can
deal with a ton of damage to their gripping goals with all the brilliant bonuses. Vow of Emnity is also significantly better than anything like Ruthless Attack. None of Paladin's spells are particularly crazy with grappling, but many of them are also not bad. Paladin is also quite tanky, which is another quality in their favor. So why rate it so low? The reason why this class gets a substandard, purple rank instead
an average is that this this is mostly worse than Monk without any major advantages in exchange. Clerics will do the most Paladins do, but with better spelling choices. Overall, Paladins can seize, but most classes can only do a little better. [sblock=Paladin Ability Review] HD-D10: Not a barbarian d12, but we will be pleased with the second best. Put on your hands: Free healing is fine, but to use an action
to do so is not. A nice advantage of this feature is that it doesn't seem to require a free hand if you use it on yourself (RAW is admittedly ambiguous there), which means you might be able to do it while grappling two opponents at the same time. Combat Style: Of the different fighter fighting styles, Paladin gets the only two that are good for grapplers. Seems light enough; Defense of refueling, Duel for a little
more damage. Divine Forging: This no-action-necessary injury boost is fine for a low injury play style. Not particularly synergistic with grappling, but always nice to have the extra stopping power. Divine Health: Strength-based diseases are terrifying, and divine health keeps them away. Extra attack: Extra attacks are not always created equally between classes. The only reason this is slightly lower rated
than other extra attacks is that you will rarely dip 2-3 levels in Paladin in the first place. Barbar, Bard, Fighter and Monk are all much better progressions to pick up a new attack. Aura of Protection: Everyone, you included, gets a small save bonus. We'll take it, but we're not rushing level 6 to get it. Aura of Courage: Other classes get fear immunity or ways to remove the condition, but only Paladin gets flat
out immunity to it. Don't make up for the other mediocre class features, but it's a welcome addition. Improved Divine Smite: More damage, but Monks is probably a better option for injury-handling grippers. Rogue Paladins do strong damage dealers, at least those with the auto-critting Assassinate feature, but there are better ways to build your grappler. Cleansing Touch: Strong ability that can really get you
back in a battle if you fail on a key save. Oath of Devotion: I'm a big fan of Freedom of Movement on grapplers, so it's nice to see Oath Spells add it to Paladin's spell list: Freedom helps you get out of stcky situations if you grab more than you can hold. Unfortunately, that's where my fandom of oath of Devotion ends. Sacred Weapon is fine, but not worth enough damage to justify the investment, and Turn
the Unholy is just another bad take on the already poor Turn Undead Cleric ability. The rest of the abilities are all worse than the one that comes before. Aura of affection is a worse Aura of courage that you already get. All the benefits of purity of spirit are already achieved through auras and your grappling. Then there is Holy Nimbus, which makes you a human floor light and is easily the worst of capstone
Paladin archetype features. Oath of the Old: Significantly better than the oath of devotion, with stronger oath (Misty Step, Stoneskin) and a huge refueling increase in injury resistance from Aura of Warding. Neither nature's wrath nor Turn the Faithless is much better than clerical turning abilities, but it's made up for again in the added durability of the Undying Sentinel. On the other hand, Oldest Champion is
a monster capstone ability, turning you into a save-or-die machine that can throw Dispel Magic as a bonus action and provides inconvenience on all rescues against your Smite stakes. Oath of Revenge: If you absolutely have to play a Paladin grappler, play an Ed of Revenge one. Although Oath Spells are not so interesting beyond Misty Step (Haste is fine, but you really want to concentrate on Enlarge
Person/ Improve Ability from another class), the two Channel Divinity options are much better than those of other archetypes. Abjure Enemy imposes a frightened state that lasts until the damage is dealt (which you never have to crack because grappling doesn't have to deal with injury) and Vow of Emnity gives advantage on your attack rollers if you deal with damage. Both options provide strong control
and injury options if you are a gripper. You won't get much use from Relentless Avenger, but at least Soul of Vengeance gives you more damage output in a scrap. Your capstone ability, Avencing Angel, gives you a flight speed and an AOE spooked effect that synergies neatly with grip: just terrifying opponents, take them, and then fly into the air for a giant drop. [/sblock] [anchor=ranger]-[/anchor]Ranger
There is only one building that grabs as a ranger. Tag Team Switch. This optimization uses an expensive companion and a familiar (courtesy of Magic Initiate feat) to repeatedly take help action to bestow advantage on your skill controls. But unlike the furious barbarian or spellcasting Bard, Rangers can actually throw and even concentrate on spells while getting that advantage. This is a very niche style of
grappling that is completely dependent on your companion, but it opens the door to other concentration spells you otherwise couldn't access. Unfortunately, this takes a 7-level investment and still only bestows two instances of benefit per turn. Cool? Absolutely. Effective smoothing? Not quite. [sblock=Ranger Ability Review] HD-D10: At least you get the second best HD to start. Favored enemy: I had to
read through the ability a few times before I realized that this actually doesn't help you in battle. Useless for grapplers and one of the reasons rangers are overall a weak class. Natural Explorer: Between this and Favored Enemy, we are not off to a good start for grappling skills. Battle Style: Hey, it's our old friends duel and defense! This is at least a step up from the last two class functions. Primeval
Awareness: One step forward with Fighting Style, two steps back with Primeval Awareness. I will never understand why Rangers have so many non-match capabilities within the first three levels. Extra attack: Extra attack is still extra but as with Paladin, there are better entry points for this feature. Country's Stride / Hide in plain sight / Disappear: I give up. I combine all the useless Ranger features of a red
block. We could certainly make a Hide-based grappler if we really tried, but there are so many better optimizations out there that we shouldn't even care. Feral Senses: Great synergy with darkness, and seeing invisibility is very strong against some monsters and spellcasters. Actually, the athletics check doesn't directly affect, but you still have to see an enemy to fight it. Enemy Slayer: It amazes me that a
level 20 capability is somehow worse than a Level 1 capability (Rage) in almost any situation. Then again, it's a Ranger ability, so maybe I shouldn't be too surprised. Hunter: More quality skills from Ranger! Hunter is whole sublcass full of subpar grappling abilities. As with Foe Slayer, I can't wrap my head around how Ranger gets Evasion at level 15 and Rogue/Monk get it at level 7. Rogues also get
Uncanny Dodge at level 5 (not 15), and it's on top of Evasion they get some levels later. Flavorwise, Hunter has a lot of potential. Game statistics wise, this is one of the more embarassing designs in the book. Beast Master: The Tag Team Wrestler grappling style involves animal companions, familiar, summoned animals, and really anything that can take help action and give you advantage on skill checks. It
is at the same time one of the more flavorful grappling builds, because you get help from a bunch of snakes, cats and frogs, and one of the cheesiest, because Help seems unfair as formulated. You'll want to get magic initiate or Ritual Caster feat for find familiar spell, and maybe Mage Slayer for some anti-caster action (you can concentrate on Silence while commanding your animals). Overall, this is not
the most optimal grappling build, but it is fun and flavorful enough to be worth a try. Here are some general tips on playing this optimization: Get an Animal Companion that can use some of its moves to leave your backpack and the rest of its move to slither/fly/jump/crawl back in. We will not have our companion in danger, although we will give the enemy inconvenience on his attack rolls. Toxic Snake is a
decent option here, and it deals with a decent amount of damage to a small creature. At level 7 you will pick up exceptional training, which allows you to command the animal to help you use only your bonus action. It gives you the rest of your turn to do what you want, and what you want to do is intiate a grip with advantage on the roll. Please note that you cannot get advantage on both the check for
grabbing and sliding. You have to choose one. Add in another creature via Find known for a different instance of benefit each turn. You now get benefits from checks and haven't concentrated on anything. So throw away some spells! Worried that the Ranger spell list sucks? Just multiclass to something else; you get everything you need rank by level 7 (or level 8 if you want the bonus performance/ability
score increase). Heck: some of these Ranger Stakes (Longstrider, Silence, Conjure Animals) are actually quite strong, especially Conjure Animals. Please note that this is the kind of RAW optimization many DMs will balk at, so be prepared to justify the construction of your skeptical toy group. It's not necessarily the best use of animal companion/Find Familar Help playstyle (because remember; anyone can
get Find Known), but it's a very cool and fun flavorful build that's sure to please and delight at least some PCs. [/ sblock] [anchor = rogue]-[/ anchor] Rogue Like Fighters, Rogues is by far one of the best 2 level dip that a grappler can take. Unlike Fighter, there's not much reason to stay in rogue after that, which is why the class is overall rated a little lower. A single level gives you both the respectable Sneak
Attack (used in tandem with nudge to handle further damage per turn) and the almighty expertise. Another level gives you Cunning Action, which allows you to dash as a bonus action (real grapplers don't detach or hide). Do you know what happens when you Dash as a bonus action while grappling? More speed of movement to cover distance as you drag your target! The vast majority of decent grappling
builds, apart from those who use bards that already gain expertise, are going to take at least a 1 level dip in Rogue if not 2. Of course, there are also some creepy Sneak Attack-oriented builds you can put together, which you might consider as an alternative injury-handling alternative to Monk's unarmed style of play. [sblock=Rogue Capability Review] HD-D8: Not good, but not as bad as Bard D8 HD
because many builds will only take 2 levels in Rogue. Competency: The only place to get this for only 1 level investment. The vast majority of buildings will get at least a 1 level toe-in-water to get this core capability. Sneak Attack: For most builds, this will only be a small but welcome damage boost you can get on the prone upon. For dedicated grappling Rogue, this damage can get completely out of hand
as you get levels and focus on grabbing opponents and cutting your throat. Just be aware that you need to use a finesse weapon to take advantage of the damage, and RAW you can't use an unarmed strike to achieve it. Take your opponent in one hand, take a dagger in the other, and finish the job from there. Cunning action: As an expert, this is another ability that makes you feel a little unfaithful. Dashing
as a bonus action will give you significantly more speed to spring around the battlefield with dragged enemies, or just to close the distance on a target. Just remember that your speed of movement is halved by virtue of grip, so Dash is effectively going to double your half-been-movement speed, not your full. Nevertheless, being able to move the entire 30+ foot in a turn makes a big difference to battlefield
control. Uncanny Dodge: More action economy with the amazing reactions! compensate for the low HD. The fact that you can use it every turn makes rogues surprisingly tanky in frontline scenarios. Evasion: I hold. You threw fireball. All (but badguys) win! Just pin two enemies using Grappler feat and give them both inconvenience on their Dex saves. So just sit there while dire/ice/Lightning rains down on
your head. In the worst case, you take half damage. At best, you won't take any at all. Reliable talent: It's like the Barbarians indomitable can, but you get it 7 levels earlier, and despite getting it earlier, it's often better depending on your stats. The Barbarians get an automatic 20 at Indomitable Can at level 18, assuming a 20 Strength score. Rogues get to treat the roll like a 10 and then add bonuses. It would
be at absolute minimum +8 from skills (doubled from skill), and probably +4 from Strength (you should definitely have 18 strength after level 11). There is a 22 MINIMUM on any athletics check you do. And did I mention that it applies to all your skills, not just those fights? Features like these make straight Rogue grappler look much more viable than it does at first glance. The only reason this isn't gold is
because you get it a little late, so the other class features (low HP, no extra attack, no benefit on checks) make it a little worse. Blindsense: Nice advantage for handling invisible enemies. Even if grappling and pushing ignore the inconvenience from invisibility, you still need to find your enemies to fight them. Smooth mind: Multiple saves can only help, although it's a little late to replicate an achievement
(Resilient) you can only get on level 1. . Elusive: If you continue with the Grappler construction, this negates one of the many drawbacks of the horribly designed feat. Not a bad ability, but just not very strong for an 18 level investment. Stroke of Luck: Once per meeting, you will win a grab/slide check no matter what. I wouldn't invest 20 levels in Rogue just to get that perk (for all intents and purposes, your
grappling should already be automatically successful), but if you played in a campaign that doesn't allow multiclassing, there are worse capstones you can get. Thief: The power of this archetype hinges on which magical (and non-magical) elements you can use as part of the action Use an Object, but even these options are generally weaker than what you can pick up in other classes. It is also difficult to get
hold of magical elements in D&amp;amp; D 5th Edition, so I wouldn't rely too heavily on features that require them. Quick hands: There are some handsome Sleight of Hand and use an object actions you can make into a grappled opponent, but handsome isn't exactly where you want to be with this fighting style. Almost everything you can do with Quick Hands you can also do after you've knocked your
opponent to the ground. The main exception to this is to disarm an opponent and then use a bonus action to pick up their dropped weapon, but you can it just as easily by dragging them away. Second floor I can imagine some grappling builds that rely on climbing speeds or jumps, but even there, you will find better ways to get more athletic. Athlete feat alone achieves most of this feature benefits! Supreme
Sneak: Grapplers usually don't sneak, but if you have a Sneak Attack injury build, it makes sense to close the distance of an enemy in the shadows before jumping out to beat. Monks, however, do a better job on this, so it's not worth a big investment. Use Magic Device: Wands alone give you plenty of fighting options to play with, so you can effectively throw spells as a bonus action. Wizards get to do it
with their Quicken Spell metamagic, but we get to do it without using resources and we can effectively throw outside our level by ignoring level requirements. This even plays nicely with grappling, especially if you throw attacking roll-based spells or Dexterity save-based spells at restrained targets. There are cool optimization ideas here, but I don't particularly want to use 13 levels to get them. There is some
RAW ambiguity as to whether this works in tandem with Rage: the feature gets much better if it does, because then barbaric 5/Rogue 13/Fighter 2 becomes a viable magic element building with access to both Rage and Extra Attack/Action Surge. Thief's Reflexes: There are few reasons to invest 17 levels in Rogue to get this opportunity when you can only get Action Surge and Extra Attack from Fighter at
levels 2 and 5 respectively. You can't even overlap this with Extra Attacks because the 17-level investment is too steep to allow you to get extra attacks elsewhere. Assassin: Nothing about this feature is really related to grappling, but every time you see an ability that provides automatic critical hits or the double damage, you should pay attention. Assassinate: In proper build, this can lead to some very nasty
surprise rounds, even if it's not really a grappling-specific ability. You can still grab and deal with damage after attaching the enemy: not grappling specific, but still dangerous. Death Strike: This worse-Assassinate may also play into an injury-based grappling approach, but its save-based capability is generally going to be pretty bad at level 17 when enemies all have legendary resistance and similar
statistics. It also only works in the first round of matches. Arcane Trickster Archetype: Don't consider arcane trickster as a subpar rogue archetype with slow spell progression. Think of it as a series of magical benefits on your way to your best class function at Level 11 (Reliable Talent). You can even pick up Enlarge person! Spellcasting: Enchantment and illusion spells are not very exciting, but a spell of
your choice at level 8 is. Grab Enlarge Person and go to work. I recommend snagging Longstrider as your level 3 non-enchantment/Illusion spell. You'll still get mileage out of your non-magnified personal options, but you'll mostly get to pick up the grappling advantage without breaking the level progression. Progression. You get both that and Reliable Talent, you can easily multiclass back to a battle class
to get extra attacks. Belly Hand Legerdemain: There are some cute things you can do with your hand while grappling opponents, including picking up dropped weapons, but you shouldn't do cute to begin with. magic ambush: imposing some unfavorable conditions on an opponent is good, but most require concentration. You can still use this to show up with an injury burst, but it's probably worse than just
grappling: save you actions. Versatile Trickster: Useless when we are already knocking our opponents exposed. Spell Thief: Smooth ability that doubles that improved survival against spellcasters. Unfortunately, if you're grappling spellcasters, it's probably in a zone of Silence where they're not casting spells anyway. You also can not concentrate on anything beyond Enlarge person. Not at all worth a 17
level Rogue progression, but there are some campaigns where multiclassing is discouraged or banned. [/sblock] [anchor = wizard]-[/ anchor] Wizard If you treat Wizard as a 3-4 level dip to pick up some metamagical abilities, Enlarge person, Constitution-save skills, and some random spells, then this class is not so terrible. There are better ways to get all these abilities, but on the right building a 3-4 Wizard
try can really shine. Unfortunately, the class loses a lot of power beyond level 5. It suffers from mediocre spells compared to a wizard (not even Shapechange or True Polymorph!) and poor class features compared to a Bard. I can imagine some builders taking advantage of excess sorcery points to throw spells while grappling (via either Subtle or Quicken Spell). I also think these buildings are probably
worse than other options, which is why this class gets a purple overall rating instead of maybe a black or blue. [sblock=Wizard Ability Review] HD-D6: It doesn't get any worse. Polymorph minimizes HD, but unlike a wizard, you don't even get to take Shapechange at the end of the progression. Flexible casting: Mostly a bad use for valuable wizardry points, but there are times when you will want to continue
throwing a spell like shield through a match. If you only invest in Wizard for a few spells, this gets a little better as it converts worse spells into points for metamagic. Metamagic: I give these an overall blue rating because at least some of them are very synergistic with grappling (but not necessarily good). I think maybe wizards generally do bad grapplers, but no other class allows you to throw spells so easily
while grappling one or two opponents. Even better: Metamagic applies to some spells, not just Sorcerer. This makes the class a much better dip than it first appears. Careful Spell: If this protected you, it would be much better for wrestling stomach. Without self-protection, you're just wasting sorcery points: Just drag the creatures away from before detonates AOE poles instead. Remove Remove You want to
have less distance between you and your enemies, no more. May be useful if you need to throw down a heal or another spell while you're too far away, but it's generally a bad use of your valuable actions. Empowered Spell: One of the better features of the metamagic list for no other reason than that it can be used on top of other metamagic. At just one point, it's a great way to get a little more damage out
of spells. It's decent with grappling because it pumps your damage output with very little investment. Extended spell: Not a bad feature, but not one that is very useful for most of your longer duration spells. It's not like Enlarge Person is worn off in the middle of the match and you can't extend it to last through multiple matches. Increased Spelll: It's not cheap when it comes to used spell points, but
unconditional savings disadvantage is great in many spells. Redundant if you only use restrained anyway (at least with dex-based saver), but very strong if you want to impose other, non-harmful conditions on opponents. Fear, for example, imposes one of the worst conditions you can have while grappled, and one of the few state-imposed spells that don't get rerolls every turn. They fail once, they are stuck
as afraid for the rest of the fight, and they will drop all their held objects immediately. Increased spell helps you set up this combination. Quickened Spell: Great for action economics. Let's fight with all your attacks and then throw a spell to finish the round. Also a great way to start the fight if you're surprised: just enlarge the person as a bonus action to get things started. Subtle spell: Somatic component
spells require a free hand. Grappling two goals occupy all your free hands. Subtle Spell solves this problem and many more, making it by far the best metamagic option with grappling. You can also use the Subtle Spell to throw while in a zone of Silence, which is the perfect after-decision after you've fought an enemy caster in there. Those build-up opportunities are endless, and I encourage you to
experiment with all the grappling/metamagic combinations out there. Twinned Spell: There are generally better things you can do than throw single-target spells like a grappler. Besides, if you hold two enemies, you won't have the free hands to throw most spells anyway. Wizards must have many playtests/experiences where high-level characters go for hours on end without rest. If you participate in these
marathon meeting sequences, features like this will be decent. For most of us, we only rest after every game, making this one of the least useful keystone features of the 5th Edition. Draconic Bloodline: The taste can be strong with this feature, but the mechanics mostly fall flat in terms of grappling. Most of the archetype's abilities are very weak or not at all synergistic with grappling. The only good not come
online until too late. Dragon ancestor: ancestor: alone, although there is an input requirement for other functions. Draconic Resilience: I'm not going to sneee at a little extra HP, but bonus AC isn't worth it. The barbarian and even Monk Unarmed Defense options are significantly better for grapplers. Elemental Affinity: Unless you play an injury-based build trying to push every single point of damage out of
spells, the first part of this ability is not worth it. Resistance is a better one, especially given the minimal investment you need each meeting cycle. Dragon Wings: Get a permanent flight speed is excellent as a grappler. Getting it for a 14 level investment in Wizard is less excellent. Just play an Aarakocra. The only reason this is blue is because Aarakocra has armor restrictions with the aircraft. Dragon Wings
works with all armor, as long as it is specially designed to accommodate these wings. Draconic Presence: When it comes to level investments, this ability is solid purple: not enough benefit for a steep progression. On its own, however, it is a blue feature and one of the only fear auras that imposes intimidation without concentration and without cracking on damage. If you have to stay in the Wizard in 18
levels, you can do worse than Draconic Presence. Wild Magic: It's crazy, it's fun, and it's pretty darn good with grappling. You need a combination of luck and DM help to really do Wild Mage work for you, but if you can get it started, this can be a powerful grappling feature for either a straight wizard or a multiclassified one. Wild Magic Surge: I don't know if many of these options are good for grappling, but
they're certainly fun. If you get really lucky (and get some RAI love from DM) you may also be able to roll into a permanent size increase. You can also Polymorph even before you would usually get spell. Tides of Chaos: Random advantage on checks is good, but it's a little superfluous with Enlarge Person. To save the throw and attack roll advantage is a little better. If DM allows you to regain the feature
every time you throw a spell, but this gets pretty much better. Bend Luck: It's a mini cutting word! The penalty is not so severe and the base class is not as strong, but you get more Bend Luck use than you would from the Bard's limited Cutting Words pool. It is weaker at level 6 than it was at level 3, but still a respectable way to pump up grappling. Controlled Chaos: Even more ways to get taller or secure a
favorable Wild Magic outcome! Again, I'm not sure if this is very good with grappling. I just find the abilities fun and interesting with the upside of random grappling application. Spell bombardment: We won't say no to an injury boost, but we should also not be too happy to dump 18 levels into this class just to get better damage. This would be much better if wizards picked up shapechange, but without the
keystone transformation spell, Bombardment didn't cut it alone. [/sblock] Warlock is not red because it is a bad class in general. It's red because it makes the worst grappler. Almost everything you do as warlock another class does better. Warlock will be Found known at level 3, but other classes get it at level 1 or via an achievement. Warlocks get True Polymorph, but not Shapeschange. Warlock throws the
powerful Hex spell, but does not get Enlarge Person / Improve Ability: other classes can even get Hex with an achievement! Although there are some unique, even worthwhile, abilities scattered around in class, you are generally better off making your level investments elsewhere unless you try out some niche build. [sblock=Warlock Capability Review] HD - D8: Hardy for a spellcaster (and with Light Armor
skills!), but not hardy enough to make up for the other shortcomings with the class. Mystic Arcanum: We start with a level 11 function because all the other Warlock abilities are lists (Invocations) or archetypes. Arcanum adds to your spells-per-day, which is good, but does not change the fact that you have low spells per day in the first place. Also do not address the lack of Enlarge person or Improve ability.
Eldritch Champion: Another capstone ability that only helps if you run the marathon, gauntlet-style meeting sequences. Does not solve the lack of formulas, and still does not make us enlarge person, improve ability or Shapechange. Eldritch Invocations ( Evaluates as a whole, the invocations are probably purple or even red. Evaluated for their best options, but invocations become much more useful for
grapplers. At least a handful of these features help out grappling in some way, and some are so unique and powerful you can't get them anywhere else. As a quick dip, warlock is a decent option on the strengths of any invocation alone. Just avoid the bad ones. For the sake of space and savingtime, I don't bother to review them all. If one is not listed, it is clearly not related to grappling and clearly one to
avoid red option. Agonizing blast: Improves our injury output, which isn't necessarily bad, but doesn't directly synergise with grappling. Also improves the injury output on a spell we can't throw while grapping two opponents. Armor of Shadows: There are few reasons to get this instead of just using your armor. Unarmored Defense options are also better. Ascendant Step: Levitate is a sweet spell of grappling,
and at-will levitation is a pretty substitute for a real flight speed. Just make sure you plus your goals don't weigh 500+ pounds collectively: they won't get a savings throw because you're levitating yourself, but you need to wear them. Bewitching whispers: Coercion opens up some tricks, but nothing you want to concentrate on or throw away a class function for. Book of Ancient Secrets: There is another way
to pick up Find Known without using a real spell slot, but there are much better ways to pick up spell, and much better options for incantation selection. Chains of Carceri: Don't be a 15 to begin with. If you are, don't invest a class feature in a conditional Hold Monster as other classes get many levels earlier. Easily one of the weakest features of any class, let alone Warlock, let alone again for grapplers. The
devil's view: Now we speak! There is no other feature of the game, at least not an easily accessible for players, which allows you to see enemies in a zone of Darkness. As a grappler, you can throw Darkness at enemies and then keep them locked down in the zone. While they are stuck there, they will not be able to see outside the area of effect and enemies will not be able to see in. You can even
combine this with a Monk's Shadow Step capability for easy, on-command gap-closure! Terrible word: Back to warlock abilities we know and loathe. Confusion itself is not terrible with grapping, but you do not want to be the one concentrating on this formula. Eldritch Spear: As with most range attack capabilities, Spears works on cross-purpose with close range grappling. Fiendish Vigor: Here's a decent
invocation. False Life does not require concentration and has a respectable 1 hour duration. This is effectively a 1d4+5 permanent boost to HP. It's not huge, but it can be the difference between life and death at lower levels in particular. There is also a quasi-heal you can repeatedly throw. Gaze of Two Minds: Now I remember why my original guide did not consider all these abilities ... Lifedrinker: Pact
Weapon grappling isn't really a thing, but if you want to make it one thing then Lifedrinker gives you a slight injury boost to all your attacks. Although more relevant than rubbish like Eldritch Spear, Lifedrinker still requires a ridiculous 12 level commitment and is rarely going to be worth it. Master of Myriad Forms: You can do worse than an at-will Alter Self, although Alter Self is not good for grappling
(requires concentration and does not give you grappling advantage). But you can't do much worse than a level 15 at-will Alter Self. Seriously: there is a level 2 spell you invest a level 15 class feature to get. Minions of chaos: Summoner grapplers are one thing, but Conjure Elementals doesn't give you enough help actions to justify a 9th level feature. Mire the Mind: There are much better spells to
concentrate on out there, including the buff version of this formula (Haste). One with shadows: Not a great ability, but it has some interesting synergy with grappling. Just take someone in a dark area and stop doing something. As long as you don't move and don't grab checks, your opponent will stay locked down and you'll be invisible from other enemies. You can definitely do worse as a Warlock.
Extraterrestrial Leap: There are many grappling uses for Jump, especially if you get high in the air and then drop opponents for damage. Unfortunately, you don't really want to use a 9th level feature to get the 1st level spell, even if it's at will. Repelling Blast: Remember what we said about and not gap extension? It is on in this useless function as well. Sculptor of Meat: Polymorph grappling isn't as good as
Wild Shape grappling, but it's still possible provided you have someone else buffing you to get advantage on grabbing checks. Warlocks won't get spell otherwise, so if you want to be a transformational Warlock grappler, this is the feature you need. Signs of Ill Omen: It is generally better to give grab checks advantage than to give opposing themselves inconvenience, but this is a way to get a quasi-Improve
ability on Warlock. There are better options out there, but this is a possible solution to the class's lack of other advantage-starting stakes. Thief of Five Fates When you look up Bane and see that it does not affect ability checks, you will understand why this feature is useless. Thirst leaf: There are extra attacks for Warlock, but don't seem to work, according to RAW, with grappling. Grappling requires you to
replace attacks, but Thirsting Blade only lets you take them with your covenant weapon (which can't even seize). This is significantly better if you can rules-lawyer your way to make it work with a grab, but if not, skip it unless you want to deal with more damage. Archfey: Most of these features could have been better for grappling with some wording tweaks. As they are, however, there are much better
options in Warlock if you absolutely need to dip or progress in class. The archetype imposes some relevant conditions (Frightened) and has decent abilities (teleport), but anyone with limitations that makes them pretty bad for grappling. Spelling: Greater invisibility is a great curse, but it's as deep as this list goes. Entertainingly, this spell list would be bad even if your job was to seduce the Duchess or bluff
your way into the king's court, so I don't even understand it in the context of the archetype of taste. Fey Presence: Every time you see frightened state, you should pay attention. But every time you see that the condition only lasts a turn and can not be used again until after a short break, you should go elsewhere. This also costs an action, which makes it even worse than it already was. Misty Step: If you can
get creative with taking harm (damge yourself, take damage from a fall, an ally has hurt you, etc.) then this feature is not terrible. It's a 60-foot teleport with invisibility tackled, which is a great way to close a gap. This would be blue if it was easier to trigger, and more importantly, if you could do it more than once per rest. Beguiling Defenses: Charm immunity is not bad, but it is not worth a Level 10 feature.
Barbarians get the same much earlier and as part of a better progression. Dark Delirium: Better than Fey Presence because it lasts for several rounds. You can even keep going while grappling, as long as you don't also work damage. It's still better to concentrate on giving yourself advantage than to give an opponent the disadvantage, but there are worse fear-based features out there. Fiend: a large Over
Archfey, Fiend cartridge is no better than other grappling classes, but it's the best Warlock option out there. Every single ability has some direct or indirect advantage to grappling and although there are better ways to pick them up, that's the best Thing Warlock has to offer. Capstone's ability even borders on good! Spell List: There are a lot of decent spells here, although the Wizards also get most of them
with better features along the way. Fireball, Flame attack and the Fire Wall all have great synergy with restrained condition. The Fire Shield is a navigable frontline refueling spell, although there are better options out there. Solid B+ spell list; it works only with a certain style of grappling, but it is at least a viable style. Dark One's Blessing: There's a little extra HP every time you kill an enemy, which can be
useful in bullying situations where grapplers might otherwise struggle. Keep in mind that temporary HP doesn't stack, so you can't just grow small creatures to collect a massive temp HP pool. Dark One's Own Luck: Big lift to a single grip check, but only usable once per rest. Would be better considered if you could use it more (and frankly, once per rest restriction might bump it lower), but it's rare to see a
Warlock ability so explicitly linked to grappling. Fiendish Resilience: True, there is no rage or Bear Totem Rage, but as far as spellcasting tank capabilities go, this one is pretty strong. Fire is obviously a good choice if you plan to use the spell list to keep enemies in burns, but you can easily tailor this to suit an adventure need. Hurl Through Hell: At first glance, this just looks like a no-save, high injury burst
ability. It also seems anti-synergistic with grappling, because it breaks the barrier. So how do you use Hurl? Fly up in the air and then throw them through hell. When they reappear in the air, they will immediately take 10d10 damage plus damage from the fall. It's being thrown through hell. It may not KO a monster in one shot, but it will be difficult for them to heal up through that quick injury burst. You can
land under the creature (moving action) and then grab the creature when it lands. RAW, it will land Postponed anyway after the fall, so you just have to take it there and start over. Maybe warlocks can seize anyway! The Big Old: Warlocks make bad grapplers. Cthulhu worship grapplers make even worse grippers, which is really a pity because it would be the coolest and most flavorful build in PHB. The
combination of completely irrelevant class features and a mediocre spell list dooms this as a viable grappling build. Bonus points for taste and backstory, but none for mechanics. Well, maybe one bonus point for a mechanic, but it's a little weird and doesn't come into play until level 14. Spelling list: Come on, Wizards. Where are the formulas that scare things? Aren't the big old ones supposed to be creepy?
Those who were worshipped by these seems more like the ET-Phone-Home variant than the eat-your-mind-and-planet, which sucks both for taste and for grappling. The only interesting spell on the list is Telekinesis, a spell that opens up grappling ideas all on its own, but is still better used by a wizard than a Warlock. Awakened Mind: A unique and undeniably powerful ability, Awakened Mind still doesn't
do much for grappling. Entropical Shield: Too narrow as a refueling ability, although it has strong action economy in using reactions. It is better to impose inconvenience on attack rolls by knocking enemies exposed. Do not apply a function to it. Thought Shield: Strong in a role-playing context, but very weak in battle. Maybe better if you're a full-time Mind Flayer killer. Create Thrall: Find Known and Animal
Companion do the same (not to mention Conjure stakes), and you don't have to invest 14 levels in these. Then again, there are animals and small Imps/ Rats / Snakes. They are also not permanent. Make Thrall never goes away and works on any incapcitated creature. It also does not allow a savings throw. The big villain? Oh yes, he's fair game. A master assassin who can sneak attack your grappled
villains? All yours - literally. The king of the whole dang kingdom? You're now his best friend. With the right access to the right people, there are probably endless synergies you can work on this ability and grappling, but it would be something you would have to completely build the optimization around. [/sblock] [anchor=wizard]-[/anchor][COLOR=#000CC]Wizard[/COLOR] The thin, bookish wizard, despite
some serious survival problems, makes a very good grab. To start, the Wizards make some of the best stomach killing grapplers around. Antimagic Field plus grappling is practically unbeatable for most magical opponents, especially if you use magic to close the gap. Secondly, the Wizards are excellent on the restraining order, cast-spell model of battle. They can shape spells around themselves to avoid
making saves. Boil off a delayed Blast Fireball for a couple of rounds and then drag the villain into it. It's as funny as it sounds. In the end, the Wizards make strong Shapechange grapplers, mostly because their spell list is the most comprehensive (no one else gets Shapechange but Druids), and because their class features have such strong synergy with these formulas. [sblock=Wizard Capability Review]
HD-D6: D6 HD sucks, but because wizards get the almighty Shapechange, it's not as big a deal as with wizards stuck on Polymorph. Arcane Recovery: Useless in a match, but quite useful in a day. You get it so early anyway that it's not like you've made any investment for an otherwise average feature. Spell Mastery: Multiple spell slots are always nice, especially if you always throw some go-to buffs
anyway. Signature spells: See above. Even while Shapechanged, there are some spells you're still going to throw at yourself and your enemies no matter what. If you can it's great in long engagements. School of Abjuration: Enemy mages beware! Part of the Abjuration curriculum is about protecting others. The second part? Smash the faces of opposing spellcasters. Every ability in this archetype has some
relevance to grapplers, with many of them directly applying to either refueling or destroying enemy spellcasters days. On top of that, every ability works even while Shapechanged. Easily one of the best schools you can choose. Arcane Ward: The first time you throw this, probably outside shield, you get a nice bonus HP pool that probably will at least one attack. Every other time you proc this, probably with
even more Shield, you get 2 more of that HP back. Ward requires no concentration and no investment beyond the casting stakes you're already throwing anyway. Projected ward: You probably won't spread the Church's love for your allies, but it's nice to have that option. Improved abjuration:A great ability that helps you win any Dispel Magc or Counterspell battle. Belly-killing grappling is all about Dispel
Magic and Counterspell anyway (what's on, Freedom of Movement?), and getting an extra +3 or +4 to the check will almost guarantee you succeed at these contests. Spell Resistance: You can pick up magic save throw advantage from other features, but spell-damage resistance is excellent. Works while Shapechanged, while limiting an enemy in an ongoing spell effect, and while just hunting down the
enemy's mages. School of Conjuration: There are some ways to be a summoner grappler, but this archetype is not one of them. The only ability that affects your summoned creatures, Durable Summons, comes online far too late and with far too little impact to be worth it. Focused magic is a great way to keep the animal horde from falling apart, but between saving skills and War Caster you shouldn't have
trouble concentrating to begin with. As for Minor Conjuration and Benign Transposition, the first has no grappling application at all, and the second is a bad and action-ineffective Misty Step. School of Divination: Surprisingly useful as a grappler, but not quite as strong as anti-spellcaster options during Abjuration. Divination school features are excellent on a more generic Wizard grappler that is not focused
too heavily on either Shapechanging or on stomach-churling. Portent: If you roll high, you can use these to anyone, but guarantee success on your own grab/sliding checks. If you roll low, you can seal the enemy's failure. Sure, you can only use the feature twice before a break, but you'll be surprised at how much mileage you can get out of these two applications. Expert prediction: This gets you many extra
spells per day, especially if you start with a level 5 spell and then keep casting until you've regained the level 1 slot of the level 2 cast. These formulas will not be useful for grappling in most cases, but that does not mean that is never out of battle and never trying to out of combat knowledge. The third eye: Invisibility can be a big problem for grapplers, and this is a non-concentration required way to combat
it. The other modes are only added benefits. Greater Portent: The portent is good for two applications. The portent is better in three applications. School of Enchantment: In case it was unclear during this guide, charmed is not a condition grappler should care much about: most charms are broken on injury or hostile action. All the abilities in this school either charm in exactly that kind of break-on-contact
way, or give another advantage that is completely unrelated to our fighting style in the first place. School of Evocation: If you take this feature, you do it mostly for level 14 capability that guarantees that your stakes deal with a lot of serious damage when your opponents fail their rescues. The other features are fine, but not good, which is fine given how strong that level 14 ability is. Sculpt Spells: It's a pity
that this and the wizard's careful spell doesn't allow you to shape around yourself. That said, this is a little better than Caution Spell because it costs no spell points to use and because it doesn't occupy the metamagic slot for a spell that you'd rather faster or increase. Potent Cantrip: More damage is always good, even if only on Cantrips. There will be times where you use this and it's not bad, but there will
more often be times where you just don't use it at all. Empowered Evocation: A little more damage never hurts anyone. Except, of course, the bad guys fought in the Wall of Fire. Overchannel: There are really two spells you want to use with this. The first is the atomic bomb itself: Fireball. Cast it for 10d6 as a level 5 spell and just deal with a flat 60 damage to everyone nearby. The other, and I like this much
better, is the Wall of Fire. Get fire resistance somehow and then threw Wall as a fifth-level spell for 6d8 maximized damage. There are 48 injuries right away and another 48 injuries every turn as you hold the bad guys in that wall. Because you can just throw Wall and let it cook, you can do it before you even grab the enemy, which allows you to grab two badguys instead of one and then limit them both right
in front of the oven. School of Illusion: Every feature of this school is about as useful for grappling as those in the Enchantment school. Except for the last one. Illusory Reality is one of these features like Warlock's Create Thrall. The only limitations are your imagination. I'm not saying you should play a School of Illusion grappler with all the other options available. But I also're not saying that it's not amazing
and potentially very powerful to try. Brainstorm ways to quickly gain height (illusory stairs), open up giant holes to throw people through (illusory doors in tower/castle walls), or create limited areas (illusory cage battles). You are limited only by your creativity and the parameters of the function; illusion cannot move and cannot be School of Necromancy: Not quite as bad as the School of Enchantment, but
still a subpar choice. True, you can use Animate Dead to create a shambling horde of grabbing/pushing helpers. Then again, you don't actually need Nekroancy's school to do it. The living dead will only be a little more durable; 20 HP at absolutely the most, which may be 1-2 more hits of damage. The Animate Dead route to get Help is perfect operable without this feature, although it is a little less flavorful.
School of Transmutation: I expected a lot more of the school that gives you the best grappling spell in your arsenal, Shapechange, but the options here are still strong. The final ability is especially nutty, but only at the highest level Wizards. Minor Alchemy: Focus on grappling, not duping poor sellers on the market. Transmuter's Stone: For grapplers, the motion speed increase is the best of the different
options, especially if you stack it on top of Longstrider and other natural motion speed increases and modes. Shapechange: The feature with the highest possible name, of course, has the lowest effect advantage. Master Transmuter: Power Word Heal is a 9. Panacea is a 14th level class feature that, for all intents and purposes, does the same, but three levels before you would usually get it. And
remember: class-balance-wise, the Wizards shouldn't even be able to have this ability. Because when you're a 250 HP Adult Red Dragon, it's not very fair that you can also heal yourself to the full. This concept of class balance is what makes this feature so crazy. [/sblock] Overall, there are many classes that can get you into grappling action, and I encourage you to try out different options. If you still feel
overwhelmed and need some more general rules, here are the overall guidelines you'll keep in mind when choosing your class. Athletics advantage: The biggest grappler prerequisite is to gain advantage on your checks. This usually means barbaric rage, enlarge person, or improve ability, although there are other ways to do it and different levels you can get it. Extra attack: If athletics advantage is the first
prerequisite, Extra Attack is the second. This is the only way to do two grab/sliding checks per round. Avoid bonus action ripoffs, unless you use them to deliver maneuvers. Remember survival: You can't grab two enemies if you die of the third round. Enemies will often have friends who can help them, especially magical friends. Don't sacrifice HP, AC or save throw bonuses too much. Your DM and his/her
monsters will be happy to exploit these holes. Later in the guide, we will go through some builds that bring all this action together. For now, this is a great starting point on your path to becoming All-Faerun Wrestling Champion. [anchor=feats] 5. [/anchor]Feats As a grappler, you can choose to play a furious mountain man wrestler, a lockdown artist, a murderous get-em-from-behind assassin, or a hungry
crocodile who just wants to play. Whichever way you have, performance is likely to be an important factor. In most cases, and unlike in previous editions, you don't actually need many feats to seize. Damn, you don't really need; the basic rules of struggle allow you to do almost anything without any serious performance investment. That doesn't mean you shouldn't consider PHB performance for your grade,
especially given that you'll be progressing well past the fourth or 8th level for some classes. This section will review all the achievements in PHB, ranking them according to how useful they are to the hopeful grappler. If there is an achievement that does not appear on the list, like Actor, it is only because it is irrelevant to in-combat grappling mechanics. Alert Most characters have an initiative bonus based
on dexterity and nothing else, so +5 is massive. Grappling, more than other playing styles, really wants to go first in battle because the earlier you turn people to the ground, the earlier you can shut them out of the match. Surprising immunity and extra anti-invisibility is sauce. Athlete Cornerstone of powerbomb suplex grip technique (see builds later). The athlete allows you to jump very high with your
grappled goals(s), throw them to the ground, and then land, stand, and re-grasp. All in one turn. Without Athlete, your jumps will be shorter, your standing will be slower, and the fighting style will be much less effective. Charging The rare triple trap function. Firstly, it costs a bonus action, which should already make you leery if you have been aware of all the other things we can do with our valuable bonus
action. Second, the Charger makes a melee weapon attack, which cannot be replaced with a grab check. Thirdly, and most problematicly, pushing the action does not actually knock the enemy exposed. It just moves them. This achievement is important if for no other reason than to emphasize grappling rules and remind you to read carefully. Crossbow Expert Some readers may be surprised to see this
ranked so highly. Turn your attention to the other bullet point that, RAW-wise, doesn't actually require you to use a crossbow to take advantage of. If you play a spellcasting grappler, you need this to throw your varied attack roll-based spells without any inconvenience. You can beat an opponent prone to that disadvantage, but then you lose the subsequent advantage from attacking within 5 feet of the
exposed enemy (the two cases interrupt each other out). Crossbow Expert returns advantage to your court, so fire away with whatever spell or weapon you want. Defensive Duelist Not great, but it is usable by grappler Rogue (or Fighter) who can use a weapon in one hand while grappling with the other. Reactions provide great action economy, and extra survival is always welcome. If you are pursuing a
Sneak Attack-based grappler that hurts for more AC or HP, Pigeon molding is not a bad option. Dual Wielder You basically get zero benefit from any of the Dual Wielders bullet points while grappling even one enemy, let alone two (grappling occupies one hand). And no, grappled enemies don't count as improvised weapons unless they're also dead (only objects, not creatures, can be used this way).
Elemental Adept If you plan to grab/limit enemies and blast them with magic, elemental Adept is a solid way to increase the damage. I strongly recommend fire as your element of choice, given the power of Fireball, Wall of Fire and Delayed Blast Fireball against restrained targets. Grappler / Grappler The hands-down most disappointing entry in PHB, Grappler is the ultimate trap ability. Its first capability is a
worse version of the shove-to-prone battle option grippers already have. Why invest in an achievement for the benefit when you can do it with basic combat actions? The second ability is what earns Grappler his green status. A restrained goal suffers from inconvenience to all Dexterity save throws, which work fine with grapplers who use Dexterity-based spell damage. Or grapplers who have allies who use
that magic. This is a niche way to grab, but a fun one, so I leave it out there as an option for grapplers looking for new ways to enjoy the fighting style. As for the last bullet point, there is a remnant of an earlier edition. As PHB Errata clarifies, ignore the third advantage; it refers to a nonexistent rule. All in all, this is the achievement that should have made us tick, and instead it's one of the first you'll ignore.
Great Weapon Master At first glance it seems that you can not use these benefits while grappling because they seem to require two-handed weapons. On the plus side of the achievement, you don't actually need a two-handed weapon to use GWM. You only need a heavy weapon, and only for the second advantage. On the negative side, none of the benefits are particularly powerful, although the extra
damage is fine for a fighting style with low injury. A prone/grappled enemy is easier to hit, so you can freely trade -5 on hit to +10 on the damage as long as you have a heavy weapon in your non-grappling hand. This means you can't grab another enemy, but it gives you more damage to one goal. GWM gets better if combined with a heavy weapon-wielding Mage Slayer, but there is such a niche build that I
can't assess the achievement on its merits alone. Heavily armored survival capability is important for grapplers and, in many cases, multiclassing is the best way to get heavy armor. Just take the highest armor skills class at level 1 (like Fighter) and then multiclass out at later levels (to Bard/Rogue/Wizard/etc.). That said, there are some cases where a heavy armor class is not part of your building. In such
cases, this achievement gets much better. It even buffs your most important ability score as an added bonus! So if you are a College of Bard goes straight Bard with only a Rogue multiclass, multiclass, this up right after you get medium armor skills. This is also a decent starting skill to work towards with human bonus feat. Heavy Armor Master You don't want to die in battle, but you don't want to invest too
many features in staying alive. +1 Strength is fine, but the flat 3-point damage reduction is underwhelming at best. It doesn't even affect magic weapons or spells. Easily Armored I can not think of a decent optimization that would not get this from a level 1 dip in any class, whether Bard, Rogue, Fighter, Barbarian, etc. Probably the least useful match feat in PHB, let alone for grapplers. Lucky do you
remember the sorcerer's Portent ability? Lucky is a worse version of portent, but it's one that any class can get. You don't usually want to use it against opponents (it only affects attack rolls that we probably don't care about), but you'll often use it on your own checks. Think of it as triple advantage on athletics, usable three times per day in between long rests. As far as luxury achievements go (things like
Alert), this is probably the highest on the list because it's incredibly versatile (it even helps your savings) and is relevant in almost every match at almost every level. Fighters will often get this if they remain in their class for too long, just because they get so many achievements. Mage Slayer Back in 3.0 and 3.5, it was a nightmare to throw spells in endangered squares, especially against grapplers. The 5th
Edition took a lot of bite from that strategy, but Mage Slayer returns some of our former glory. Slayer doesn't prevent spell casting, but it puts you in a strong enough position that it doesn't matter. Once grappled, the enemy reels will always be within five meters of you, so you can beat them every time they try to throw a spell to get free. If they concentrate on a spell, there is even an attack they need to
make a save on. Oh yes, and they do all their concentration checks at disadvantage, both against your normal attacks and the free reaction attacks every single round. As if that wasn't enough, you also get advantage on all save throws against poles thrown within five yards of you. Assuming you hold down 1-2 abs, that's the only range poles will be incoming from. An overall excellent achievement for
campaigns with many spellcasting enemies. Magic Initiate In most cases, grapplers are better just multiclassing into a class of spell than taking this feat. There aren't many good cantrips for grappling anyway (Guidance is the big one), and although there's a bunch of decent level 1 spells, throws spell only when limiting their usefulness. A solid combination is Guidance, Resistance and Longstrider from the
Druid list (Longstrider lasts an hour and does not require concentration). Another is Blade Ward, True Strike and Hex from Warlock. Hex is a great dip in a spell list you wouldn't normally touch, a bonus-action casttime, no-save-allowed way to screw a Checks. Checks. savvy opponents can only switch from athletics to acrobatics (or vice versa), this will still let them make it worse by two checks, or simply
accept the inconvenience on the roll. Either way, it's a big investment for grapplers. You can also pick up Find familiar with Magic Initiate, but it's more effective to get your helpful know of Ritual Caster than it is to lock yourself out of the Level 1 bonus spell. Martial Adept This achievement is much better on paper than in a real match. Maneuvers are strong and it seems great to get a free one without a three-
level investment in fighter. Unfortunately, it's terrible to get that maneuver only once per long rest when you get into real fights. At least with spells, such as Hex or Longstrider from Magic Initiate, your once per long rest magic lasts several rounds or through multiple enemies. The one-shot Martial Adept maneuver does not, making this a weak performance that is only good in white room style optimizations.



It's a little better (black rating) if you're a Fighter who just wants more maneuvers. Medium Armor Master Stealth doesn't really help grappling, and +1 AC isn't worth an achievement. Just bite the bullet and upgrade to heavy armor. Mobile +10 at your speed is all you need to know about this achievement. There are two extra squares with a dash. Or two extra vertical squares of flying. Keep in mind that
dragging creatures is one of the best parts of grappling, so any way you can buff that speed is a great way to improve your combat tool. Difficult terrain is also a big problem for grapplers who drag enemies, and Mobile addresses as well. Just combine this with Monk or Rogue class features to get a bonus Dash and you'll be bounded around the battlefield in no time. Moderately armored See light armored. It
is so easy to pick up these prophecies only by virtue of multiclassing or picking another level 1 class. Don't waste a feat here. Mounted Battle Is mounted grappling one thing? RAW it is, and you can actually do some cool things by using the bracket's moving speed instead of your own. The horse's (or dragon's!) speed is not halved when you as a rider are grappling, but a DM can reasonably impose
penalties on the entire operation. If you convince dm to allow mounted grappling (it really works, RAW-wise), then this feat is a decent way to keep your valiant horse alive while grabbing people around the battlefield. Polearm Master Both performance skills require a two-handed weapon, and grappling prohibits you from using these effectively. You can only replace Attack actions with grab/slide checks too,
so you can't even abuse free AOO when enemies enter range. Resilient This is one of the better save throw bonuses in recent editions, especially if you are a spellcaster who needs to pick up Constitution saving skills to maintain concentration. The ideal spellcasting grappler will have savings skills in the Constitution (concentration), (fear effects), and and (most common savings throws), and Resilient is a
solid way to pick up the third skill. Ritual Caster If you want to find familiar but don't want a) throw away Magic Initiate feat or b) go into a spellcasting class, then Ritual Caster is the best way to get it. Known are a little limited as grappling helpers (they will only provide an instance of benefit per round), but they work regardless of size, concentration, magical abilities, etc. Savage Attacker More damage is fine,
but more grappling is better. I guess you can use this as part of a single-target grappling build, but the difference in damage output won't be great. Keep in mind that Savage Attacker only rolls your weapon damage (c)e, not any bonuses (sorry, Sneak Attack). Sentinel If you could grab/push as part of the provoked reaction, this would be a SIMPLE sky blue rating, if not gold. The annoying RAW does not
allow you to do so. You can only replace attack actions with grabs/slides, and all reaction-based AOOs in Sentinel do not qualify. Sharpshooter Only included here for -5 to hit, +10 to injury, which synergises nicely with a prone opponent within 5 meters of you. Dump them down and then shoot them point blank. There are better ways to attack a prone opponent, but I let this be an option if you're a big hand
crossbow fan. Shield Master One of two gold-rated achievements in PHB, although this one is admittedly limited to single-target grappler builds. But if you pursue single-target grappler build, Shield Master is easily one of the beats features of the book. Master gives you a free, bonus action-based slide attempt on your target, freeing up your valuable Extra Attack actions to deal with more damage or keep an
attacker locked. Just go up to your target, grab them, push them prone, and then attack them for damage, all as early as level five. Or better yet, grab them and then push them exposed as early as level one, provided you are a human being getting this achievement on creation. The other benefits are just sauce, which gives you a bunch of survival against the most common savings throw effects in the
game. You can theoretically drop a shield to use this against multiple opponents, but drop takes a full action (PHB, 146), so that the target can run away. Against a single enemy, however, there is really nothing better. Tavern Brawler After Grappler, this is the second grappler feat in PHB. To start, a big thank you to the Wizards for putting not only one but two of those achievements in the book; It's a big
investment for a fighting style that's not always in the spotlight. It's also significantly better than Grappler, although it's still not quite the amazing achievement we're hoping for. Strength/Con bonus is a nice leg, but the second point is largely irrelevant (RAW, everyone is skilled in unarmed strikes) unless you use many improvised weapons. Things get better again with the third advantage, a large unarmed for
grapplers which as To enter monk, but still need to grab more enemies and deal with damage from round to round. Going up from a flat 1 injury to 1d4 injury is great over a long battle and you will welcome it if your hands are full. As for the fourth bullet point, it's an Enhanced Grab lite ala 3rd Edition, but it forces us to commit our opening attack to a melee hit, not a grab check. It also consumes a valuable
bonus action. This gets much better when you fight spellcasters and need to disrupt concentration, but it's still often weaker than just walking up to them, grabbing them, and then smacking them after the grapple gets started. Overall, there are a number of buildings that will pick up Brawler as a luxury achievement, but few who will rely on it as a core feature. Tough There are some buildings that want to
invest an achievement for +2 to +40 HP over time, but most builds don't need it. This gets a little better with Wild Shape or Shapechange, both of which give you new HP totals, while retaining the benefits of your class features. A DM may rule that layering doesn't work in your favor, but I think there's a strong case to be made that it does. This synergy is the only reason Tough is listed on black rating, as it
gives you the composite HP benefit for each shape you switch to. Otherwise, there are much better survival-focused features to take. War Caster If you are a spellcasting grappler, you need this achievement. Improve ability? Enlarge person? Shapechange? All this grappling goodness is concentration-based, and War Caster is the best way to make sure you keep buffs up in real battle. Grapplers takes a lot
of damage to the front lines, which means many concentration controls to avoid losing your formulas. If these break in the middle of the fight, you're going to be in a very bad situation, making War Caster indispensable to anyone who's serious about magic-based grappling. Modes 2 and 3 serve a different type of grappler, the kind that restricts things with Grappler and then lets them bake in a Wall of Fire or
Flame Strike. The second advantage does not allow you to use somatic spells with two enemies in your hands, so you will not be limiting two guys and then throwing your spell. But if you rock the Shield Master building, it's a different story altogether. As for the third advantage, you will get some reactions out of this, but most enemies will not move enough to provoke AOO. As usual with War Caster, it's the
first capability that drives the performance, and you have to get this if you want to stay relevant throughout your progression. When picking achievements, just be careful that the build and grappling style fits the achievements you choose. For example, Monks don't make good Tavern Brawlers because they have too many competing bonus actions and they don't take advantage of unarmed injury die
increase. Also pay attention to how you want your character to play at all levels, level 20 only. You may need the heavy armor at level 4. You may need that throw the bonus at level 8 when it turns out that the whole campaign is against scary (read: bestow frightened state) undead. More importantly, know when you don't actually need to choose an achievement as a grappler! Many builds don't need it and
will get more mileage out of a +2 Strength or +1 Str/+1 Con bonus than they will from any cool looking achievements. This is often one of the most difficult decisions to make (we D&amp;amp; D players love to pack on features and abilities), but sometimes easier is better when you are a grappler. Overall, be flexible and critical with your performance selection and you'll be guaranteed to have a powerhouse
switch at battelfield. [anchor=magic03] 6. [/anchor]Magic and Spells: Cantrips - Level 3 When I first worked with this guide, I had a distinction between magical and nonmagical grappling. I still have that distinction, to some extent. But having played grapplers before and written on them a lot, I now think that the distinction is a little artificial. Due to achievements such as Magic Initiate, the simple multiclassic,
and the relative availability of spells even in nonmagical classes, there is not really a hard line between magic and nonmagical grapplers. Instead, it is better to think of grappling magic on a continuum. At one end you have spells that only dedicated spellcasters can use; Real Polymorph, Shapechange, Foresight, etc. In the middle you have spells that require some commitment to spellcasting classes, but
still give you a lot of flexibility in multiclassing: Wall of Fire, Polymorph, Conjure Animals, etc. And then at the other end of the spectrum, you have spells that require no more than a 3 level dip, or just a Magic Initiate investmnt, things like Hex, Find Known, Enlarge/Decrease, Improve Ability, and so on. Even barbarians, who can't concentrate on spells while they're raging, can still take advantage of
something like Longstrider! Because multiclassing is so simple, because spell lists overlap so freely in 5.0, and because I don't want the spell section to be as long as the rest of the guide, I'm just going to list a few spells per level and give a quick explanation for them. I want to highlight the best formulas on each level and also some obvious (and less obvious) traps. If a spell isn't listed, it may not be bad
with grappling, but it just doesn't deserve its own entry. Cantrips [sblock =Cantrip review] Chill Touch: If you have already fought/pushed an opponent and just want to stop them from healing every turn, keep throwing Chill Touch and they will slowly expire. Also strong against regenerating enemies. Create Bonfires: The first spell you can keep enemies in while grappling them. If they are restrained, they will
take 1d8 damages per scope on top of any other damages you send out. Not a good spell, but I put it here because that's where visiting ban fun begins. Guidance: Free +1d4 to grab at the beginning of the match, as long as you pre-buff with it. Guidance has an action thrown time, so it is much worse in even, but cantrip has so much non-combat tools that it's okay. True Strike: More like canTRAP
amirite??? Remember - grappling and pushing are not attack rolls, so True Strike does not help them. Vicious mockery: This is not a good spell for grappling, but it's a verbal-only spell you can throw while grappling with two enemies and otherwise locked out of somatic components. Keep an eye on better spells like this at later levels. [/sblock] Level 1 [sblock=Level 1 spell review] Absorb Elements: Together
with shield, this is the best defensive spell on the Level 1 list. It gives you resistance to the most common types of damage and costs only one reaction. Would be rated higher if it does not require a pesky somatic component. Animal Friendship / Speak with Animals: This pair of stakes, depending on DM, can let you command (for 10 minutes at a time) a small Help-action troupe of squirrels/rats/snakes.
Friendship makes them friendly. Talk lets you ask them to do things for you. Low intelligence means they're probably too stupid to disobey. Think of this combination as level 1 equivalent to Dominate Animal, but with less RAW support. Velss: I put this here to illustrate a regular spelling trap - spells that buff your attack scrolls. Keep in mind that these don't help grappling, which means you need to reconsider
which buffs are worth it and that you can leave at home. Quick Retreat: A more limited, spell-based version of Cunning Action. There are better spells to concentrate on at this level. Feather Fall: If your plan is to take people and jump off tall structures, don't forget the level 1 spell parachute. Find familiar: Say hello to your little friend. This will give you a permanent helper to take the help each round and
guarantee the benefit of a check. No concentration required. Unfortunately, a single instance of benefit is not so great, so it's not worth the investment unless you become known as a random to your main progression. Healing Word: Bonus action cast time means you can still grab in the same round you heal. 60 foot range means you can heal yourself or a needy friend. Verbal component means only that
you can heal even if both hands are occupied. Accept no substitutes for action economy healing! Hex: Bonus action wasted time? Check. Big selection? Check. No save throw?! Check. Add bonus damage, transferability if your goal dies, and virtual disadvantage on enemy grab checks, and you have the best offensive grappling spell on any level 1 list. Sure, monsters can only switch their grip check from
athletics to acrobatics (or vice versa), but most monsters suck on one to begin with, let alone the other. The only reason this is not rated higher is that it requires concentration, so it is quicly surpassed by Enlarge Person or Improve Ability. Longstrider: Best level 1 grappler buff in PHB. Free 10 bonus feet to your movement, it lasts an hour and it doesn't require concentration. Also affects all Modes! Belly
Armor: Just multiclass and use real armor. Or polymorph yourself into something with a higher AC. Or play a monk/barbarian. If you have to rely on this as a grappler, you do something wrong. Shield: +5 AC as reaction are nuts, especially for low AC grapplers. It's a pity this has somatic components required, or it would be gold-rated. [/sblock] Level 2 [sblock = Level 2 spell review] Alter Self: Plus page - if
you are going to grab two enemies and are not a monk, this will give you a better injury die than Tavern Brawler. Minus side - Enlarge also requires concentration, but then gives you a +1d4 to damage, a size increase and benefit. Don't waste your time here. Cloud of daggers: Decent low level AOE spells to keep people in while grabbing them: 4d4 damage, no save. Unfortunately, this requires concentration
and there are better things you can focus on. Darkness: Throw darkness at your armor (it targets objects!), people grab and roll your little blindness ball around the battlefield. Please note that you need Warlock's Devil Sight feature to do this, otherwise DM can easily rule that you can't actually see anything to grab in the first place. Improve ability: Second best level 2 spell in the game. Flat advantage to
Strength checks is mandatory for most grapplers, and this spell is only outclassed by the next entry on our list. It even doubles your carrying capacity for more drag and lifting! If you don't have access to Enlarge/Reduce (Druids not, for example), this is your go-to buff. Enlarge/Reduce: Hands down the best low-level formula for grapplers. It gives advantage on strength checks (plus a random but welcome
advantage to Strength Saver!), and gives a +1d4 damage bonus to all attacks made in greater form. It doesn't double your carrying capacity, as opposed to Improve Ability, but it increases your size category, and that's what makes this formula so nuts (on top of the benefit, of course). Medium-sized characters can't grab anything larger than large sizes, but that limitation doesn't exist for magnified grapplers.
If you can get this formula, get it and don't look back. If you can't, try to get it. If you can't do that, settle down with Improve Ability, but know that Magnify is the better of the two. Heat Metal: It can be surprising that a spell that threatens the disadvantage of ability checks gets such a low rating. Unfortunately, the disadvantage is contingent on a failed rescue. Make matters worse, the rescue is Con-based, and
most opponents wearing a lot of metal probably have decent Con-saves. Another problem is that this wastes your bonus action and concentration every round. It is terrible action economy on top of low base damage. Reflection: This has always been one of the better level 2 buffs in D&amp;amp; D and 5th Edition continue the trend. It doesn't even require concentration! Great for magical grippers because
images hit by enemy attacks will not trigger a concentration control on Buffs. Foggy steps: Strong low-level gap closer when the fight actually starts. Please note that this teleportation does not count towards your movement for the turn and only costs a bonus action. You can also do this while grappling (it requires only verbal components), but forced movement will end grip. Silence: After Antimagic Field,
this is the gold standard for ruining a spellcaster's day. The vast majority of stakes, especially good match formulas, require verbal components. Grappling mages in a zone of Silence completely turns off these options, forcing them to poke you with their dagger or try to beat your monstrous athletics checks. You need to concentrate on Silence to keep going, which means you have to persuade someone
else in your party to give you Improve ability or enlarge for the benefit. Spike Growth: Drag people through the peaks to cause 2d4 damage per 5 foot movement. More go? More damage! Just be careful not to kill yourself as you do it; Strong with builds that can stack motion speed to get lots of squares covered in a turn. [/sblock] Level 3 [sblock = Level 3 spell review] Animate Dead: ARMY OF THE DEAD
GRAPPLER IS REAL! Get a platoon of 8 or so Zombies (they're harder than skeletons, and all you really need is the durability of these guys). Then each round, 4 of them have Help you on grabs/shoves, and have the other 4 ready an action to help you on opposing grabs/shoves from your victims. Just remember that commanding them to help costs your bonus action. But it does not cost concentration, so
it is a non-concentration, non-rage way to gain advantage on all checks. Don't forget to re-cast Animate Dead every day to claim control again. Bestow curse / Bestow curse: If you have to throw this as a level 3 or 4 spell, just use Hex instead. Better to cast Hex as a bonus action without rescue allowed than to use Curse as an action, give them a chance to save it, and have to concentrate on the spell. But
when you can throw this at level 5 and no longer need to concentrate on it, it gets much better. If they save, no big deal; action wave another attack. If they don't save, they're screwed for the fight and you can still concentrate on Enlarge or something similar! Conjure Animals: All magic spells are decent with grappling; Use the monsters to help you and to damage your grappled/deferred target. Counterspell:
Freedom of Movement, Misty Step, Blink and a host of other stakes are not your friends. If these are thrown in the middle of the fight, counterspell is yours out. Remove Magic: See above, but with emphasis on spells that are already in force at the beginning of the fight. Best in tandem with Action Surge, so you can remove as an action and then take in your neighbor. I pump this up to a gold rating because
it's your only low-level response to enemy wheels that already have certain poles in place, especially Freedom of Movement. Fear: Most throw spells are not very good for grapplers because allow re-saves every turn, or because they just aren't much more powerful than just grappling/pushing. Fear is different because it can be a complete battle ending for any monster that fails save. First, they release all
their elements, which you will capitalize on by grabbing them and moving them away from the dangerous objects. Secondly, all affected creatures have flat disadvantage for ALL ability checks (Dexterity and strength!) while in their line of sight. Given that you're grappling them, you're not going anywhere anytime soon. In the end, they only get a re-save if you leave sight. And you just want to hug them, so it
doesn't happen either. Fireball: Your level 3 spell of choice if you want to limit goals and throw things on your head. Flight: What do you do with a flight speed? You go straight into the air and carry as many people as you can. What do you do when you're up there? Let them go. They take damage, they land Prone, they don't get a rescue, and if they run on the way up, everything that happens anyway
happens. Hurry: Depending on your build, this will compete with enlarge for concentration spell of choice. But many builders either won't advance so far into their spell list, or prefer advantage over multiple checks. Extra actions are still strong, especially if you use the Ready action and have Sneak Attack, but Enlarge and improve ability will usually improve. [/sblock] Last edited: 10. It nicely solves the
problem with won't the guy I'm grappling just kill me to death instead of trying to move away? Sanctuary is a bonus action spell that lasts for a minute without concentration, so if you want, you can throw sanctuary with your free hand, and then grab an enemy while holding a shield in the other hand. (So on subsequent rounds you can Dodge while dragging the grappled enemy over to the cliff and pushing
him off.) Sanctuary is available for Oath of Devotion paladins and for clerics. Last edited: 21. You can also start attempting disarming attacks when they are stuck on the ground, either through fighter maneuvers or through the DMG Disarming rule. DMG Disarming rule is particularly nasty here because they will have inconvenience on the opposite attack roll to avoid being disarmed. The opposite roll in the
Disarming maneuver is an athletics or acrobatic control, not an attack roll. Attacker makes an attack roll, defender does an athletics or acrobatics check. The attacker will have inconvenience on his attack roller because a big word is held in two hands; defender suffers no inconvenience on his Athletics/Acrobatics check from being exposed. Advantage: greatsword wielder - but most monsters have rubbish
Athletics so you can win This came up recently in another thread, but it may be worth repeating here: Grappling is not an attack (PHB 194), so technically it does not break Sanctuary. It nicely solves the problem with won't the guy I'm grappling just kill me to death instead of trying to move away? Sanctuary is a bonus action spell that lasts for a minute without concentration, so if you want, you can throw
sanctuary with your free hand, and then grab an enemy while holding a shield in the other hand. (So on subsequent rounds you can Dodge while dragging the grappled enemy over to the cliff and pushing him off.) Sanctuary is available for Oath of Devotion paladins and for clerics. I disagree with this, but would like to see the discussion in the second thread. It seems pretty clear to me that grappling breaks
Sanctuary. Sanctuary is broken if the assigned creature makes an attack. Defined as a special melee attack, Grapple is even listed under the Melee Attacks section of the Combat chapter. It even says if you are able to make multiple attacks with the Attack action, this attack replaces one of them (emphasis added). If sanctuary broken when the assigned creatures make an attack roll, then I would agree that
the grab does not violate it. But it says only attacks, and by two definitions seize seems to be considered an attack. So unless I miss something, I don't see how these two interact like others think they do. The opposite roll in the Disarming maneuver is an athletics or acrobatic control, not an attack roll. Attacker makes an attack roll, defender does an athletics or acrobatics check. The attacker will have
inconvenience on his attack roller because a big word is held in two hands; defender suffers no inconvenience on his Athletics/Acrobatics check from being exposed. Advantage: greatsword wielder - but most monsters have trash Athletics so you can win anyway. That's right. Got check / attack roll part backwards. It is unclear whether the attacker (the one who does disarm) has inconvenience or they have
neither inconvenience nor advantage. If the defender is exposed, the attacker will normally gain advantage on all the attacking rolls made against them. Therefore, the disadvantage from two hands would be canceled by the benefit of attacking a deferred target. Then again, you attack the target or attack the sword yourself, which is not exposed in itself. How would others rule this? For reference, the
vulnerable states say An attack throw against the creature has advantage if the attacker is within 15 feet of his creature. Is the assault roller in disarmed made against the creature? Will this guide be completed at any time? Will this guide be completed at any time? Absolutely! I just have a lot of things on my plate and can't always put hours into it every day. I'm going to roll out a few more changes to it today
and then keep the updates coming. The original guide on the Wizards forum is finished: I just need to paste it, format it and edit/update Easy enough, but when you do, you let them either go (break the grip) or follow them down. Pick up his ankle. Put the ankle in your armpit with your foot behind your back and curl your arm around it, and take your hand to your chest. You now have a free hand and it will
definitely take an athletics or acrobatics check to escape. Consider standing on the crotch or the nearest joint / limb / put large toe in the mouth. This would require a new grab if you're still standing, which is possible if you have 2 attacks per attack action. Easy enough, but when you do, you let them either go (break the grip) or follow them down. This would require a new grab if you're still standing, which is
possible if you have 2 attacks per attack action. As a DM, you would be free to rule these things, but players would also be free to argue against you with RAW. RAW is very clear that pushing an enemy prone does not break grip. The only two things that break a grip are to disable the gripper or remove the gripping creature from the gripper's reach (PHB, 290). Pushing an enemy exposed only beats them
exposed without actually removing them from your range. So RAW, there is absolutely nothing to suggest that you break grab or expose yourself. As other users have said, including Bal Sofs Tihl, this also makes sense from a RAI perspective. There are countless examples in the real world grappling where a standing grappler can be grappling a prone opponent. Add the magical and amazing elements to
D&amp;amp;amp; D, and it is completely within RAI, as well as already being within RAW. People are always welcome to change the RAW mechanics to suit their game, but I have no interest in doing so in this guide. This guide is designed to follow RAW 100%, and all grappling interactions are within these RAWs. Also, I will definitely be finishing the guide before the end of the month. Many things came
up to get in the way, but the project will be done! Yes I have no idea why anyone would claim that I push someone exposed while grappling them forces me to either release grab or also be exposed. It's clearly not part of the rules and completely nonsense. Last edited: October 20, 2015 I have someone who insists if I intervene someone into an AOE (Cloud of Daggers) That I too would be in AOE. Is there
a rule that clearly says they're wrong? I have someone who insists that if I intervene someone into an AOE (Cloud of Daggers) that I would also be in AOE. Is there a rule that clearly says they're wrong? According to PHB rules on place of origin (PHB, 203), you choose a cube origin point, which is located anywhere on a face of the cube effect ... A cube's origin point is not included in the area of action of
the cube, unless you decide otherwise. Just project the cube in a 5 out of 5 and then stand on the edge of the cube, drag the enemy into the area of the cube. They will be affected by the cloud, and you won't. I have someone who insists that if I intervene someone into an AOE (Cloud of Daggers) that I would also be in AOE. Is there a rule that clearly says they're wrong? It is quite possible to keep someone
over a fire without being in it yourself. A compromise may be that the creature takes 1/2 damage, since it's not fully in, or you're taking 1/2 damage, since your only part of the way in. Athlete Cornerstone of powerbomb suplex grip technique (see builds later). The athlete allows you to jump very high with your grappled goals(s), throw them to the ground, and then land, stand, and re-grasp. All in one turn.
Without Athlete, your jumps will be shorter, your standing will be slower, and the fighting style will be much less effective. THe page on the official forums was deleted and I did not find a builder section here, can you add it please? I am rly interested in the suplex one since jumping + grapling mechanics is blurry in the best Athlete Cornerstone in powerbomb suplex grip technique (see builds later). The
athlete allows you to jump very high with your grappled goals(s), throw them to the ground, and then land, stand, and re-grasp. All in one turn. Without Athlete, your jumps will be shorter, your standing will be slower, and the fighting style will be much less effective. THe page on the official forums was deleted and I did not find a builder section here, can you add it please? I am rly interested in suplex one
since jumping + grapling mechanics is unclear at best Fortunately web archive exists. Google Way Back Machine and turn in WotC forums URL. I want to post a direct link but forums and less than three posts. Enjoy, everybody. Also first post! Thank you for this very enlightening guide. It helped me quite a bit so far. Although I wonder if the Heavy Armor Master is a little underestimated (at least for eldritch
knight) for several reasons. First, it is quite potent early. It can fall back at higher levels, when magic or spell attacks and energy attacks happen more often, but still non-magical weapon attacks can be the most common source of damage you have to face your entire career. Secondly Weak against a large number of opponents. As in real life (for the martial artists in the audience), grappling is not
particularly effective against more attackers. You can only meaningfully engage with as many attackers as you have hands, which often only comes to be two. Now in the case of being overwhelmed throw in a Blade Ward. Now you have resistance to slashing, piercing and bludgeoning (magic and non-magic) weapon attacks and - afaik - the harm reduction of the Heavy Armor Master applied after cutting
the damage in half. Okay, you may not be able to take that turn (except when you use Action Surge), but at least you have the bonus action attack (War Mage). If you don't get focused by the mob, but this is where you can do your job, which is catch and pin the bad guys. Another problem is Create Bonfire Cantrip. If you probably run out of the main concentration formula - Enlarge - or you might want to
save a track for worse, Create Bonfire may not be so bad, especially when you focus on one (medium or large size) measure. Take him, expose him, beat him (11th place). Now Eldritch Strike is in power. Cast Create Bonfire on the second turn. You can also throw it before the fight begins and drag the victims into it. You can also throw it right between your enemies before you get into thick things. 3d8
burns while having all the attacks left and Eldritch Strike further increases Create Bonfire potential. It may not be gold, but at least it can be a viable last resort or backup plan, especially because it does not need a spell Slot (unlike other choices). These are just some ideas. Feel free to disagree. Last changed: Nov 16, 2015 Thank you for posting the link for me! I mentioned it a couple of posts back. The
building part also has the special features with its corresponding constructions, which gives many ideas to interesting matches. I'm sorry I haven't completed this yet. I have dming a campaign and it has taken up most of my D&amp;amp; D planning time. I'll get some of the ported over, along with some new things, one of these days soon! There is a lot of vacation coming up that will definitely help. With the
holidays here and more free time on my horizon, I'll be back to the editing process! Finished level 3 and 4 stakes today and will continue to work on this as the month goes on. Let me know if there's anything people want added or addressed! With the holidays here and more free time on my horizon, I'll be back to the editing process! Finished level 3 and 4 stakes today and will continue to work on this as the
month goes on. Let me know if there's anything people want added or addressed! Yay! thanks Big fan of your guide! I studied it intensively on the wizards forum before it was closed. That's thanks to your guide my party was able to take down a young green dragon on Lvl 3 without a single loss. Can't wait to see what amazing combinations will show up next time. Have you considered using real polymorphs
secondary effect? It is that if the duration of an hour passes the transformation becomes permanent. Perhaps one can use this to shape shift into an adult dragon for holding and use the natural shapeshift ability of his new shape/race to maintain his old class abilities and skills? EDIT: To elaborate a little more on the idea: A level 17 bard would access True polymorph as a level 9 spell True polymorphs spell
desc states and I quote: If you concentrate on this spell for the entire duration, the transformation becomes permanent. The second part of this formula that is important is what you can transform into: If you make a creature a type of creature, the new new can be any kind you choose w snake challenge rating equals or less than the target's (or its level, if the target does not have a challenge rating). Target's
betting statistics, including mental ability scores, are replaced by the statistics in the new form. It retains its alignment and personality. The goal assumes the hit points in its new form Basically what this means is that level = CR, so that a lvl 17 characters can transform into a CR 17 creature as.. Oh, I don't know, an adult golden dragon would do. So this means that the spell not only gives us some kind of
permanent transformation into another breed/species, but also potentially a massive state bump on top of that. (Not to mention new capabilities such as aircraft, breathing attacks etc). Now the downside of assuming a new form is that spell notes like spells, actions and even talking can be limited or impossible depending on what form you are in, but that's where beauty comes in: not only can an adult
dragon talk, use basic and advanced actions and even spells, they also have the ability to change shape naturally. Means a PC that became a dragon for holder through this spell can only change shape in the shape they had before they were changed by spell. (useful for getting into dungeons and many other events). An important detail about this is that it is mentioned that the statblock of the dragon stays
around when that shape changes, effectively providing a PC with 27 STR to use the adult golden dragon example. The total result of this? A grappler with 27 STR, 25 CON, 14 DEX and 24 CHA (mentions CHA for bards about spellcasting). Since AC is natural armor + Dex and an adult gold dragons AC is 19 we are dealing with a natural AC of 17 instead of 10, making it especially wonderful for barbarians
who suddenly end up with AC 26 (without shields or some magical elements!), a very potent AoE breathing attack (hordes are grapplers weakspot afteral), the ability to change shape to avoid size constraints and ultimately what makes it so amazing for us grapplers: the ability to grab GARGANTUAN creatures (adult gold dragon is big size after all), a massive STR bonus to grab and all that on top of our
athletic skills. Ladies and gentlemen put down mugs* We can seize Terrasque. EDIT2: Note that this costs NO concentration after the spell becomes permanent and can be thrown at allies as well! Last edited: 17 May 2018 I studied it intensively on the wizards forum before it was closed. That's thanks to your guide my party was able to take down a young green dragon on Lvl 3 without a single loss. Can't
wait to see what amazing combinations will show up next time. Have you considered using real polymorphs secondary effect? It is that if the duration of an hour passes the transformation becomes permanent. Perhaps one can use this to shape shift into an adult dragon for holder and use the natural shapeshift ability of its new shape/race to maintain its class abilities and skills? It won't work for two
reasons. The first is because True Polymorph says Target's game stats, including mental ability scores, are replaced by the stats in the new form. It means that all the target's old statistics (its HP, class levels, its functions, its proficiencies, etc.) are replaced by (not added) statistics (AKA state block, which includes skills, MM 6-8) of the new form. The second is because, as Change Shape for Adult Gold
Dragon says, In a new form, the dragon retains its alignment, hit points, Hit Dice, ability to speak, proficiencies, Legendary Resistance, lair actions, and Intelligence, Wisdom, and Karisma scores, as well as this action. Its statistics and abilities are otherwise replaced by those of the new form, except for all class functions or legendary acts of that form. So no matter what a dragon can shape to, it does not get
new proficiencies, since they had to replace the old proficiencies. That's not to mention that Strength scores aren't among the unaffected ability scores when changing form, which means that if your interpretation is more liberal than mine, you still have to choose between Adult Gold Dragon's 29 Strength scores and skills in athletics with the new form strength score. So, since it is not possible to become a
creature with athletics skills unless it already has it, the best athletics score you are ever going to get using True Polymorph is that of cr 13 Storm Giant (+14) that can be matched by a level 13 grade with 18 STR and expertise in athletics. With the holidays here and more free time on my horizon, I'll be back to the editing process! Finished level 3 and 4 stakes today and will continue to work on this as the
month goes on. Let me know if there's anything people want added or addressed! I would like to see your thoughts on the new SCAG content, especially the Battlerager's path for barbarians. It has all the pieces you seem to like for grappling builds, how about 1d4 bonus action attacks from Battle Rager Armor and mobility bonus from Battlerager Charge. log in or sign up to remove this ad Ok, so I'm joining
a new campaign tomorrow and I've decided to create a level 1 human barbarian. I've tried to wrap my brain around something said in this guide, but I can't figure it out. For shield master feat you said: Just go up to your goal, grab them, push them exposed (with shields), and then attack them for damage. I'm not quite sure how this can be done. To seize we need a free hand. As far as I know a hand holding
a shield is NOT a free hand. Therefore, we must go into this with a shield in one hand and nothing in the other. So we grab someone with one hand and push them with the shield. So now we keep the target down with one hand, and we still hold the shield in the other. So how exactly can attack from this point? Do we use our shield as an improvised weapon (1d4 or 1d4+str if skilled) or do I lack anything,
and it is believed that we hold a one-handed weapon? Last edited: December 21, 2015 Okay so I'm joining a new campaign tomorrow and I've decided to create a level 1 human barbarian. I've tried to wrap my brain around something said in this guide, but I can't figure it out. For shield master feat you said: Just go up to your goal, grab them, push them exposed (with shields), and then attack them for
damage. I'm not quite sure how this can be done. To seize we need a free hand. As far as I know a hand holding a shield is NOT a free hand. Therefore, we must go into this with a shield in one hand and nothing in the other. So we grab someone with one hand and push them with the shield. So now we keep the target down with one hand, and we still hold the shield in the other. So how can we attack from
this point? Do we use our shield as an improvised weapon (1d4 or 1d4+str if skilled) or do I lack anything, and it is believed that we hold a one-handed weapon? When you make any kind of attack, the game assumes that you have either had the weapon drawn, or draw it as part of the attack. So you can attach the creature with your shield and then start hacking away with a sword/handaxe/what have you
got. From what I collect from PHB you would not be able to use a weapon, you need a free hand to grasp whether a DM can be nice and decide that you can grapple with your shield (This is an exception to the rules if they do! be grateful to DMs who allow out of box thinking). RAW though, free hand required. That means you will grab your hand and either use the shield as an improvised weapon, or make
unarmed attacks with your head/knee/leg etc. No sense. You take Tavern Brawler instead and use them as an improvised weapon. From what I collect from PHB you would not be able to use a weapon, you need a free hand to grasp whether a DM can be nice and decide that you can grapple with your shield (This is an exception to the rules if they do! be grateful to DMs who allow out of box thinking). RAW
though, free hand required. That means you will grab your hand and either use the shield as an improvised weapon, or make unarmed attacks with your head/knee/leg etc. I feel like as long as you can describe the actions credible, that's fine. Since you pushed the guy with your shield, you can just make yourself shield him to the ground, and you're golden. It won't work for two reasons. The first is because
True Polymorph says Target's game stats, including mental ability scores, are replaced by the stats in the new form. That means that all the target's old statistics (its HP, class levels, its functions, its proficiencies, etc.) are replaced by (not added) statistics (AKA the statistics block, which includes skills, MM 6-8) the new form. Kinda depends on your interpretation of the replaced, the way you seem to see it
(if I understand correctly) is that all you have is cast aside and replaced with the new form. The interpretation I have is that the specific parts are cast aside and replaced, which means that the parts that are not specifically mentioned are left untouched. This would mean things like skills (which are not mentioned in creatures statblock), class levels, abilities, stakes etc are still available. EDIT: The reason I
see it this way is because of the following part of the True Polymorph spell desc: The creature is limited in actions it can perform by the nature of its new form, and it cannot speak, throw spells, or take any other action that requires hands or speech unless the new form is capable of such actions. This seems to suggest the creatures original abilities (abilities, spells etc) are all left intact as long as the new
shape allows them to use it. (a wolf can not speak or use somatic components for example) Last changed: December 22, 2015 Kinda depends on your interpretation of the replaced, the way you seem to see it (if I understand correctly) is that all you have is cast aside and replaced with the new form. The interpretation I have is that the specific parts are cast aside and replaced, which means that the parts
that are not specifically mentioned are left untouched. This would mean things like skills (which are not mentioned in creatures statblock), class levels, abilities, stakes etc are still available. Target's betting statistics, including mental ability scores, are replaced by the statistics in the new form. It retains its alignment and personality. The goal assumes the hit points in their new form... The only statistics
specifically mentioned in the spelling description are mental ability scores, alignment, and HP, so if the statistics not mentioned are unspoilt, it means that the only things that change are the goal's mental ability score and HP. The only statistics specifically mentioned in the spelling description are mental ability scores, alignment, and HP, so if the statistics not mentioned are unspoilt, it means that the only
things that change are the goal's mental ability score and HP. The only parts mentioned in the spell desc that are replaced with the new forms are the ability score including mental ability score (int/wis/cha, which normally does not change with similar spells I think), and hp (alignment is mentioned, but it says that the creature retains its original alignment, not that it changes due to the new shape) Of course,
in addition to this creature gains regardless of physical characteristics the new shape has to offer (size, speed, flies etc). One could argue that the polymorphic target would not access the supernatural abilities of a form such as a breathing attack or poison because it is not specifically mentioned, although I think it would take a lot of fun out Formula. Although, looking at draconomicon from v3/v3.5 it is
mentioned that the breath attack originates from an organ of the dragon, as such it can be claimed it is part of form. The new Erata actually goes into this matter a little by mentioning that changing the shape of that of a legendary creature does not give you legendary actions, this seems to imply that other abilities in a new form are actually available to a PC while in that form Of course, in addition to this
creature gets whatever physical characteristics the new shape has to offer (size, speed, flying etc). I don't see where it says. Unless it is the game statistics that replace the target's. If you only add new speeds, saves throws, skills, vulnerabilities, resistances, immunity, senses, languages, special features, actions, reactions, and limited usage capabilities that the goal does not need for the game statistics,
these game statistics will not be replaced. They're being added. You can't have your cake and eat it too. I don't see where it says. Unless it is the game statistics that replace the target's. If you only add new speeds, saves throws, skills, vulnerabilities, resistances, immunity, senses, languages, special features, actions, reactions, and limited usage capabilities that the goal does not need for the game
statistics, these game statistics will not be replaced. They're being added. You can't have your cake and eat it too. I'll admit that I have to start playing the common sense card here, if I use a lvl 9 spell to take the form of a bird; I should be able to fly. If I turn into a big bad dragon, I should have a claw and bite attack, saying they can't do that removes the whole point of shape change. After all: spell says that
you take the form of a creature that is CR is 20 or less, a CR 17 adult gold dragon is Large size, can fly, has a breathing attack (2 options itself), can change shape and breathe underwater. Taking some of them away undeniably lowers the creatures CR. I would also point out that the new DM errata ( specifically mentions under the legendary creatures section (and I quote): If a creature assumes the form of
a legendary creature, for example, through a spell, it does not get the form of legendary actions, hollow actions, or regional effects. There is no other limitation placed regarding this on shapeshifting and capabilities in any of the books or erratas, this would strongly imply that all other abilities become available. It would be to replace because you would remove the old factors mentioned (ability scores for
example, new scores may be lower than the old ones, they do not add up, they are replaced.) Monsters rarely have the skills though in those cases that they would do I would say they would replace the old ones, regardless of whether the original results were higher or lower. The part where PhB says that actions stakes may be limited in this new form also implying that they still know their stakes, which
means they retain all knowledge from their previous form (meaning spells, class abilities etc are all fair games). I can imagine a DM confronting his players and telling them that this piece is too strong and he does not want to use it, which is perfectly fair and his or her right as a DM, but judging solely on the rules of the book, I would say it is very much possible. An interesting idea may be that DM decides
players must spend a significant amount of time in their new form before they are able to do certain things, effectively creating imaginary lvls over 20 to get their unique abilities such as flying and a breathing attack; It would make sense that you have to get used to a new form before you can use it effectively in my opinion. (looking at you captain ginyu, cheating in db super &gt;.&gt;) After all: spell says that
you take the form of a creature that is CR is 20 or less, a CR 17 adult gold dragon is Large size, can fly, has a breathing attack (2 options itself), can change shape and breathe underwater. Taking some of them away undeniably lowers the creatures CR. The spell says that you take the form of a creature that is CR is less than or equal to the target's CR or level if it does not have one. But you say it's not the
CR of the form you choose to transform into, but cr of the form after you turn into it? If that's the case, and you don't replace the entire character sheet with a statistics block like how I say the formula should work, then it's impossible to transform into a creature that is base CR is anywhere near your own since all the extra skills, class features and whatnot all add cr of the new form. To know for sure, DM had
to calculate polymorphed form CR from scratch, and that significantly slows down gameplay at the table. There is no other limitation placed regarding this on shapeshifting and capabilities in any of the books or erratas, this would strongly imply that all other abilities become available. That rule applies only to transforming into legendary creatures. There are still boundaries used to transform into all kinds of
creatures. The boundaries are implied by the rules of other methods of shapeshifting. Take a look at the rules of Wildshape: it's much more than it is for polymorph, and many of them are exceptions to the rule that Your game statistics are replaced by the animal's statistics. The most notable are you rtain all your skills and save throwing proficiencies, in addition to getting those of the creature and you
retain the benefit of some features from the class, race, or other source, and can use them if the new form is physically able to do so. Also Shapechange spell. You also retain all your skills and save throwing proficiencies, in addition to getting those off creatur. If the creature has the same skills as you and the bonus listed in its statistics higher than yours, use the creature's bonus instead of yours and You
retain the benefit of any features from the class, race or other source and can use them, provided that the new form is physically able to do so. So Wildshape and Shapechange actually work the way you imagine True Polymorph to work. Since True Polymorph description does not have the same exceptions, then the target's game statistics ... replaced by the statistics in the new form must mean that spell
works by taking away the player's character sheet and giving them a statistics block from monster manual. But we've hijacked this thread long enough. I think I've at least made it clear that you can't become a dragon with skills in athletics. Added more spells to the section. I forgot how amazing Forcecage (aka OCTAGON) is with grapplers. More spells, builds and guide updates coming by the end of the
month! When it comes to shapeshifting questions, Polymorph and True Polymorph are much more limited than both Wild Shape and Shapechange. As a general rule, you must use the latter two instead of the former, otherwise you lose all kinds of features such as skill, skill bonuses, spellcasting, achievements, etc. It is written in the guide that the Enhance Ability spell changes carrying capacity, while
Enlarge/Decrease is only intended to change the size category, but not carrying capacity. Now my question, does not change the change in size automatically carrying capacity as well, as mentioned in the player's manual, page 176? I quote: Larger creatures can carry more weight,... for each size category over Medium, double the creatures carrying capacity and the amount it can push, drag or lift.... It is
unclear to me, why this rule should not be applied to a magic increase/ decrease in size caused by enlarging /reducing spell. There is also nowhere mentioned in the spelling description, that this rule should be ignored. I would say that you get the increase in size, as well as the increase in carrying capacity along with all the other goodies... but I can be wrong, of course ... Last changed: Jan 3, 2016 It is
written in the guide that the Enhance Ability spell changes carrying capacity, while Enlarge /Decrease is only intended to change the size category, but not carrying capacity. Now my question, does not change the change in size automatically carrying capacity as well, as mentioned in the player's manual, page 176? I quote: Larger creatures can carry more weight,... for each size category over Medium,
double the creatures carrying capacity and the amount it can push, drag or lift.... It is unclear to me, why this rule should not be applied to a magic increase/ decrease in size caused by enlarging /reducing spell. There is also nowhere mentioned in the spelling description, that this rule should be ignored. I would say that you get the increase in size as well as the increase in carrying capacity along with all the
other ... but I can be wrong, of course ... Enlargement definitely increases carrying capacity. Only by virtue of being large, the size increase rule would apply to the carrying capacity. There is no specific rule in the spelling description that overrides the general rule on size increases that leads to carrying capacity increases, so it's pretty clear to me that your capacity will grow by size. Enlargement definitely
increases carrying capacity. Only by virtue of being large, the size increase rule would apply to the carrying capacity. There is no specific rule in the spelling description that overrides the general rule on size increases that leads to carrying capacity increases, so it's pretty clear to me that your capacity will grow by size. Then this phrase is misleading: Enlarge / reduce: ... It doesn't double your carrying
capacity, unlike Improve Ability, but it increases your size category,.... This can somehow be misunderstood, so people think that you get the increase in size, but for some reason your carring capacity remains the same. Better would be: .. It increases your size category, which also leads to an increase in carrying capacity ... Further Enlarge only seems to increase weapon injuries by 1d4, excluding
unarmed attacks. The target's weapons are also growing to match their new size. While these weapons are enlarged, the target's attack with them handles 1d4 additional damage. Tavern Brawler may be worth a chance then, especially for grapplers with shields ... Last edited: Jan 5, 2016 Nice guide! No pressure and stuff like that, but when are we going to get the buildings? I am curious about the
buildings I would like to see your thoughts on the new SCAG content, especially Path of the Battlerager for Barbarians. It has all the pieces you seem to like for grappling builds, how about 1d4 bonus action attacks from Battle Rager Armor and mobility bonus from Battlerager Charge. I second this request. I've seen a lot of people use Bladesinger and some of the other new builds, but exactly zero
Battleragers. Surely ktkenshinx can show us how it is done! I also have two other questions: On the old WOTC boards (which I read with this link), the build #8 is designed around the concept of making an Improvised short swordsnik attack to get both good damage and a bonus action grab from Tavern Brawler. You indicate that it should not take too much DM convincing to improvise a short sword. How do
you think? Making a stealth attack that requires a special type of weapon (finesse or range) seems diametrically opposed to using an improvised weapon a la a taverna brawl. If there is a bulletproof argument for this to be legal, I'd like to hear it. I'm working on a building for a He-Man-inspired character. The character will have a mighty magic sword that he largely ignores in favor of grabbing his enemies and
throwing them around, as was the case in the 80s cartoon. The mighty magic sword, by the way, will hopefully be a sword of sunshine, has finesse property, so sneak attack damage is possible (if a little outside heroic idiom). I know I have to incorporate at least one level of barbaricity to get rage, which would represent transforming into the most powerful man in the universe. I am considering incorporating
a shield and getting Shield Master (toy He-Man had a signature shield, but cartoon He-Man almost never used one). Any thoughts? I like the guide a lot and it certainly does for some thought-provoking builds that I now have to try out ... next time I can actually play it is. However, I am a little confused about grappler builds while you have the shield. How exactly it works where you can grab, the shield and
the attack have escaped me. Unless it is built to attack with the shield as any form saw improvised weapon through tavern brawler feat. Maybe I'm just having a stupid moment, but clarification would be nice. I like the guide a lot and it certainly does for some thought-provoking builds that I now have to try out ... next time I can actually play it is. However, I am a little confused about grappler builds while you
have the shield. How exactly it works where you can grab, the shield and the attack have escaped me. Unless it is built to attack with the shield as any form saw improvised weapon through tavern brawler feat. Maybe I'm just having a stupid moment, but clarification would be nice. There are two answers to this question. Firstly, harm is not the primary goal of seizing. So a hand to grab and a hand to shield
the push gets to grab the job done. Then you can hold him while others unload damage with advantage, or drag him off a cliff, or whatever. The second answer is that unarmed strikes don't require a free hand, so that's what you would do if you don't have a better option after locking down an opponent. You knee or head butt or whatever. If you have Tavern Brawler feat or a level in Monk, it will even do base
1d4 damage instead of 1. Last edited: Jan 11, 2016 Page 4 I've been reading this thread for 2 days or so now and it's a wonderful read. And I started reading BJJ techniques for the construction someone had linked from the original post. And I have a question, why not do Monk aspect Way of the Shadow, and use shadow steps to jump 20ft in the air for free? (provided you can grip in an area with a dim
dark light.) But as I just read the shadow step rule it is a bonus action but still is effective. login or sign up to remove this ad And I have a question, why not do Monk aspect Way of the Shadow, and use shadow steps to jump 20 ft in the air for free? (provided you can grip in an area with a dim dark light.) But as I just read the shadow step rule it is a bonus action but still is effective. If memory serves
shadowstep only works from dim light/darkness into dim light/darkness, would mean you can shade in the air during the evening and night I guess. The largest is, however, that I am not sure that it is possible to take the victim with you when you shadowstep (you effectively move away no?). There are two answers to this question. Firstly, harm is not the primary goal of seizing. So a hand to grab and a hand
to shield the push gets to grab the job done. Then you can hold him while others unload damage with advantage, or drag him off a cliff, or whatever. The second answer is that unarmed strikes don't require a free hand, so that's what you would do if you don't have a better option after locking down an opponent. You knee or head butt or whatever. If you have Grappler feat or a level in Monk, it will even do
base 1d4 damage instead of 1. Hah! You're right, completely forgotten unarmed attacks that come from kicks or headbutts. Thanks for the clarification. Such a great guide. I hope you're able to get your builds back on soon. I want to make a rock gnome grizzly man for my next fight. What statistics would you choose from the start? Last changed: Jan 11, 2016 Question: Do you think it would be too
overpowered to allow a monk character to use an athletics (Dex) check to initiate grabs instead of Athletics (Str)? Maybe just for the first arm grab, but not the second? Our monk used Str as a dump state it seems realistic, but I'm not sure mechanically it would be too strong question: Do you think it would be too overpowered to allow a monk character to use an athletics (Dex) check to initiate grips instead
of Athletics (Str)? Maybe just for the first arm grab, but not the second? Our monk used Str as a dump state it seems realistic, but I'm not sure mechanical it would be too strong which removes one of the main reasons to go Str over Dex. It's about as balanced as letting someone use Str for initiative. Even with dump state Str, a monk can still be quite decent at grappling ordinary monsters, due to Extra
Attack and the fact that monsters rarely have athletics skills. A monk with Athletics +6 will still usually grab a Troll (Athletics +4). If you want to increase the monk's ability to seize for taste reasons, let Martial Arts and Flurry of Blows be used for grabs as well as unarmed strikes. Four attempts at +6 should grab pretty much anything that can be grappled. (Even moreso if a warlock in the party has got the
target Hexed.) Eg you will have an 86% chance of grabbing a Pit Fiend (in four attempts or less), 96% if it is Hexed. Last changed: Jan 16, 2016 Reminder that barbarian + druid is the only combination (which is also good at early game grappling) that can grab giant creatures since you can drink a potion of growth and then wild shape to a bear that is large size to begin with. , although the value may be
somewhat niche in my experience. Think about this: You have a nasty guy grappled and held down and 90+% of the time you'll be okay grab checks, but that once the guy breaks yours they usually try to run/chase after squishes and this achievement is your contingency plan. In addition, despite what one might think, this achievement actually discourages the freedom of movement formula that causes us
grapplers so many headaches. The target's movement is not affected by difficult terrain, and spells and other magical effects can neither reduce the target's speed nor cause the target to be paralyzed or restrained. Yes, they can use 5ft of movement to escape grabbing, but if you hit them with your opportunity attacks like pesky belly trying to run, they come nowhere. The reason for this is that Sentinel is
not a magic effect nor is it limiting, you just reduce the speed to 0 with non-magic means. It also works (at least by RAW, I've had a couple of GMS override it on realism grounds) on all creature sizes, so even in you can't grab that dragon, technically you can stop it from ignoring you and chasing your poor wizard. Bonus subjective uses: The extra DPS can be nice in a hybrid build. Works well to prevent a
melee glass cannon being targeted as you get free slush when they ignore you. Prevents loosening even at ungrappled targets. Again, I don't think this is a must take in any way, I see it as the silver weapon of my grappling achievements it's one of those things that 5% of the time you need it, you really need it. Misty Step is certainly a much more common spell than Freedom of Movement, so should be the
first thing that a grappler thinks about counteracting. I think ktkenshinx will probably say that Silence is your friend here. Silence will prevent most future castings, but not existing spelling effects like Freedom of Movement. Well yes, but silence must be thrown by a party member because it is only available to bards and clerics. For example, if you want to do Fighter/Wiz/Rogue build you can definitely switch
the bard wizard, but you would lose as many good spells on the first and second level. Shield (Amazing on a front line tanky goliath), Absorb Elements, Jump and Enlarge. Altho now that I think about it you can go Bard 3 and Wiz 1 or 2 (for portent which can be combined with cutting words to never fail a grab / sliding / maneuver) since the bard gives you expertise anyway, and I think this gives you more
options than rogue 1/2 wiz 3 -The only thing you lose is sneak attacks that do not work with unarmed strikes anyway and some lvl 2 wizard spells, but you just wanted enlarge anyway and you can use a potion for it. -You get all the cute bard features and the ability to help you team even more while keeping 2 dudes on the ground with nice verbal only spells. No sense. You take Tavern Brawler instead and
use them as an improvised weapon. Jokes aside, I feel like this is a pretty real possibility. The only problem is that Tavern Brawler doesn't go far into explaining about improvised weapons. By name alone, technically literally all objects you can that are not in the weapons list are improvised weapons. And one can even go so far as to consider other creatures as objects. Combining that with Totem
Barbarian's aspect of the bear and Goliath's powerful build, I feel that a DM would be hard to explain why you couldn't swing a measly medium-sized opponent as a club when you're able to death promise over 1,000 pounds. (and go away, much more) And that's before your magical friends or objects take you to even more ridiculous extremes. Because while this guide seems focused on creating some
completely self-sufficient magic grippers, it's good to remember that you (hopefully) have party friends and treasures to look forward to and trust. Also, this may be outside the realm of grappling opponents directly, but I feel that there is some value in thinking about doing things like lifting big heavy objects, and then throwing them on or just dropping them on opponents for stupid damage. Being crushed by a
1,000-pound boulder like a guy just randomly picked up and dropped on you, logically going to do a little more harm than just hitting with, for example, the improvised equivalent of a maul. I think those learned by Hulking Hurler build off 3.5 to not directly equate the weight of the element to harm. I have a question about a grappler that I'm thinking of building that revolves around harm reduction, keeping
enemies close, and the Armor of Agathys: Goliath Warlock 2/Wizard (Abjuration) 18 Basic build relies on Armor of Shadows filling Arcane Ward and Stone's Endurance to keep the Armor of Agathys up. The basic idea is to grab an enemy (or two) and force yourself to be the only melee target. Not sure about viable strategy vs. damage at higher levels. Works legit since you basically have 2x wizard lvl + int
mod arcane ward hp at the beginning of each match and that is taken out before armor of agathys does. This alone combined with leaf ward / absorb items that are both abjuration if I'm not mistaken (so even more ward hp) would make the bonus hp last long. That said, lacking additional attack and expertise is a big deal. If you want to just straighten up the tank all you might consider adding barbarian 5 to
the mix for rage that gives you resistance to everything, str check advantage and extra attack as well. if you want to be more useful based warlock 2 wizard 18 is still not bad since you get to reach lvl 9 spells. On the topic of grappling warlocks: In thinking about them in general, I ended up thinking about how Hex gives us an ability check debuff who doesn't rely on spell save dc. Granted, it requires us to hit
with physical attacks first, but it should not be too difficult for a grappler. It can be considered a kind of alternative to Cutting Words. It also synergizes well with bonus grabbing attempts from Tavern Brawler, since you have to hit with a melee attack first to get it anyway. Although you have to wait a trip for it since Hex is also a bonus action spell. I think they learned Hulking Hurler builds on 3.5 to not directly
equate the weight of the element to damage. Well, there is some writing about improvisational damage in DMG, as well as sample traps like stone traps. I think it would still be difficult for DM to argue that you should not get any solid damage for hitting someone with a rock. Last changed: Mar 8, 2016 Seems legit since you basically have 2x wizard lvl + int mod arcane ward hp at the beginning of each
match and that is taken out before the armor of agathys does. This alone combined with leaf ward / absorb items that are both abjuration if I'm not mistaken (so even more ward hp) would make the bonus hp last long. That said, lacking additional attack and expertise is a big deal. If you want to just straighten up the tank all you might consider adding barbarian 5 to the mix for rage that gives you resistance
to everything, str check advantage and extra attack as well. if you want to be more useful based warlock 2 wizard 18 is still not bad since you get to reach lvl 9 spells. I like the tool pane, so I doubt I would ever take less than 17 wizard. Advantage on strength controls can come from Enlarge person and/or cause inconvenience via Hex. I could use the first 2 Ability Score Improvements to take Moderate
Armored (for shield skills) and Shield Master (for bonus action shove). I don't think I can fit extra attacks otherwise. The second version of this building may look like a barbarian 1/warlock 1/bard (bravery) 6 that would get rage, expertise, hex, armor of agathys, and additional attacks. Or barbaric 1/warlock 1/wizard (bladesinger) 6 for the same as above, minus the expertise. But also does not have much in
the way of harm reduction from what I can see to provide more opportunities for armor of agathys to do their thing. Any chance of the sample building being added to the guide? That was my favorite part of this guide back at WotC forums. Herculean Wrestler was my favorite of them all, as I remember the guide showing how to perform certain wrestling moves using the gameplay. Here's Herculean Wrestler
as it was on the second forum. Although imo goes fighter 5-&gt; bard is much more versatile while losing almost nothing, if you want I can make a quick overview of how I would build it. Starter Race: Human or Mountain Dwarf Human gives you a bonus achievement at level 1, which you can use to get a number of amazing achievements for the class. Dwarf gives you better statistics. Ability scores: Here's
your 27 points buy array provided shameless optimization choices. Size: 15 (Human +1 or Dwarf +2 - You will have this maxed as soon as you can) Dex 13 (Human or Dwarf - Full Plate not mesh with Dexterity) Con 13 (Human +1 or Dwarf +2 - See Strength) Int 13 (Can't completely dump this because we need wizard multiclass) Wis 10 (Fear effects are often wisdom-based. Do not quite dump this, despite
how tempting it can be) Cha 9 (Dump it - Cha are few and far between) Fighter 1 Human Feat: Tavern Tavern Construction starts in The Fighter for Heavy Armor and Con-save skills, both of which are important later. If you are a human being, get Tavern Brawler right away; there are nuts with the maneuvers you get starting at level 3. Please note that this building will not benefit from its grab checks until
level 8. It will make up for it with more attacks and more versatility in the meantime. Fighter 2 Fighter 3 As a human being, you really start coming online at level 3. Dwarves have to wait a level. Now you can do a Trip Attack with an action, and then seize as a bonus action with Tavern Brawler. Or Disarm as an attack, seize as a bonus action, and then drag them away from the weapon as a move action.
Fighter 4 Level 4 Feat: Tavern Brawler (Dwarf) or Mobile (Human) Dwarves will hit 18 Strength at this point and get to turn/disarm and seize. Humans will get better speed of movement. Either way, this really opens the battlefield to your class. Fighter 5 This is the first level where you will feel unfair. All that you did at level 3 or 4? Now you can double it with Extra Attack. Or quadruple it (... wut) with Action
Surge. Fighter 5 / Wizard 1 Construction now switches to Wizard for two reasons. Firstly, you're going to start fighting bigger monsters, and you'll have to bulk up the size category to deal with it (don't trust Grappler until it gets erratad). Two, you need to start gaining advantage on grapple rolls, or stronger monsters will outclass you. Three, you need a little more benefit on the battlefield, and survival against
scarier attackers. Wizard dip will handle all this and more. Spells to pick up here include Longstrider, False Life (which will outweigh your crappy HD), and Shield (massive spikes to AC on command). Fighter 5 / Wizard 2 Fighter 5 / Wizard 3 This is the second level where you will feel unfair. Now you get to do everything you did before, but you're size Large, you deal an extra +1d4 damage to everything and
you have advantage on all your grab/push rolls. Enlarging will be your standard concentration spell in most situations, if for no other reason than that it allows you to take larger creatures. Fighter 6/Wizard 3 Level 6 Feat: Warcaster Now that you're concentrating on spells, you need to get warcaster to reliably make it save against higher injury monsters. The other Warcaster modes are not useless and give
you extra flexibility in your combat routine. Fighter 6/Wizard 3/Rogue 1 We get expertise and sneak attack here to keep up with the bad guys, add damage and extra points to our ability checks. Fighter 6/Wizard 3/Rogue 2 You don't actually need Cunning Action here, but I think this building is all about versatility anyway, and Cunning Action gives you plenty of options. From level 12 there are some
directions you can go with the construction. You may want to keep going up in the Wizard to pick up things like Haste (a solid competitor with Enlarge), or get any of these save spells for use with Grappler (in which case you should get that level 4 performance as a human). Alternatively, you can just dive into the Fighter and take it all the way to level 11 to get your third attack, and then branch out for the
final levels depending on how the campaign goes. Or if you enjoy the damage aspects of Rogue, you can pursue a Sneak Attack build instead. After level 11 you are not super committed to a style of grappling, so you have a lot of flexibility in where you build from there. If you go the fighter route, you will get at least 2 more achievements, which further adds to your flexibility. Grab Shield Master if you don't
mind easy goal grappling. Take Mage Slayer if you find that bullying spellcasters is your thing. Pick up Crossbow Expert if you want to use more varied attack rolls (spell ones, likely). Versatility is the goal of this building, and these extra achievements allow you to take your character in any direction you want. Another nice feature of the building is that it scales very well with magical elements. Builders like
Grizzlyman and BJJ Master have many elemental limitations in what they can use. But your Herculean Wrestler? He can use armor, he can use magical wonderful elements, he can use Wizard items, etc. He can even use weapons if you don't mind just grappling one goal at a time! I'm currently thinking of a Bladesinger grappling build. Bladesinger will get multiattack at level 6 without sacrificing progress at
spell level, plus getting a boost to speed when you're knives. The requirement to have at least one hand out of weapons and shields is a natural struggle for a gripper. I think the only multi-classing I have to do is 1 level or Rogue (with maybe a second level also for Cunning Action). The racial restriction is problematic, so no human achievement at level 1, but what to do. Page 5 By the way, the analysis of
Martial Adept feat is wrong. It says incorrectly that the dice are updated once a day, when the fact that there is once a break. My recommendation is that it changes to Black or possibly even blue. I get the feat for my barbarian/Rogue Grappler for whom neither Shield Master nor Tavern Brawler is a good fit (for taste reasons). [Start soap box] Minor additions: To say only take 3 levels of Fighter instead is
rediculous. The meat in the D&amp;D experience is from level 4 to level 9, and any realistic construction must be done with that in mind. Playing in a high-level campaign? Congratulations, you're 1 in 100, but did you just hate the 1 year you spent getting there and finally playing the character you wanted? If the character doesn't at least start coming together after level 5, you're torturing yourself. [/ End
Soapbox] log in or sign up to remove this ad I appreciate your efforts to return grappling to modern edition. I love grappling and I homebrewed my own rules to simplify and streamline it. I think grappling should feel like a natural part regular battle. Monks are great great task because you can walk, grab, pin. Anyway, I think you did a nice job - but I feel like you kept the big problem, which is that grappling
works on the convoluted system that is egregious to perform in the game. So you think in a grappling guide he should change the rules of the system he makes the guide for? How did you reach that conclusion... If a magic shield - like a simple Magic Shield +1 - is used as an improvised weapon (Tavern Brawler), will it then also count as magic (weapon) to overcome resistance and immunity to non-magical
attacks and damage? Last changed: April 4, 2016 If a magic shield - like a simple Magic Shield +1 - is used as an improvised weapon (Tavern Brawler), will it then also count as magic (weapon) to overcome resistance and immunity to non-magical attacks and damage? No, not unless the listing for the item specifically states that it does. It's like using a magic music box as an improvised weapon. Just
because it's enchanted to do something doesn't mean it can also be a magically effective weapon. For example, see the magic employees implementing in DMG (or SRD or Basic DM Guide). About three-quarters of them have a property that says they specifically act as a magical quarterstaff. But the remaining 1/4, like Brann's staff, do not have that property. These elements can be used as everyday
quarterstaffs, but such attacks would not overcome reistance or immunity to everyday injuries. No, not unless the listing for the item specifically states that it does. It's like using a magic music box as an improvised weapon. Just because it's enchanted to do something doesn't mean it can also be a magically effective weapon. For example, see the magic employees implementing in DMG (or SRD or Basic
DM Guide). About three-quarters of them have a property that says they specifically act as a magical quarterstaff. But the remaining 1/4, like Brann's staff, do not have that property. These elements can be used as everyday quarterstaffs, but such attacks would not overcome reistance or immunity to everyday injuries. On the other hand, if one thing has a property that says it specifically acts as a magic
quarterstaff, then it won't count as an improvised weapon at all. They are then designated simple weapons, and you don't need Tavern Brawler feat to get your skill bonus when you use such. Simple weapons are a category for themselves. Sry, but your example is not very appropiate. On the other hand, if one thing has a property that says it specifically acts as a magic quarterstaff, then it won't count as an
improvised weapon at all. They are then designated simple weapons, and you don't need Tavern Brawler feat to get your skill bonus when you use such. Simple weapons are a category for themselves. Sry, but your example is not very appropiate. I appreciate the respectful way of disagreement, thank you mate. So I wasn't addressing anything to do with improvised and really that does not go into question
at all. The point is that nothing acts as a magic weapon unless it says very specifically that it does. The magic implement example works to demonstrate the rule of thumb because if ALL these staffs acted as magic weapons only by virtue of being magical objects, there would be no purpose to fuctions as a magical quarterstaff language. And yet it is there; thus, without such language, no magical attacks. It
can also be questionable if, for example, a magic wand is massive enough to actually be used as a weapon. You can try to stab someone with it, but you'll have a hard time penetrating someone's armor. Some elements may therefore not qualify to be used as weapons at all, even when improvising. Still, your answer sounds reasonable. On the other hand, Zoltar Sage Advice has answered my question
positively. His argument may be similar to mine. First, if you use an item as an improvised weapon, it counts as a weapon. If the object is magical, it retains that property, even when it is (incorrectly) used as a weapon. And most magic weapons or spells/effects (Shillelagh) do not explicitly state they bypass resistance/immunity, because they are magical. Such phrases are used with special features such as
the moon druid's Primal Strike. Devotion paladin's Sacred Weapon Channel Divinity does not contain the special phrase about overcoming resistance and immunity either, but it mentions that the weapon used becomes magical, and it does so for that reason. To overcome resistance and immunity to non-magical attacks and damage. What if he uses his feature on an improvised weapon? And the feature
says that if the weapon is not magical, it becomes magical. But what if the object/improvised weapon is magical already? A magical element can't be more magical than magical. Secondly, the shield is a massive element, which when used as a (bludgeoning) weapon can cause serious injury. Magical objects are often described as not wearing out. They do not rust or break down in natural ways and can
only be destroyed by throwing Dispel Magic at them to let them become nonmagical. Magic shields with an AC bonus also give the impression, that they are even more powerful in magical ways. Each magical element has a magical aura on it. Otherwise, detect magic would not work. One could argue that this aura is also, what can affect it is behavior. These factors give me the idea that while the magic
inherited by an element may not be intended to combat abilities in particular, it can act as a magic weapon, since it is magic that envelops it. And especially shields can enforce this, since they were often used not only as a defensive measure, but on the offensive as well. Guess it's up to every DM ruling then. Last changed: April 4, 2016 It may also be questionable whether, for example, a magic wand is
massive enough to actually be used as a weapon. You can try to stick with it, but you will have a hard time penetrating someone's armor. Some elements may therefore not be eligible to be used as weapons at all, even when improvising. Still, your answer sounds reasonable. Agree on wands - hard to use as an improvised weapon at best (I will probably allow 1 damage). To be clear, the earlier tools I
talked about were the tools of all employees, not wands. While 100% of staff implements can be used as a quarterstaff per the rules, only around 75% act as magic weapons. This means that 25% of magic staff implements, some of them quite potent, are designed to act as non-magical quarterstaffs. And if the inherent magic of a fire crew doesn't make it a magic weapon, most people will agree that armor
is even less likely to work that way. On the other hand, Zoltar Sage Advice has answered my question positively. His argument may be similar to mine. Can you give a link? First, if you use an item as an improvised weapon, it counts as a weapon. If the object is magical, it retains that property, even when (mis) is used as a weapon. And most magic weapons don't say they bypass resistance because they're
magical. Such phrases are used with special features such as the moon druid's Primal Strike. Devotion paladin's Sacred Weapon Channel Divinity does not contain the special phrase about overcoming resistance and immunity for example, but it mentions that the weapon used becomes magical, and it does so for that reason. To overcome resistance and immunity to non-magical attacks and damage.
What if he uses his feature on an improvised weapon? Explanatory rules are usually only necessary when there is a possibility of doubt. There is no doubt that a magic weapon acts as a magic weapon. To include such a note would be superfluous, wasteful and confusing. With magic tools, armor and music boxes, there is less security. Secondly, the shield is a massive element, which when used as a
(bludgeoning) weapon can cause serious injury. Magical objects are often described as not wearing out. They do not rust or break down in natural ways and can only be broken by throwing Dispel Magic at them to let them become nonmagical. Magic shields with an AC bonus also give the impression, that they are even more powerful in magical ways. Each magical element has a magical aura on it.
Otherwise, detect magic would not work. One could argue that this aura is also, what can affect it is behavior. These factors give me the idea that while the magic inherited by an element may not be intended to combat abilities in particular, it can act as a magic weapon, since it is magic that envelops it. And especially shields can enforce this, since they were often used not only as a defensive measure, but
on the offensive as well. Guess it's up to every DM ruling then. I would say that I personnally love the idea of using a shield as a weapon, and do it with my grappling grappling DM certainly has the ability to rule that a magic shield acts as a magic weapon for a wielder with Tavern Brawler. If a DM ruled as such for one of my characters, I would happily bash away with nary a complaint. It is my opinion that the
weight of evidence is against that this is the most consistent verdict and that you are unlikely to benefit from such a decision in an organized play environment like the Adventurers' League. That said, some DMs will be generous and roll with it. But expect table variation. Afaik Zoltar does not belong to the WotC crew, but his answers are taken into account even by them. About your comment about
character progressions and grappling, I suppose most characters need some kind of progression time. The barbarian can be great for grabbing out of the box because of his rage, true. But don't forget some classes really have to climb a few lvls first before they reach a certain potential, like Eldritch Knight. I am currently playing a goliath Eldritch Knight lvl 5, which is not really suitable for grappling yet. He



does well, but like a sword and board fighter. I chose Shield Master feat on lvl 4 and will soon get Tavern Brawler on lvl 6. I want to multiclass in a lvl of rogue on lvl 7 to acquire expertise in athletics and perception and by lvl 9 I will retrieve War Caster along the Enlarge and Blur stakes. While I will definitely not gain advantage on strength checks as often as a barbarian with his rage (not before lvl 14, when
my combined total lvl 2 and 3 spellslots will match his amount of rage per day), my Eldritch Knight can be a formidable grappler on occasions, as well as still being able to sword and board against these enemies, who may not be exposed or grappled at all, or when grappling would be an unadvisable tactic. Also Action Surge, Stone's Endurance and Second Wind once per rest saved his life (and with it his
companion) quite a few times. Shield Master effect on dex saver already had it use, not to mention the countless bonus action attempts pushing/proning monsters. We also have a bear totem barbarian in our party. Injury-wise, he seems to outclass me at first glance, but to take advantage of himself he has to be ruthless. I don't take that risk, and with Shield Master profiting heavily from a skilled athletics
skills as well as things can only get better. Even with his resist all but psychic performance his harm reduction does not compare with mine yet. Last changed: April 4, 2016 I think Bladelock (Warlock) is probably under rated in the guide when combined with Tavern Brawler. It gives you access to Hex, and with Taven Brawler you should be able to use your covenant weapon to start a grip. It's still not top
level, but you can max strength first as a blade lock and avoid spells with saves, so the stats don't put you far behind and you have a better Hex than people who pick it up via achievements. I want to report a big discovery I've had with my Bladesinger grappler. Manual here is wrong - Enlarge is NOT a good grappling spell. It's mediocre at best. Improving ability is far better for the simple reason that Enlarge
is a 1 minute duration. Here's the explanation: It's a rare match that you can convince the other players and DM to let you somehow get a spell set up just before the game starts. It requires that you are basically able to either ambush enemies or you can see or hear them coming. So already it's 50% of the time at best, probably lower. Then there's the logistics: Okay we want to ambush these guys, I have to
have enlarge going. So that means throwing a spell far enough away that they can't hear me chanting, but close enough that I can attack them before a significant portion of my little 1 minute duration has passed. Plus I'm now WAY easier to spot because I'm great, so DM and/or players will probably dislike everything I do, instead of thanking me for being such a useful part of the team. Arg. Alternatively,
you can spend the entire first round being set up to start contributing to the match by throwing Enlarge and moving into place. But there's a reason why grapplers need high movement and good initiative: they need to lock things down as soon as possible. Taking the whole first round to throw a spell basically means you've missed the chance to contribute to any match other than a long, exhausting one. It's
better to attack. Compare this to a Bard or Druid that has Improve Ability: I seize EVERY MATCH with these characters (except against oozes and ghosts), and it's undeniably powerful and funny. Huge difference. What about big or bigger creatures? Well, I'm trying to collect Potions of Enlarge for those special occasions. Which is MUCH BETTER than enlarge spell, by the way, because they last for 1d4
hours (plus does not require concentration, but it is next to the point). Summarized: Is Enlarging a useful grappling spell? Yes. Is it better than Improve Ability? Not by a long shot. And certainly inferior to barbaric rage too. So not only do I recommend downgrading the spell, but also some classes or builds that require it, especially the wizard. Which is a shame, because Bladesinger has some very nice
features that recommend it for a grappling build. But it's a different post. DISCLAIMER: While I've discovered our August OP is off on the theme of enlargement spell, he's brilliant on many other topics about grappling. So I don't mean to seem ungrateful or overly critical. In fact, I can never thank him enough for introducing me to this wonderful way of engaging with 5e. My 5 grappling signs and I all offer our
sincere thanks. Last edited: September 30, 2016 Improve Ability trades increased damage and loosened restrictions of Enlarge for a longer duration. You just happen to prefer duration over the added benefits of Enlarge. Both have the same rating. The way I see it, Enlarge only barely pulls forward because it has a unique effect if do not have a campaign in which potions of growth are available, as the
guide quite assumes, while Improving ability has a fairly common effect. Improve ability trades increased damage and loosened restrictions of Enlarge for a longer duration. You just happen to prefer duration over the added benefits of Enlarge. Both have the same rating. The way I see it, Enlarge just barely pulls forward because it has a unique effect if you don't have a campaign where potions of growth
are available, as the guide quite assumes, while Improving ability has a fairly common effect. Colder, you miss the point. This manual is about building a character who grabs. If you value underwhelming 1d4 extra damage and don't care about successful grappling and pushing on a consistent basis, then you don't build a grappling character. A grappling character must have advantage on Strength checks.
To spend the first round to get that advantage is questionable at best; you can instead only try to grab twice in the first two rounds. And trying to seize without advantage (ESPECIALLY if you don't have the expertise) is generally not a good idea. So Enlarge is a mediocre grappling spell. It's a decent spell in general because it's versatile and fun. But as a cornerstone to lock down opponents, throwing them
off shelves, and all the other fun grappling options? Hardly navigable. Unless you will of course do it against something big, which is the biggest draw of magic. And as I said earlier, you can not only assume potions of growth will be able to solve that problem. Unless you will of course do it against something big, which is the biggest draw of magic. And as I said earlier, you can not only assume potions of
growth will be able to solve that problem. A valid point. My Fighter/Bard will probably pick up the spell when he gets to Fighter 5/Bard 6. But just like an emergency spell against something big that would be very useful to seize; most of the time, Improve ability will continue to serve. Look at it this way: My Wizard grappler gets useful intervening as 1/5 of matches on a good day. My other grapplers are useful
grappling in 2/3 matches. Some of these 1/3 fights have great enemies, for sure. But on balance you are a more useful grappler more of the time with Improve Ability. Also note that Druid grappler can take on the bigger enemies with Improve Ability by changing to a grab bear, so it's really just the Bards and barbarians who lack the ability to tackle the big guys. Goken100, I recently tried to construct an
oddball Paladin/Bard grappler. Since the Bard doesn't get Enlarge and I don't know if I'm taking the bard all the way to level 6 for magical secrets, it's made me think a lot about the virtue of Enhance Ability, and I have to agree with you. Being able to throw it early and have it up for an hour is very useful. And I have some more evidence to back you up on how Improve Ability is more useful one would think.
The common argument for enlarging to be useful is it increase the range of sizes of things that you can seize. Well, p271 of DMG describes a rule called Climb on a larger creature. This basically allows you to use all your same bonuses you will get to build a grappler to instead climb over a larger enemy Shadow of the Colossus style. Sure you don't lock down the enemy as much as if you had actually
fought them, but you gain advantage against them and become a huge nuisance, thus keeping great creatures from just completely nullifying the useful lying of your build only by existing ones. You may also be able to argue with DM that if you hang on to a certain part of them, it becomes harder for them to use that part. As you may be able to impose inconvenience on an attacking limb by clinging to it
specifically, or clinging to a leg to slow down the movement. This is of course all DM discretion, but the fact that DMG provides some specific rules for climbing on enemies makes it a pretty good argument for a grappler to make in their favor. And if DM plays ball, Enlarge becomes less useful because you still have some grappler-specific options against much larger creatures. It's a pretty flavorful thing to
do, too. Grappler's Magic Item Guide (Uncommons) Magic Items and Grappling We don't always play in promotions or with DMs that give us the freedom or flexibility to choose which magical items we meet or can choose for our characters in 5e. But some mystery and coincidence in magical elements is funny and probably for the best. But these elements still have a huge impact on the character's effect
and abilities. And in some cases, they can unlock entire buildings that would not otherwise be possible. So let's take a look at how they stack up. I'm just list items that are either particularly useful for a grappler or that should be mentioned because they are less good than you might think. UNUSUAL Bag of Holding A very popular item, it is frankly overrated. Many problems that can be solved with a bag of
holding can also be solved with some elbow grease and the purchase of a packing mule. That said, depending on DM, it may be useful to keep the effective weight of your equipment to a minimum to ensure you don't get overloaded when dragging one or two opponents around the ring... battlefield. The Bag of Holding can achieve it, so is not a bad choice for a grappler. Boots of Striding and Springing A
case can be made that these should actually be green, as they are a must-have for a jumping build (IE Powerbomb Suplex). But even if it's not your specialty, jumping three times the normal distance is pretty amazing for a grappler. And perhaps more importantly, not having the speed reduced when you are burdened is a pretty big deal; If a DM ever runs the numbers on how much a big creature
realistically weighs, he's probably not going to let you drag it very far (seriously, look up a horse So unless your feet are busy with something better (*cough*, *wings*), this is a good item to pick up. Broom of Flying You can hear this item recommended as an attractive alternative to Winged Boots, as it allows you to fly and does not require attunement. Don't believe the hype. It can carry a maximum of 400
pounds; we are big grapplers! Half the time we will exceed it with our own weight plus armor, let alone after taking a new friend to play with. To add insult to injury, the speed goes down from 50 to 30 if it has over 200 pounds on it (unlike Winged Boots, which moves with your speed and so can take advantage of speed increases from features and poles). So really only useful for flying TO a target, not for
anything after that. Nevertheless, getting the hard-to-reach villains of a perch and throwing them to your friends can be fun. So if you don't mind keeping an extra club in the bag for a niche situation, it's a viable option. Cloak of protection This is only basically one of the best unusual elements, and grippers in particular are going to make themselves targets for enemies' ire. Increasing AC and all rescues with
one element is a good win. Gauntlets of Ogre Power Most grapplers plan to get to 20 Strength when they get enough ability score increases through equalization, so why bother getting an item that puts your strength at 19? One reason is that if you find this item at the lower level, it will get you to 18 faster. Another possibility is that you have a specific MAD grappling build (I'm looking at you, Druid/Monk)
and you want to make Strength a dump state, but still be able to grab without resorting to turning to an animal every time. Finally, you can take it and just hope that one day you will be able to upgrade to a belt of giant strength, thereby concentrating on your performance or other ability increases as you level. Headband of intellect This item is similar to gauntlets of Ogre Power in that it can unlock an
otherwise unwieldy MAD (Multiple Ability Score – dependent) grappling build. It's green because it really only applies to the Wizards. A grappling Wizard is going to want a high strength, dexterity, constitution, and intelligence. And there just aren't enough ability points to walk around without a little help. Instrument of the Bard * This element doesn't have much to do with grappling, other than bards being one
of the best grappling classes and an important part of many multi-class builds. This item is fantastic for all the Bards. A bunch of free spells plus the goals of your charm have inconvenience. If you have any Bard levels, and especially if you have any intention of reaching the Level 5 Bard, try to get one of these. Then threw Hypnotic Pattern. please. Note the star because there are actually different variants
of this weapon by various rarities; generally speaking they less often have better spells, but they are all good, and they all provide the same meet-killing charm disadvantage. Pearl Power This item item similar but more rare items) that can increase the number of spelling slots available for a character can be amazing assets to a type of grappler in particular: multi-class spellcasters. You will be relying on
Improve ability or enlarge for your benefit with one of these builds, and this item will allow you to throw the important spell an extra time a day. A pure spell-casting character like a pure Bard, on the other hand, will have sufficient stakes slots and probably don't need help as much. Ring of Jumping This is in every way inferior to the Boots of Striding and Springing. It gives you the 3x jumping distance just like
the boots, but costs a bonus action to activate and doesn't have the amazing extra feature not to be burdened. But provided this is the only option, it is still a decent option if you want to be hoppy with your enemies. Ring of Swimming Mobility is important for a grappler, but in an average adventurer's career there will probably only be a handful of underwater encounters. Mileage may vary, but this should
usually not be a priority. Shield +1 For shield-bearing grippers out there, there is no reason not to take one of these since increasing AC for a gripper is always a priority. Sentinel Shield arguably better than a +1 Shield for a grappler is the Sentinel shield, which gives you advantage on initiative and perception. The main advantage for grappler is the initiative, because you want to make sure you have a
chance to keep these enemies away from your friends, make their attacks suffer disadvantage, and give your applicable advantage. Anything that requires you to go first. Stone of Good Luck This is one of the only magical elements that actually makes you better at what you're doing: grappling! Plus it gives +1 to all savings throws, which is also fantastic and very welcome for any grab. Get it, use it, love it.
Weapons +1 Attack with a weapon is not what a gripper is built for. You may want to have a magic weapon ready for after you have an opponent locked down, and it's time to pound or for the annoying battles against ghosts and their ilk. But this should not be a priority magic element for a grappler. Warning weapons These elements are a good choice for a gripper for the same reason as the Sentinel Shield:
advantage on initiative. But even better than the shield, these do not need to be held and give you the advantage of having a magic weapon for the times you will resort to doing harm. Winged boots These bad boys are at the top of everyone's list of unusual items that might be too good. But you haven't seen them really shine until you've seen a grappler put them on and go crazy on the enemy. These can
take a mediocre grappling build (especially one with low HP and/or AC) and make it very viable. The most important ability unlocked with these is the grab-and-drop style to build, but the creative possibilities are endless. A few options to consider: Want to make two enemies take harm and go exposed with Seize? Take one of them, fly up 10 feet (moving at half speed of course), and drop him on his buddy.
Turn off your boots and drop the target from the air! Activate Slow Fall, Spring Drop, or reactivate the boots at the last second (possibly with an acrobatic check to time it correctly) to prevent your opponent from gaining the protective advantage. Now you have a grappled and prone opponent who has taken damage and everything you have done is used a grip and some movement. Drop your opponent on
the ground, then Super Hero Fall right on their exposed face for an attack with advantage! Try to convince DM that the falling damage from your own fall should be added to the hit's damage, provided it lands. (You even take falling damage and go prone, but what can I say ... it's murder on the knees.) Maneuvers like these are going to be subject to a lot of variety from DM to DM, so you may want to talk to
her in advance about how she will judge such things. In any case, you must always choose Boots of Flying first if you can (and if you don't mind eye rolls from the rest of the table while abusing the shit out of your fancy footwear). Last changed: Sep 30, 2016 Page 6 I'm saddened by the fact that includes SCAG races, but not the best grappler underclass in the game: Battlerager. log in or sign up to remove
this ad I am saddened by the fact that includes SCAG races, but not the best grappler underclass in the game: Battlerager. Neither I nor OP have much experience with that building. Can you share more about how it works and why it's a good grappling choice? Well I'll just tease the first couple of abilities (scanning my copy of the book was the best idea ever): BATTLERAGER ARMOR When choosing this
path on the third level, you get the opportunity to use spiked armor (see Spiked Armor sidebar) as a weapon. While you have spiked armor and are furious, you can use a bonus action to make a melee weapon attack with armor spikes against a target within 5 meters of you. If the attack hits, the spikes deal ld4 piercing damage. You use the strength modifier for the attack and damage rollers. In addition,
when using the Attack Action to grab a creature, the target takes 3 piercing damage if grabbing the check succeeds. RECKLESS ABANDON Begins at the sixth level, when you use ruthless attack while infuriating, you also get temporary hit points equal to the constitution modifier (minimum 1). They disappear if any of them are left when your rage ends. Ah screw it, why not a third: BATTLERAGER
CHARGE Begins at the 10th level, you can take Dash action as a bonus action while you are furious. Well I'll just tease the first couple of abilities (scanning my copy of the book was the best idea ever): BATTLERAGER ARMOR When choosing this path on the third level, you get the opportunity to use spiked armor (see Spiked Armor sidebar) as a weapon. While you have spiked armor and are furious, you
can use a bonus action to make a melee Attack with armor spikes against a target within 5 meters of you. If the attack hits, the spikes deal ld4 piercing damage. You use the strength modifier for the attack and damage rollers. In addition, when using the Attack Action to grab a creature, the target takes 3 piercing damage if grabbing the check succeeds. RECKLESS ABANDON Begins at the sixth level, when
you use ruthless attack while infuriating, you also get temporary hit points equal to the constitution modifier (minimum 1). They disappear if any of them are left when your rage ends. Ah screw it, why not a third: BATTLERAGER CHARGE Begins at the 10th level, you can take Dash action as a bonus action while you are furious. Pretty cool stuff. I see that this would be a fun class to be. However, I'm not
sure it's the best grappler. Grapplers excel at locking down opponents and controlling the battlefield. The more you take your focus away from this goal and move it to other things, such as dealing with injury, the less effective you will be in the main focus. Nothing wrong with being moderately good at two things instead of very good at one thing, but it's generally not the way to do the most potent build. Here
are some specific pros and cons: Dwarfs Only This building is especially for Dwarves, which is not so bad. Each of the 3 dwarf types makes a decent grab, so you can certainly make it work. Mountain Dwarf, one of the best grappling races, conflicts a little. You can start with 17 Strength, so you want to take a level 4 performance that gives 1 Strength. But the best achievement in that category is Tavern
Brawler, which provides a bonus action grab, which conflicts with the bonus action spiky rattle. A little quibble, but it's there. Battlerager Armor Three free injuries every time you grab is probably the coolest selling point here. There are only three injuries, but it's still pretty cool. The bonus action attack can be a fun attack against a grappled and prone opponent, but that bonus action will probably be busy
(especially if you're MC in Rogue for Expertise and Cunning Action). Ruthless Abondon This is largely useless for a grabber, unfortunately. Attacking recklessly is just not something a grappler in general should do; it does not give advantage on seizing checks. You generally only want to attack when you have your opponent on the ground, which gives advantage anyway. Battlerager Charge A great ability if
you go straight Barb or if you just dip 1 level for Rogue. Mobility is king when grappling. But once again, the bonus action is getting very crowded. If you had gone with Totem Barbarian, you could have got +15 to move when you furious, which cost no extra actions. Overall, I want to rank it on par with the other two barbarians. A great build for an injury-dealing barbarian grabs, especially if you only take 3, 4,
or 5 levels in the barbarian. I disappointed myself today. I was thinking about combinations of things that could make a Monk grappler really too much MADness happens. I remembered that the Knowledge Domain Clerics gets expertise! Or something like that anyway. Then I saw and realized that there was only expertise in knowledge skills That, Lore Bards get expertise in anything they want, so why not
Knowledge clergy get the same? That would be a cool Wisdom-based alternative approach. I'm salty because I played myself. I know this is threadnekroromancy, but I'd like to know what people think if the new Volos races can play like grapplers. I saw a few mention Lizardpeople may be a good option because of bite attacks; and of course a number of races have powerful build ... Also, love the guide, but
I wish there was a little more on multiclass builds or even some sample builds. Does anyone have suggedtions on it? Which is there an affordable way to combine grappler-gold pieces like rogue experise, barbarian rage, and fighter action wave/battlemaster moves? Or would such a building shoot itself in the foot by giving up other treats? Not very optimal, but I think a Tabaxi Grappler can be fun. Totem
Barbarian with 2 level dip in Rogue for Expertise in Athletics and Cunning Action to Dash, and you eventually have 30ft. speed through fast movement. The racial that doubles your movement in a turn interrupts the half-movement. Cunning action for a dash and you can grab any, climb 60ft. up and then drop them for 6d6 damage. You can only get your STR and CON up to 20 and 18 (if you use point
purchases) and have no achievements. It's not overly optimized, but I think it can be a lot of fun. ... Also, love the guide, but I wish there was a little more on multiclass builds or even some sample builds. Does anyone have suggedtions on it? Which is there an affordable way to combine grappler-gold pieces like rogue experise, barbarian rage, and fighter action wave/battlemaster moves? Or would such a
building shoot itself in the foot by giving up other treats? Good questions. There is definitely no exact answer, but I can share my own experience. I have 5 grappling characters: Barbarian 6/Rogue 4 - Jumping Domination probably my most potent grappler and lots of fun to play. Human with Tavern Brawler (increased unarmed injury and bonus action grabs) and Athlete (5 ft jump and 5 ft stand are great in
this building). Totem Barbarian with Moose for +15 movement and Bear for double carrying capacity. Thief Rogue for increased jump distance. With 20 Strength and 14 Dex, a 5ft running start gets me a vertical leap of 10 feet, which is all you need to deal with 1d6 damage to a grappled opponent and auto-exposed them. When furious I have a 55ft movement speed, plus the possibility of a Cunning Action
Dash, then halving motion speed when grappling is no problem. If you happen to get Boots of Striding and Springing, which I have, the fun never stops. Future plans: Barbarian 8 for some tasty treats, and only then will I consider possibly dipping into the Fighter on my 13th day. Fighter 5 / 5 - Gish Bryting A A and versatile build it is almost as good at grappling as the barbarian build over, but with much more
versatility due to poles. Man with Tavern Brawler for increased unarmed injury and bonus action grabs. Battle Master Fighter with disarm, precision attack and ride. It's tons of fun to attack with an unarmed strike, activate tour attacks and bonus action grab it all at once. Fighter is your return to Extra Attack here, which is important for all grapplers. Lore Master Bard because Cutting Words is amazing. Did
you think you just avoided my grab by hitting my check with 1? Think again as I cut that check down to the size of a reaction! Spelling, you will want to have Longstrider and Improve Ability (Strength) going when you enter a potentially dangerous situation (each lasting 1 hour). Another nice combo is to move next to two enemies or several enemies, threw Earth Tremor to knock some of them prone and deal
with damage, then Action Surge to grab two enemies to pin them there (or Action Surge to unarmed strike one of them with advantage then bonus action grab with Tavern Brawler). As a bard on the fifth level, you will want to pick up hypnotic pattern and an instrument of the Bard. It's not related to grappling, but it's hugely powerful. You can't end every game with it... but you can exit some of them. Magic
item note: This character has Demon Armor, which is awesome with this building. For most characters, it's like Why would I want to combine +1 Plate armor with +1 magic 1d8 unarmed strikes and be cursed?. But this character? YES THANK YOU! Future plans: A sixth Bard level to get Arcane Secrets and Enlarge for the annoyingly big opponents. Then a sixth level Fighter to increase a state, then all the
Bard for magic powa. Druid 3/Monk 5 - Bear Style Kung Fu This is a niche build because it relies on Boots of Flying and a DM that allows bears to seize. But it's funny nonetheless. Human with Mobile feat for increased speed. Open hand Monk to knock prone or burst into the sky. Moon Druid for Brown Bear at lower levels as a bonus action, a potent grabber with a permissible DM. Stakes are basically
going to be Improve Ability (Strength) and Longstrider when you get into trouble. Slow Fall can be fun when using Boots of Flying; you can turn them off and try to maintain grip as you fall, but reduce your own damage. Your milling may vary with DM, of course. Another fun trick is to drag an opponent into the air, then move under him and start hitting him with flurry of punches to push him 10 feet higher up
in the air with each attack! Future plans: Share progress between the two classes. Extra spells and more powerful animals from Druid and extra blows from Monk. May be worth considering 1 level of Rogue to gain expertise in athletics at some point. Bard 4 - Master of Self Sufficiency About the Only Way to Make a Decent Grappler a single class is with Valor Bard. It helps if you have Winged Boots.
Dragonborn with Tavern Brawler Brawler increased unarmed injury and bonus action grabs. Valor Bard's inspiration is not nearly as useful for a grappler as the Lore Bards, so just give them out before the game when you can remember. Your bonus actions will be busy GRAPPLING! Again, Longstrider and Improve Ability are your friends. Get the best medium armor you can find! Consider using a shield to
the sixth level, when you may want to have two hands free to double-grab and lock down two opponents. Future plans: 6th level additional attack without multi-classing! Simple class all the way! Wizard 4 - Bladesinger Grappler As I mentioned before, Bladesingers can make decent grapplers ... Maybe... Sorta. Probably my weakest building, but still funny. Half-elf to qualify for Bladesinger and still get a
bonus to Strength. Went with the alternative Half-elf to get +5 movement speed. Bladesong capability is perfect for a gripper. You get a bonus to AC and speed, plus a bonus to concentration spells to keep Magnifier going. Hard to beat it! Stakes will be Longstrider, Belly Armor, Shield, and Enlarge/Reduce. With defensive spells and Bladesong going, you should be able to block most strokes and keep
concentrating, so you got it going for you. Note that Flowering Blade can be used with an unarmed strike. so there's something. Misty Step is also a good option to get close to enemies at a crucial moment, and does not compete for concentration like Expeditious Retreat. There are two problems with this build: rely on Enlarge and rely on too many ability scores. Ability score-wise, you need your strength to
max out like all grapplers do, but you also need as high a Dex and Int as possible to get ac up. Plus you certainly can't tank your Con with so few hit points come in with a 1d6 each level. The only way to make this work realistically to accept mediocrity or get a magic element. I have headband of intellect, but Gauntlets of Ogre Power would no doubt be better because you might hope to eventually upgrade
to a belt of giant strength if you can find one in your adventures. Note that even with the headband of the intellect, I must have at least a 13-intelligence if I ever want to multi-class. Enlarging/reducing is simply not as good as Improve ability because it only lasts a minute. That means one of three things: Throw it right before battle if you're ambush enemies (as happens ALLL time, am I right Assassin
Rogues? No? It almost never freaking happens?). Spend the first round getting ready to grab by throwing the spell. This is only viable for big fights, as the average fight is over in a few rounds. Plus grappling requires you to lock down opponents before they get to your friends, so twiddling your thumb for the first and most vital round fails at your job. Fight without advantage on strength checks. This usually
does not even bother grappling, you are better to do harm as a regular, old bladesinger. Sad. Future plans: Come to additional attacks from as soon as possible (always a priority for a grappler), then dip 1 level of Rogue for Athletics expertise. So sorcerer all the way! Last changed: Nov 16, 2016 It's great info, thanks for all the details Goken100! Really helped me see how building options can play out. At the
moment, I plan to try a Bugbear grappler. Currently torn between going Battlemaster Fighter/Lore Bard route and barbaric/Rogue route. The Fighter/Bard seems a bit more fun to me and I love the idea of having the versatility of BM maneuvers and Bard stakes when not grappling. But the fact that I have to get to L8 (F5/B3) before I really hit my stride with grappling is a disadvantage; when it seems like I go
Barbarian 5 / Rogue 1 I can have all the tools (advantage, other attacks, competencies) pulled together 2 levels earlier. Decisions, decisions. It's great info, thanks for all the details Goken100! Really helped me see how building options can play out. At the moment, I plan to try a Bugbear grappler. Currently torn between going Battlemaster Fighter/Lore Bard route and barbaric/Rogue route. The Fighter/Bard
seems a bit more fun to me and I love the idea of having the versatility of BM maneuvers and Bard stakes when not grappling. But the fact that I have to get to L8 (F5/B3) before I really hit my stride with grappling is a disadvantage; when it seems like I go Barbarian 5 / Rogue 1 I can have all the tools (advantage, other attacks, competencies) pulled together 2 levels earlier. Decisions, decisions. It's true. If
you go that route, I would recommend you to aim at Fighter 1/Bard 3 first. With advantage and one attack, you can at least grab and throw opponents out of cliffs or take two rounds to beat them exposed. On Fighter 2/Bard 3, unlock Action Surge, which allows you to lock down an opponent in a round at least once in a while (and combinations very well with Earth Tremor). So maybe go Fighter 4/Bard 3 to
pick up tavern brawler so you can pull off one attack - turn - bonus action grab combo. It's only 1 level later than a pure bard or barbarian/rogue would be in getting the opportunity to grab and knock down an opponent in a turn. It's true. If you go that route, I would recommend you to aim at Fighter 1/Bard 3 first. With advantage and one attack, you can at least grab and throw opponents out of cliffs or take two
rounds to beat them exposed. On Fighter 2/Bard 3, unlock Action Surge, which allows you to lock down an opponent in a round at least once in a while (and combinations very well with Earth Tremor). So maybe go Fighter 4/Bard 3 to pick up tavern brawler so you can pull off one attack - turn - bonus action grab combo. It's only 1 level later than a pure bard or barbarian/rogue would be in getting the
opportunity to grab and knock down an opponent in a turn. Ah good conversation. Nevertheless, I think I'm leaning more towards the barbarian/Rogue route. The former jump / falling damage attack is what sold me (prone to movement, and still has actions / bonus actions? Damn it). Plus no need to bump Cha is nice, and furious /sneak fits bugbear better than strategizing/barding. Although I can still pick up
Fighter 3 later in my progression; seems like high level Barb and Rogue stuff is not quite as useful for a grappler when I get the basics down. A question about that barb/rogue build - since you need a finesse weapon if you want to get sneak attack bonus damage, have you had any luck coming up with DM-acceptable finesse improvised weapons? I think iron spikes like improvised daggers should be a
simple seller. I also hope to use a roasting skewer (which you would spit-fry a chicken, or little pig, or gnome on) as an improvised rapier, and/or a rope with a small spike or caltrop attached to the end as an impromptu whip (or maybe even the length of the chain). But I realize that they can be harder to convince a DM on. I play AL, so I expect DM variety. (For levels 4 and 5 though, while I have Tavern
Brawler but no Sneak Attack to worry about, I go with a tree branch with various sharp pieces of iron driven through it like an impromptu - and very bugbear-thematic - maul.) A question about that barb/rogue build - since you need a finesse weapon if you want to get sneak attack bonus damage, have you had any luck coming up with DM-acceptable finesse improvised weapons? I think iron spikes like
improvised daggers should be a simple seller. I also hope to use a roasting skewer (which you would spit-fry a chicken, or little pig, or gnome on) as an improvised rapier, and/or a rope with a small spike or caltrop attached to the end as an impromptu whip (or maybe even the length of the chain). But I realize that they can be harder to convince a DM on. I play AL, so I expect DM variety. (For levels 4 and 5
though, while I have Tavern Brawler but no Sneak Attack to worry about, I go with a tree branch with various sharp pieces of iron driven through it like an impromptu - and very bugbear-thematic - maul.) I also play in the AL, and I can tell you, DMs are already a little confused and set off by grappling because it's a little unusual. Someone needs to convince that grappled opponents can't stand up from being
exposed, or that I can grab two opponents at once if I have two free hands. So trying to convince one that my impromptu spike is also finesse? Not only do I think that most DMs wouldn't buy it, I don't even buy it. Finesse is somehow the antithesis of what Tavern Brawler goes for - hitting someone with a chair and them grabbing them by the shirt collar. I mean, is there any telling explanation as to why a
Tavern Brawler with an iron spike is able to bonus action grab, but using a dagger he is not? If you had a home game and you wanted try to find out something with DM, you may have a chance. But in al? Asking for something outside the clear rules is actually a little rude, and I would suggest just staying to clear legal side of things. To my character, he has a magic card sword that he pulls out when it's time
to punish the unworthy. But otherwise he just sticks to punches and headbutts. So trying to convince one that my impromptu spike is also finesse? Not only do I think that most DMs wouldn't buy it, I don't even buy it. I have it, makes sense. I definitely do not want to stretch / break any rules .... I probably should have given more background. I specifically went by the PHB section on improvised weapons that
says: In many cases, an improvised weapon resembles an actual weapon and can be treated as such. For example, a table leg is akin to a club. At DM's discretion, a character skilled with a weapon can use a similar object as if it were that weapon... An object that does not resemble a weapon deals with 1d4 damage. I thought that a sharpened iron spike is about as close to a dagger as you can get without
being a dagger; and I thought it was actually quite universally accepted since I've heard it used as an example by a couple of different people. That may not be the case, though. I'm actually a little surprised by your answer; This guide in the original post, as well as the buildings you posted, seems to be all about getting creative to do cool things while you're still stuck within the rules. I feel like this is in line
with that. But I understand that you're just trying to give useful advice, and I take it in that spirit. I mean, is there any telling explanation as to why a Tavern Brawler with an iron spike is able to bonus action grab, but using a dagger he is not? Well no, but in the same way there is no real telling explanation as to why a Tavern Brawler can hit someone with a broken table leg and then bonus grab, but can't hit
someone with a club the same size, shape, weight, balance, etc. like the table leg and make a bonus grab. Seems like there is more of a problem with the actual achievement, than especially the dagger/spike question. I guess the one explanation in the game might be the element of surprise with an improvised weapon... but if so, stabbing someone with a broken bottle should be just as effective in opening
up a grip attempt as hitting them with a chair. (Another possible explanation is just that tavern brawler feat was written to encourage taste, and has people get creative with guns, as opposed to just picking up the achievement then using standard boring weapons.) But in al? Asking for something outside the clear rules is actually a little rude, and I would suggest just sticking to the clearly legal side of things.
Yes I agree I do not want to ask for anything outside the rules, or cause unnecessary DM consternation in AL. And your point is well taken. Personally, I do not see where any of the above is outside the rules, but still I definitely want to be careful, and do not ask DM too much for judgment calls when I do not need it. Especially since I fully expect that I educate/convince many AL DMs on the details of
grappling already. And my main goal will be to seize, not dpr, so no big deal if I can't swing something that is both finesse and improvised. Here's the super grappler I built. He gets much better with more outside support instead of having to throw spells and drink potions with his actions, but still quite damn effective. 1. Race: Human (variant) 2. Classes: Druid 6 (moon), Barbarian 6 (aspect of bear), Rogue 2,
Fighter 2 3. Feats: Mobile 4. Pre-Cast: Longstrider. 5. Equipment: Horseshoes of Speed (I accept that an elk in boots is ridiculous), Potion of Growth (pre full), Potion of Speed, Belt of Storm Giant Strength 6. Round 1: Throw spike growth; Action Wave Drink Potion by Speed. Wild form to Giant Elk, 7. Round 2: grab goal, deferred target Results: Speed: (Barbarian 10, Elk 60, Mobile 10, Longstrider 10,
Horseshoes 30) X2 (haste) = 240 Size: Gargantuan - Can drag big creatures without slowing down. Dash for Free, Dash as Bonus (Cunning Action) and Base Move. Athletics Check Average: 10 (base) +10 (Competence) +9 (Size) +5 (Enlarge) = 34 Max Drag Weight: 29 X 75 (4 legs) X 2 (large) X 2 (large) X 2 (gargantuan) X 2 (bear aspect) = 34800 lbs (17.4 tons). Round 2: Attack (grab) and Attack
(shove exposed). Then drag the target around the perimeter of the spikes. 240/5*3=144 routes, at 2d4 damage per route. 720 damage (no rescue). Every subsequent round, since escape is effectively impossible for any medium creature in the game, you then deal with 960 damage. If you fight against a large creature, the damage is effectively halved. Gargantuan creatures probably weigh too much to be
dragged (at least according to 3.5 Table_of_Creature_Size_and_Sc...) The target is also exposed and can not stand, so he is easy for allies to hit and has a difficult time to hit you. How does the giant moose grip without arms? Look up YouTube videos of moose fighting for dominance in the herd. They struggle with antlers. Seems to me that the method of grappling would require the target to have antlers
too, but hey, I was recently told that humanoids can maintain grappling without using their hands so what do I know. Do you really think that a 20-foot-tall moose with a time foot rack couldn't attach someone medium-sized down with the antlers? Partying is one thing, dragging things around is another matter altogether. The only way I could see the moose dragging something that isn't completely tangled in
the antlers is to basically bull-rush it, in which case you would do huge amounts of damage to yourself as well. You basically have a reverse cow catcher on your face, and you're the train. Also, antlers are so large at that point any medium or less likely wouldn't have any trouble slipping in between them. But it's not even getting into the actual rules. There are two sets of rules for grappling: those in the PHB
and the sidebar of MM. PHB says you need a hand to grab, and mm sidebar says only that some monsters have attacks that allow them to quickly grab things. The giant moose has neither. JC later said on Twitter that he would allow non-humanoids to seize if they had a bite or an attachment suitable for it, but I don't think that antlers are. Page 7 It is also in the Sage Advice document, which discusses
things like dogs and cats that both clearly grab the irl but do not have a built-in grip in their statblock. The point is phb was written from the perspective of playable computer races, not from his perspective of monsters. IRL creatures with antlers clearly grasping. So in the absence of a rule that says they can't, they do. The rules allow anything that can seize to leave, and sets out very clear rules for it, so you
can't say that a moose can't leave. log in or sign up to remove this ad Edit: Whoops, miscalculated jump numbers in my build. Please ignore:: Last modified: Nov 24, 2016 Some stupid idea came to my mind. Abusing spike growth, grabbing and leaving. Tabaxis druida 10 (moon) fighter 2 rogue 2 barbarian 6 (totem) feat: mobile +10 feet Barbarian +10 feet, Elk totem lvl 3 (SCAG) +15, bear totem lvl 6 double
carrying capacity Tabaxi can double the speed of a turn longstride spell +10 feet (no concentration) activated always as premeditated surprise round (you are rogue with expertise) Cast spike growth, turn Air elemental (fly 90 feet , Large) turn a = barbarian rage grab 2 creatures (extra attack) with advantage and +14 (skill athletics) + fly over spike growth with the targets turn two = use tabaxi function
movement = 135 feet x2 action dash = 135 feet x2 action surge dash = 135 foot x2 bonus action dash = 135 feet x2 total 1080 or up to 432d4 damage (depending on target size and weight). add someone with haste in the group ... Edit: can not concentrate in rage, forgotten. But is possible to switch to monk or something like that to lose grappling advantage. Last changed: Nov 25, 2016 You can not rage
(elk3) and concentrate at the same time (spike Growth). Drag a single creature you move half speed. Drag two creatures, it would be reasonable to assume quarter speed. The biggest question is, is the spikes magic since at the level so many creatures are immune or resistant to normal damage. The plane is not required (but base 90 helps) - you can just go back and forth from side to side over the same
two squares. You can not rage (elk3) and concentrate at the same time (spike Growth). Drag a single creature you move half speed. Drag two creatures, it would be reasonable to assume quarter speed. The biggest question is, is the spikes magic since at the level so many creatures are immune or resistant to normal damage. The plane is not required (but base 90 helps) - you can just go back and forth
from side to side over the same two squares. You are big, you do not lose movement drag small creatures, if you get enlargement with a party member ... drag more them a creature does not impose more penalties if is in your carrying capacity. even them, is close to 216d4 damage (must check changing barbarian), 540d4 if someone gives you haste. About spike growth, well, that I know, the only formulas
that do not cause magical damage are hunter brand and hex, because they do not specify the type of damage, so depends on the weapon type damage. All other sorcery is magical damage. Taking 2d4 piercing damage is the exact wording of spike growth. It's not magical piercing. Hex specifies necrotic damage. So yes, little creatures full damage. Medium requires expansion to get full damage. Large and
large are semi-injuries. Gargantuan you can not leave (too heavy). The reason my build went with giant moose was not elementary was size and carrying capacity (moose presumably work like other mounts in that they pull 5x weight like a cart or whatnot) Tabaxi is great as a base race though, that double movement is amazing. Stacks of haste and boots of speed taking 2d4 piercing damage is the exact
wording of spike growth. It's not magical piercing. Hex specifies necrotic damage. So yes, little creatures full damage. Medium requires expansion to get full damage. Large and large are semi-injuries. Gargantuan you can not leave (too heavy). The reason my build went with giant moose was not elementary was size and carrying capacity (moose probably work like other mounts in that they pull 5x weight
like a cart or whatnot) Firaball say magical damage? - It's not a problem. Any other spell (please, say only one)? It's a curse, do you really want to argue about that part? About giant moose, well, most DM's won't let you grab anyone in this form (you don't have arms, claws, not an effective bite), RAW you can't. Alossaur would be easier, but he's big, not big. As a month you can select more than one form, for
each case you need. Volo's brings yet another giant Brontossaur (CR 5), but I don't see how this can grab anyone too. Yes, against giant creatures, you are still a tenth lvl spellcaster, who can hide with bonus action, lol. Fireball does not do magical harm. It does burns. Each spelling period than hunters marks specifies a type of damage. I agree that the main mistake in the moose building is that it requires a
DM to watch a video of moose grappling with each other to convince him that they are seizing. The stupid freeform rule obviously creates more problems than it solves. Fireball does not do magical harm. It does burns. Each spelling period than hunters marks specifies a type of damage. I agree that the main mistake in the moose building is that it requires a DM to watch a video of moose grappling with
each other to convince him that they are seizing. The stupid freeform rule obviously creates more problems than it solves. On page 197 of PHB in damage resistance and vulnerability there is a small reference about non-magical burns, so there are magical burns, witch some spell that produces burns cause, because spell is magical, and probably this is too obvious. But okay, forget it, just in immunity and
resistence of monsters, everyone says nonmagical weapons, spike growth is not a weapon, like thron whip, ice knife, and so. No immunity, no resistace in that case. I saw the video, is not a grappling, it's just to go, similar to the fire giant dreadnought (volo's), but even them need DM aproval. If he could close the antlers like a cage, this would be a grab, but he cannot, even floating someone with antlers, the
target is free to move. And that's the problem with taking damage in spike growth to, antlers stay above your head, and you don't have precision with them that you have with your arms. The only way a Giant Elk can hold someone is with his mouth, but it's like a human trying to grab and drag someone with his mouth, with a very good DM, you can do it with desadvantage. I really want that work, but in 90%
of the tables will not. It's easier to DM's accept a greater carrying capacity for large + creatures (is preatty ridiculous that Tiamat can't carry an elephant), but for that power gamming they problagly wouldn't prove, lol. There is some other class (UA content too) as double carrying capacity in early lvls? This is literally all you need to do, push the target to the left, push the target to the right. still, your face is
closer to spike growth than antlers, doing it without taking harm will not be easy. While pushing someone forward looks easy (still, not in the rules), he moves left and right not, and he's not grappled, he can go always at any time in turn, you don't hold him. Seriously, I would love to see that work, I even have a building that can run 7,200 feet in a bend (okay, a lot of magical elements), but giant moose
grappler is pushing too much. Stay on allosaur, elementary or even giant constritor snake even you need larger size (but smaller movement). You're a long way from tangent here. He talks about moose totem, not wildshaping into one. Well no, but in the same way there is no real narrative explanation as to why a Tavern Brawler can hit someone with a broken table leg and then bonus grab, but can not hit
someone with a club the same size, shape, weight, balance, etc. as the table leg and make a bonus grab ... Lol, fair points. Firaball say magical damage? - It's not a problem. Any other spell (please, say only one)? It's a curse, do you really want to argue about that part? Catapult, right at the top of my head. There is by no means a consensus as to whether spells that use the environment to do piercing,
bludgeoning or slashing damage do magical damage. In my experience most rule that such damage is everyday, but talk to DM, your mileage may vary. Catapult, right at the top of my head. There is by no means a consensus as to whether spells that use the environment to do piercing, bludgeoning or slashing damage do magical damage. In my experience most rule that such damage is everyday, but talk
to DM, your mileage may vary. this does not matter, because immunity or endurance is About nonmagical weapons, spike growth is not pircing weapons, is just pircing. And spike growth is not mundane, if you break the concentration or spell ends the spikes desappear, they have camouflage that no real plant has. You didn't create real plants. I have to stop by here and say that thanks to this guide I play a
Lizardfolk Bear totem Barbarian, and it's a thing of wild beauty. Two free hands, bite attacks, built-in AC, breathing underwater AND a swimming speed to take my playmates for a little dip. The free proficiencies in Perception and Stealth help me ambush the careless. I hope op will eventually be updated to include this great race. Again, this does not matter, because immunity or insistence is about
nonmagical weapons, spike growth is not pircing weapons, is just pircing. And spike growth is not mundane, if you break the concentration or spell ends the spikes desappear, they have camouflage that no real plant has. You didn't create real plants. He... it is interesting. It's not exactly right, but close. Most state blocks of resistance seem to say bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing from nonmagical attacks
and similar wording. Don't say gun damage, but says from attack, which is not what Spike Growth does. This is also consistent with Sage Advice's ruling that werewolves can take declining harm; they are immune from bludgeoning attacks, but the ground is not an attack. Interesting. It is worth adding that effects on the player side, such as Barbarian Rage or Armor of Invulnerability, actually provide
resistance to the only injury period. So it is not clear to me that the rules intended are to make monsters resist only attack damage vs. other effects that resist all that kind of harm. But it seems to be the way it's written. As a side note, I'm not sure how to animate objects. I've heard arguments both for and against it doing magical damage, although the fact that spell specifically calls out bludgeoning, piercing,
and slashing makes me think it's non-magical. He... it is interesting. It's not exactly right, but close. Most state blocks of resistance seem to say bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing from nonmagical attacks and similar wording. Don't say gun damage, but says from attack, which is not what Spike Growth does. This is also consistent with Sage Advice's ruling that werewolves can take declining harm; they are
immune from bludgeoning attacks, but the ground is not an attack. Interesting. It is worth adding that effects on the player side, such as Barbarian Rage or Armor of Invulnerability, actually provide resistance to the only injury period. So it is not clear to me that the rules intended are to make monsters resist only attack damage vs. other effects that resist all that kind of harm. But it seems to be the way it's
written. As a side note, I'm not sure how to animate objects. I've heard both for and against it does magical damage, although the fact that spell especially cries out bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing makes me think it's non-magical. The eternal d&amp;d problem, never clear enough. DMs problem, but I do not understand why bludgeoning, slashing and pearcing damage from the spell will not be magical,
but the rest will be. The object was animated by magic, so he causes magical damage while the duration and concentration of spell. Magic weapon there made with spell and formulas to be permanent, but the magic is fundamentally the same. Page 8 The eternal d&amp;amp;d problem, never clear enough. DMs problem, but I do not understand why bludgeoning, slashing and pearcing damage from the
spell will not be magical, but the rest will be. The object was animated by magic, so he causes magical damage while the duration and concentration of spell. Magic weapon there made with spell and formulas to be permanent, but the magic is fundamentally the same. Eternal? Try Fixed in 4e login or sign up to remove this ad If you just ignore size and weight percentages, I think Tabaxi is hands down DPR
King. Base: 30. Barbar: 40 Mobile: 50 Longstrider: 60 Double for haste: 120 (potion) Double for boots of speed: 240 Double for Tabaxi: 480 Dash + Cunning Action + Normal Action + Haste Action + Action Surge = 5X480 = 2400 feet in one round. Or 430 km/h (slightly faster than peregrine faclons dive speed of about 400 km/h). Spike Growth damage = 480X5 on average or 2400 damage. Last changed:
December 7, 2016 If you just ignore the size and weight ratio, I think Tabaxi is hands down the DPR King. Base: 30. Barbar: 40 Mobile: 50 Longstrider: 60 Double for haste: 120 (potion) Double for boots of speed: 240 Double for Tabaxi: 480 Dash + Cunning Action + Normal Action + Haste Action + Action Surge = 5X480 = 2400 feet in one round. Or 430 km/h (slightly faster than peregrine faclons dive
speed of about 400 km/h). Spike Growth damage = 480X9 on average or 4320. the damage of spike growth is 2d4, the average is x5 = 2400. still large. about maximum speed possible (with really rare itens), what I get: tabaxi moon druid 6 = allosaurus, 60 ft. Fighter 2 = action wave barbaric moose 5 = +25ft. monk 2 = +10ft. bladesinger 2 = +10ft. mystic 1 = +5ft. (2 level missing, maybe rogue for cunning
action or 2 more in monk for ASI and more ki to dash) Mobile +10 longstride +10 blessing of speed +30 large property artifact +10, transmuter stone +10 (stolen from the wizard). boots of speed for allosaurus x2 potion of speed = haste dash + action dash + bonus action dash + action wave dash + haste dash = 7200 feet a turn or 823m /t I'm missing something? The eternal d&amp;d problem, never clear
enough. DMs problem, but I do not understand why bludgeoning, slashing and pearcing damage from the spell will not be magical, but the rest will be. The object was animated by magic, so he causes magical damage while and the concentration of spell. Magic weapon created spell and formulas to be permanent, but the magic is fundamentally the same. We're a long way from the topic here, and I'm sorry
about that. But I just want to say that things animated by magic don't automatically get to do magical damage. Golems do, but many other constructions do not. It includes the flying sword, a very close analogue to a swarm of temporarily animated daggers: regular mundane slashing damage. We're a long way from the topic here, and I'm sorry about that. But I just want to say that things animated by magic
don't automatically get to do magical damage. Golems do, but many other constructions do not. It includes the flying sword, a very close analogue to a swarm of temporarily animated daggers: regular mundane slashing damage. But if they are +1 daggers ... We're a long way from the topic here, and I'm sorry about that. But I just want to say that things animated by magic don't automatically get to do
magical damage. Golems do, but many other constructions do not. It includes the flying sword, a very close analogue to a swarm of temporarily animated daggers: regular mundane slashing damage. good point about some constructions. I just think that if we want to look like this, it's not just about slashing, bludgeoning and piercing, all the others can have the same problem. I would rogue 2 for cunning
action definitively; note that moose totem is only good if you are furious, so if you generate Spike Growth on your own, you can't do it. And yes I was tired yesterday, should have been X5 for average not X9 (but now I wonder if you can wizard to improve it) I do not use mysteriously since UA. I do not use boons since they are explicitly above level 20. And I didn't want to let a dinosaur wear boots, which is
why I didn't take it in the first place. And now you have more room for barbaric 6 (double carrying capacity with bear totem). Add expansion to it, and you can redouble your carrying capacity. I think there is a problem with this part of Grappler feat: Grappler is the ultimate trap ability. Its first capability is a worse version of the shove-to-prone battle option grippers already have. Why invest in an achievement
for the benefit when you can do it with basic combat actions? This is actually not true because when a goal is exposed and you try to grab that check is not done with ADV, which only applies to melee attacks while this achievement gives ADV on each attack Last edited: Dec 13, 2016 I think there is a problem with this part of Grappler feat: this is actually not true because when a target is exposed , and you
try to grab that check is not finished with ADV, it's only on melee attacks while this performance gives ADV on every attack Except that even if it did (pretty sure there's advantage on attack rolls), it wouldn't help you grab anyone, as it only applies to grappled targets. I would rogue 2 for cunning action definitively; note that moose totem is only good if you are furious, so if you generate Spike Growth on your
own, you can not do And yes I was tired yesterday, should have been X5 for not X9 (but now I wonder if you can wizard to improve it) I do not use mysteriously since UA. I do not use boons since they are explicitly above level 20. And I didn't want to let a dinosaur wear boots, which is why I didn't take it in the first place. And now you have more room for barbaric 6 (double carrying capacity with bear totem).
Add expansion to it, and you can redouble your carrying capacity. That you're not a praticle building is how fast it's possible to be. Boots of speed for dinossaur is not the worst part, you can do your own with a formula and 200 days of downtime activity. The artifact great property will be much harder yo acomplish, lol. the damage of spike growth is 2d4, the average is x5 = 2400. still large. about maximum
speed possible (with really rare itens), what I get: tabaxi moon druid 6 = allosaurus, 60 ft. Fighter 2 = action wave barbaric moose 5 = +25ft. monk 2 = +10ft. bladesinger 2 = +10ft. mystic 1 = +5ft. (2 level missing, maybe rogue for cunning action or 2 more in monk for ASI and more ki to dash) Mobile +10 longstride +10 blessing of speed +30 large property artifact +10, transmuter stone +10 (stolen from the
wizard). boots of speed for allosaurus x2 potion of speed = haste dash + action dash + bonus action dash + action wave dash + haste dash = 7200 feet a turn or 823m /t I'm missing something? I only get half of it. The total speed when using Tabaxi's performance is 720 feet. Dashing four times you live at 1600 feet. I think there is a problem with this part of Grappler feat: this is actually not true because
when a goal is exposed and you try to grab that check is not done with ADV, which only applies to melee attacks while this achievement gives ADV on each attack While it is true that Grappler Feat does NOE, there is usually a trap in that it will be a far worse choice than another Feat or Ability increase. For most grappler builds, you're best served by knocking your opponent exposed while they're grappled.
This ensures that they have inconvenience on all attack rolls, and that your allies have advantage of their melee attacks against it (not just you, as in the case of Grappler Feat). And perhaps most importantly, the grappler's most powerful role is to control the battlefield, not in gaining the benefit of its own attacks. So yes, you could conceivable to create a decent character who actually used Feat. But it
would not be optimized, either as an injury dealer or as a battlefield controller. But if you think it would be fun, do it! Not everything needs to be optimized. While it is true that Grappler Feat does something, it is generally a trap in that it will be a far worse choice than another Achievement or Ability Increase. For most grappler builds, you're best served by knocking your opponent exposed while they're
grappled. This ensures that they have disadvantage on all attack rolls, and that your allies have advantage over their melee attacks against it (not just you, as in the case of Grappler And perhaps most importantly, the grappler's most powerful role is to control the battlefield, not in gaining the benefit of its own attacks. So yes, you could conceivable to create a decent character who actually used Feat. But it
would not be optimized, either as an injury dealer or as a battlefield controller. But if you think it would be fun, do it! Not everything needs to be optimized. Heck, forget ASI, given the choice a level of Rogue will see you better than Grappler. Are grappling builds useful for damage dealer type characters? In 4e I had an evil Gnoll Brawler who was focused more on injury than anything else, but he could really
put an injury to people. Would something like an Eldritch Knight 11/ Monk 9 with Enlarge Person and Flurry of Blows for the ground and pound be a decent damage dealer grappler or something like that? I think you can do respectable damage, but in its entirety, that's not what I feel the construction is about. There is more to singling out a dangerous opponent(s) and locking them down. Grappling and taking
them down so that others in your group can gang up and gain advantage. It's about controlling part of the battle field, so these enemies need to focus on escaping you instead of hurting your more vulnerable companions. My current Fighter 6/Rogue 1 grappler was built to take on wheels. Variant human gave me mobility, and fighter 6 gives me belly slayer. He can move quickly across the battlefield and lock
down any wheels he can get hold of. Although he can sometimes take a beating himself, he can do decent damage with the long word in the other hand, when the goal is effectively grappled and pressured exposed. The injury though, is not really what he is about, but that ability to latch on to a stomach, and to get enemies to focus on him, or ignore him and basically say goodbye to the magical support. I
think you can do respectable damage, but in its entirety, that's not what I feel the construction is about. There is more to singling out a dangerous opponent(s) and locking them down. Grappling and taking them down so that others in your group can gang up and gain advantage. It's about controlling part of the battle field, so these enemies need to focus on escaping you instead of hurting your more
vulnerable companions. My current Fighter 6/Rogue 1 grappler was built to take on wheels. Variant human gave me mobility, and fighter 6 gives me belly slayer. He can move quickly across the battlefield and lock down any wheels he can get hold of. Although he can sometimes take a beating himself, he can do decent damage with the long word in the other hand, when the goal is effectively grappled and
pressured exposed. The injury though, is not really what he is about, but that ability to latch on to a stomach, and to get enemies to focus on him, or ignore him and basically say goodbye to the magical support. Well yes, grappling is usually played in the same way, but while in the 4e Fighter class was in Roll grappler sublass combat function made them more of a single goal controller. I played it more like
a WoW Rogue, but instead of Stunlocking I fought them to the ground them beat them to death quickly while my allies helped. So it was more of a ... brawler/bruiser than a real tank. Basically lock down the biggest threat on the battlefield then punish them with major damage and reduce their options until they deal with you. I tend to like more aggressive characters than stacking on a thousand defenses: I
don't like playing with shields, or buff spells, I prefer full on offensive signs. Probably because my AD &amp;amp; D human barbarian could not do much more than sword spam auto-attack, and I like that style of play. So an offensive grappler who can disable an enemy's ability to move or do a lot and pour in the damage is more my preference, but if it's not a very good character or build then I won't bother. I
don't want to be a weak link gimp member who can't bring anything to the group Well yes, grappling is usually played the same way, but while in the 4e Fighter class was in defender roll grappler sublass fighting feature made them more of a single goal controller. I played it more like a WoW Rogue, but instead of Stunlocking I fought them to the ground them beat them to death quickly while my allies helped.
So it was more of a ... brawler/bruiser than a real tank. Basically lock down the biggest threat on the battlefield then punish them with major damage and reduce their options until they deal with you. I tend to like more aggressive characters than stacking on a thousand defenses: I don't like playing with shields, or buff spells, I prefer full on offensive signs. Probably because my AD &amp;amp; D human
barbarian could not do much more than sword spam auto-attack, and I like that style of play. So an offensive grappler who can disable an enemy's ability to move or do a lot and pour in the damage is more my preference, but if it's not a very good character or build then I won't bother. I do not want to be a weak link gimp member who can not bring anything to the group My Fighter Rogue Grappler is not a
weak link. I wanted to categorize him as a bruise for sure. Once you have the enemy exposed, you attack with advantage. I didn't mention a shield at all, but you can play with one. Make it a little easier to proning an enemy. It's just not a building that you go for if you want to deal with a ton of damage, like a two-handed fighter or barb. My example grade though played 100% with offense in mind. I don't even
think I stack defense, I took dueling battle style for extra damage with the sword in my one hand, while using the other to grab. In addition, with stomach slayer, if he gets his hands on a stomach, he kills things quickly well. Just know that you can be subjected to retaliation. Someone in this thread cares about helping to optimize a battlerager / Build? Key questions are, we go for level 6 thoughtlessly
thoughtless or stop by to the fighter earlier. my charcter is already level 3 barb so it's too late to do fighter first. I have not found any problem with going pure barbarian. Of course it's not as optimized as possible, but it does well. But if you're going multi-class, Rogue over Fighter. Page 9 Anyone in this thread cares about helping optimize a battlerager/fighter build? The main questions are, we go for level 6
thoughtless rage or drop over to the fighter earlier. my charcter is already level 3 barb so it's too late to do fighter first. I am of the same mind to Yunru, as you can see from my Barb/Rogue described in a previous post. That said, I'm not an expert on Battlerager. Why are you interested in a Battlerager/Fighter build? Is there a specific synergy or combination that you want to achieve? Anyway, I would
probably recommend going straight Barb to level 5 before considering MCing. A pure Barb is almost certainly the best grappler at level 5 (although many other interesting builds become possible at higher levels). Last edited: 21. From level 5, the horns carry me around with a shield for bonus benefits and +2 AC, as well as a 1d10 weapon and a free hand. Plan to get 2 levels of artificer later, to get non-
concentration enlarge person , for when the big goals start to appear! As of now, with the advantage of the shoves and the subsequent grabs, I do not feel that I need enlarge person yet. Will this ever be finished? I remember that the first iteration had the example build and I really wanted to try Grizzlyman build. Any chance you can post it or send it to me privately? Has anyone done powerbomb/suplex
maneuver mentioned with the performer feat? Martial Archetype - Eldritch Knight: Surprisingly useful as a grabber. Knight is one of the best ways to pick up Enlarge Person, because you get it on your way to Extra Attack (2) at level 11. You take Enlarge Person at Level 8, which is a little later than most classes get it, but you get it as part of your valuable Extra Attack progression. You'll even have more
performance-enhancing opportunities in Fighter, which synergises nicely with the concentration-based magnifying person (you definitely need War Caster). [/sblock] I'm not sure if this has been mentioned already, but Eldritch Knight can only take abjuration/evocation, so Enlarge Person is excluded. For my part, I'd rather go Fighter/Bard anyway, but I wanted to record it. Will this ever be finished? I
remember that the first iteration had the example build and I really wanted to try Grizzlyman build. Any chance you can post it or send it to me privately? There are some examples based on page 11, just not from op. I'm not sure if this has been mentioned already, but Eldritch Knight can only take abjuration/evocation, so Enlarge Person is excluded. For part I'd rather go Fighter/Bard anyway, but I wanted to
record it. Do not have PHB in front of me, but I am 90% sure that EK allows you to take spell secret or extra spell as any lvl8 function. That formula is not limited if I remember correctly. Re: finishing guide Mass life things in the way, but I hope to finish it before mid-2017. Do not have PHB in front of me, but I am 90% sure that EK allows you to take spell secret or extra spell as any lvl8 function. That formula
is not limited if I remember correctly. Yes, the 8th level spell is unlimited, and there is also the third level spell (and 14th and 20th). According to the PHB text, only 8th/14th/20th level spells are allowed to be re-assigned as you level up, but IIRC Mearls and Crawford have said that there is an oversight (I can't find a tweet or Sage Advice for it though), and in that case you can technically get Enlarge Person
as early as 7th level by assigning your one and only free pick (at that point) to enlarge person. Edit: oh, here's a tweet. As an Eldritch Knight, an Arcane Trickster can retrain his first level spell from any school. (An accidental omission.) Would anyone be willing to give me any tips about this building? I'm trying to make a stupid grab build that can do some damage to its first or second turn towards the middle
game! 1st - Human Fighter 1 (Tavern Brawler) 2nd - Fighter 1, Rogue 1 (Expertise Athletics and Acrobatics) 3rd - Fighter 1, Rogue 1, Barbarian 1 (Rage w/ +2 Damage Advantage of STR Checks [unarmored def. is pretty ok too]) 4th - Fighter 1, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands
Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) -
on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding Barbarian 1 (ACTION SURGE) - Hands on Ring of Jumping 6th - Fighter 3, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Maneuvers: Trip, Disarm, Elusive) - Start accessing the
potions of enlargement (maybe some potions of Haste and Long Battle is not sure if we have a dedicated Urgent caster to 13th :/) 7th - Fighter 4, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Athletic) - Hands on Belt of STR (21 SIZE Now) 8th - Fighter 5 , Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (EXTRA ATTACK) 9th - Fighter 5, Rogue 2, Barbarian 2 (nothing really) 10th - Fighter 5, Rogue 2, Barbarian 3 (rage forces - Elk, +15 movement!) 11th -
Fighter 5, Rogue 2, Barbarian 4 (Mage Slayer) 12th - Fighter 5, Rogue 2, Barbarian 5 (Extra Attack, Fast Movement) I've found it hard to get to the point of having my first Extra Attack while getting a few things under my belt. I feel like level 3, when I get the opportunity to race, will be my first real top in strength (advantage on all my STR checks while having a +10 on my Athletics check with skills, bonuses,
and expertise). In addition, getting achievements seems pretty impractical for the most part (although I know that 5e is trying to move away from the more accomplishments more power mentality). The way I envision building grab people, jump into the air 5ft short of my maximum movement, and then my actions to beat 7 goals (1D4 + STR + Rage + misc bonuses), drop them (they fall for Xd6 damage
depending on height) landing, spend 5ft to stand up, Action wave grab another goal, bonus cunning action to take a free dash and drag my current grab goal 1/2 speed towards my party to finish the job. Alternatively, instead of using actions in the air, just drop the targets, landing, and then using both actions to grab, action wave movement, Cunning Action dash (all at 1/4 speed) back to the party to get
them to turn tar out of 7 grappled targets. thoughts and/or opinions? I'm thinking of creating a lizard folk life clergyman/fighter grapples and wondering about the sanctuary spell, if you already have an opponent grappled you can then throw sanctuary to stop your opponent attacking you, allowing your respected colleagues to add waste to the victim at a distance while he can't move away or attack you? I'm
thinking of creating a lizard folk life clergyman/fighter grapples and wondering about the sanctuary spell, if you already have an opponent grappled you can then throw sanctuary to stop your opponent attacking you, allowing your respected colleagues to add waste to the victim at a distance while he can't move away or attack you? Formidable! Probably depends on your DC's interpretation of maintaining a
grip. RAW says that the first creation of seizing is a special attack act, but maintaining it reads as opposed to skill checks. You can argue strongly that RAW allows you to do this combination, but RAI ... probably not. I think I personally will allow it as a DM, since you can't attack either, and you're still just acting as an anchor, which is the point of this edition grappling rules (on the surface) anyway. It's not like
it stops the grappled creature from continuing to do conflicting checks to get free either. It's a zero-sum game. Last changed: Jan 28, 2017 You're right, I think the sanctuary spell is a non-starter, I'm more inclined to combo spiritual weapon. I'm thinking the following... Round 1 - Bonus action push prone from shield master - main action grab Round 2 - bonus action spiritual weapon - main action bite from
lizard people feature rinse and repeat round 2. Add healing words instead of spiritual weapons when needed. I think keeping an opponent prone to allowing the rest of the party advantage while giving damage from the bite is a pretty effective combo, especially as when I hit lvl 8 life clergy I get the divine strike d8 damage natural weapons are weapons after all ... Grizzlyman (Druid/Barbarian/Rogue) Does
anyone grizzlyman build? I really want to explore a moon druid grappler, but this multiclass sounds interesting. Edit: I found it via waybackmachine (link if someone wants to pull the others builds: //community.wizards.com/comment/51293186) here without modification. Barbarians make scary switches. You know what's even scarier? Bear-Barians. Bear-Barians. foamy, injury-resistant Grizzly Bears. This
grappling build is great for low to mid-level promotions, for those players who want to tank a lot of damage and dish everything back. Although this is a Druid-based optimization, you're not going to be casting too many spells. Concentration can be difficult to maintain in a frontline situation, especially at higher levels, so this build limits magic in favor of good old bear-style bruises. Before we get too excited
about Bar-bear-ians, it's important to remember a limitation of Multiattack. RAW, this is not the attack action. It is a type of action that produces attacks, but not the attack action, so barring any dev clarification, you will not be able to replace individual attacks in a multiattack with grab/slide attempt. It's not a bad thing because you can still pick up extra attacks from barbarians. And the multiattack option will
still give you great damage output on your grappled/pushed target. With the rule clarification thrown in, here's how you carry the giant. As early as Level 2, you can Wild Shape to a brown bear, which instantly gives you access to multiattacks for the best low-level damage to any other grappler. Add Fury to it for the benefit of your first grab, Bear Totem's durability while furious, and a bunch of non-
concentration buffs (Longstrider, Jump, etc.), and you have yourself a very formidable frontline switch. Additional attacks will come later to get the more grabs/shoves. Starting Race: Human or Forest Gnome. Human gives you a bonus achievement at level 1, which you can use to snag Mobile, Lucky, Alert, or any of the other luxury achievements. Forest Gnome gives you advantage on all Int/Wis/Cha saves
against spells, which will help your frontine refueling, and it helps to fulfill rogue multiclass prereq. Ability scores: Here's your 27 points buy array provided shameless optimization choices. Size: 13 (Barbaric multiclass requirements) Dex 12 (Human / Gnome +1 - Rogue multiclass requirements) Con 10 (Wild Shape is all HP you need, but if it cracks you need to survive a round) Int 10 (+2 Gnome - Dumpable
in this building; you have save advantage anyway) Wis 15 (Human +1 - Druid requirements for multiclassing, main spellcasting ability, saving against fear, etc.) Cha 13 (Controls many other save-or-state spells.) Barbarian 1 Human Feat: Alert (Going first in battle is nuts like a grappler) We start with Barbarian 1 for skill bonus in strength and constitution saves; If we are grappling on the front lines, they must
be high. We already have advantage on Int/Wis/Cha saves as a Rock Gnome anyway. Druid 1 / Barbarian 1 Start your druid progression, but do not grasp until you can Wild Shape; remember that you have 8 strength in non-bear form. From now on, you will always Longstrider even before a match. Druid 2 / Barbarian 1 Get Wild Shape. Get the circle of the moon. You can now turn into CR 1 monsters,
which for the next 4 levels will almost always be a Brown The Brown Bear will be your friend for many levels. There are many like that, but this will be yours. As a furious Brown Bear, you will have two attacks per round that average about 24 damage per spin (don't forget your Rage bonus injury!) Or you can replace these attacks with grabs, which will be made on a +6 bonus with advantage. You are also
size large so you can grab almost everything DM throws at you. At Level 3 alone, these are miles better than any other grappler on the battlefield. Our goal is to keep it relevant for as long as possible. Druid 2 / Barbarian 2 We switch back to barbaric progression here to increase your tankiness. This is an early build, so we want to keep you relevant as long as possible before construction falls off a bit.
Danger Sense gives you a purposeful boost to your survival ability as you get to the ultimate in tanky class features. Druid 2 / Barbarian 3 BEAR WARRIORS NEED BEAR TOTEM! Pick this feature up and enjoy resistance to each damage type under the sun (save psychic) while furious. This should give you the best ratio of tankability to grappling skills to the damage of almost every fifth-level grade you can
do. Druid 2 / Barbarian 4 Level 4 feat: Mobile Continue Barbarian progression to get to Extra Attack for more grab/push attempts. Also, Mobile + Bear + Longstrider + Barbarian Move Speed = 70 moving speed per turn, giving you a lot of battlefield control. Druid 2 / Barbarian 5 Now that you can make multiple attacks as part of the Attack action, you will be able to slide/grab in one round, and then claw/bite in
the next. Tasty. Druid 2/Barbarian 5/Rogue 1 Switch over to Rogue to get a little boost to damage in Sneak Attack, and to gain expertise to ensure that your grab check is outscaling the opposite controls of enemies. Druid 3/Barbarian 5/Rogue 1 Druid 4/Barbarian 5/Rogue 1 Swim speed grapplers just aren't very strong because of how long it takes to drown enemies in 5.0. A monster with 16 constitution
can stay alive underwater for about 3 minutes, which is a marathon 30 rounds of battle. If time is not of the essence, then it is a great way to guarantee kills against monsters that you might otherwise not be able to beat; Just drag them to the bottom of a river and keep them there. But it's just not very time-efficient. Druid 5 / Barbarian 5 / Rogue 1 Druid 6 / Barbarian 5 / Rogue 1 Enter the polar bear. Polar
bears aren't much better than the Brown Bears, which is why we're holding on to it for so long. You get a little extra of everything like a polar bear (strength, injury, HP, AC, saver, etc.), which is just enough to keep the power level on pace in a campaign. Druid 7 / Barbarian 5 / Rogue 1 Druid 8 / Barbarian 5 / Rogue 2 Level 8 Feat: Lucky / Belly Slayer / etc. GIANT EAGLE TIME! Starting at Druid level 8, you
can now take on a Giant Eagle shape and soar the greatest heights with your newfound friends (one in beak, one in talon). Then teach them how to when you drop them from these heights. In one round, you will take two enemies as an action and then rise 50 feet (80 base speed + 10 longstrider + 10 mobile, all halved for grappling). Next round, just take a dash action and then move straight up another 30
feet, dropping them from 50 feet for 15d6 damage. This isn't the most optimized damage you can achieve, but it's still better than a Fireball cast as a level 12 spell, so it's not like you're too far behind. Druid 8/Barbarian 5/Rogue 2 Now that we can go Eagle, we return to Rogue and get Cunning Action. This allows us to get up to 100 feet in one round (10d6 drop) or 60 feet in two rounds (20d6 drop). Druid 9/
Barbarian 5 / Rogue 2 Druid 10 / Barbarian 5 / Rogue 2 Fare you well, Bear shapes. You served us well. But now it's time to ROCK AND ROLL. Earth Elementals does not do much better grapplers than Polar Bears (same strength, same number of attacks). But do they tankier. With 17 AC and a whopping 126 HP with rage resistance to any kind of damage, plus advantage on Dex saves from Danger
Sense and advantage on Wis/Int/Cha saves from Gnome, you just won't die in this form. Earth Glide also allows you to gap close to any enemy standing on solid ground, or even standing near solid ground. And your range goes up to 3 meters from 1.5 meters. Get ready to rumble; Literally. From level 18 onwards, you have some flexibility in how to complete construction. You can go straight up to Druid 15
for level 7 spells. You can go back to Rogue and get up to level 7, which would give you Evasion, Uncanny Dodge, another achievement, and access to level 1 and level 2 Wizard spells from Enchantment/Illusion, courtesy of Arcane Trickster. Mirror image makes a solid non-concentration required buff you can use while raging. You can also go Fighter 4 for a bonus achievement, action wave, and some
awesome battle maneuvers to use in elementary form. It is worth noting that this building is strongest at around level 3-10. At levels 3 and 4, you make a grab/sliding attempt at +6 with advantage and able to attack with a Greatsword and Longsword every turn even if you have two opponents held. You also effectively have 64 HP. At level 7, you have 70 moving speed, you make multiple grabs, and your



average injury in a round is about 28, which is some of the highest for any grappler build. You fall off a little after that, but then you get a nice skill/skill bump, and an over-the-board stat increase at level 12 because of Polar Bear. At that point, construction loses relevance at all levels. Giant Eagle drops are fun and definitely hurt, but many monsters will be immune to them and there are better damage
optimizations at your disposal. Similarly, although elementary shape is powerful and solid, it is not as powerful/solid as other builds may have been at that level. This trade-off in late gaming power comes in exchange for some serious battlefield dominance at levels 3-6, with continued high power level 10. Last edited: Feb 9, 2017 Has anyone done the powerbomb/suplex maneuver mentioned with the
performer feat? I have a character that's all about jumping into the air and dropping opponents. Pro tip: For an extra level of difficulty, maintain your grip during the fall! Many will say that if you can jump a certain height, you can land safely too. This can be bad if you maintain grip, as DM can rule that you protect your target from falling damage by virtue of your strong bouncing legs absorbing the impact. So
instead, drop prone targeted during the jump! You will both take falling injuries, but if you are a furious barbarian you will only take half. And if you're an athlete, you get back up with 5ft of movement. Good times! Would anyone be willing to give me any tips about this building? I'm trying to make a stupid grab build that can do some damage to its first or second turn towards the middle game! 1st - Human
Fighter 1 (Tavern Brawler) 2nd - Fighter 1, Rogue 1 (Expertise Athletics and Acrobatics) 3rd - Fighter 1, Rogue 1, Barbarian 1 (Rage w/ +2 Damage Advantage of STR Checks [unarmored def. is pretty ok too]) 4th - Fighter 1, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing
and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of
Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding 5th - Fighter 2, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Cunning Action Dash) - on Hands Boots of Springing and Striding Barbarian 1 (ACTION SURGE) - Hands on Ring of Jumping 6th - Fighter 3, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Maneuvers: Trip, Disarm, Elusive) - Start accessing the potions of
enlargement (maybe some potions of Haste and Long Battle is not sure if we have a dedicated Urgent caster to 13th :/) 7th - Fighter 4, Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (Athletic) - Hands on Belt of STR (21 SIZE Now) 8th - Fighter 5 , Rogue 2, Barbarian 1 (EXTRA ATTACK) 9th - Fighter 5, Rogue 2, Barbarian 2 (nothing really) 10th - Fighter 5, Rogue 2, Barbarian 3 (rage forces - Elk, +15 movement!) 11th - Fighter 5,
Rogue 2, Barbarian 4 (Mage Slayer) 12th - Fighter 5, Rogue 2, Barbarian 5 (Extra Attack, Fast Movement) I've found it hard to get to the point of having my first Extra Attack while getting a few things under my belt. I feel like level 3, when I get the opportunity to race, will be my first real top in strength (advantage on all my STR checks while having a +10 on my Athletics check with skills, bonuses, and
expertise). In addition, getting achievements seems pretty impractical for the most part (although I know that 5e is trying to move away from the more accomplishments more power mentality). The way I envision building is; grab people, jump into the air 5ft short of my maximum movement, and then use my actions to beat Russian targets (1D4 + STR + Rage + misc bonuses), drop them (they fall for Xd6
damage depending on height) landing, spend 5ft to get up, Action wave grab another goal, bonus cunning action to take a free dash and drag my current grab target 1/2 speed towards my party to finish the job. Alternatively, instead of using actions in the air, just drop landing, and then use both actions to Action surge movement, Cunning Action dash (all at 1/4 speed) returns to the party to get them to turn
tar out of 7 grappled targets. thoughts and/or opinions? First of all, there is no point in taking the 1 level fighter off the bat. Heavy armor is of no use, as you can not race in heavy armor anyway. So either take two levels or just save the Fighter for later. Secondly, extra attack is key. I would recommend picking Fighter or Barb and just sprinting straight for level 5. But I understand the temptation to take other
pretty toys instead of being patient, so do what seems fun to you. I have a character that's all about jumping into the air and dropping opponents. Pro tip: For an extra level of difficulty, maintain your grip during the fall! Many will say that if you can jump a certain height, you can land safely too. This can be bad if you maintain grip, as DM can rule that you protect your target from falling damage by virtue of
your strong bouncing legs absorbing the impact. So instead, drop prone targeted during the jump! You will both take falling injuries, but if you are a furious barbarian you will only take half. And if you're an athlete, you get back up with 5ft of movement. Good times! Ty kind stranger. Sent from my SM-G935P using a World mobile app Check in with a playback report (AL). Having messed around with the early
levels of some different grappling builds, I finally settled on an Orc Barbarian. And man, I'm having fun! The massive hit point pool and Bear Totem's resistance means I'm never worried about wading into the thick of things. Orc's aggressive function is quite nice, both in getting to melee range with an enemy, and in gathering enemies; I like to grab one, move to another, grab one, and then move towards a
third so I can tank all three. So start pushing them exposed. On top of that, when I encounter un-grapple-able enemies, I can still straighten out dpr. The only real sacrifice I make in that room is not to have GWM feat; but I still keep up with almost everyone else building. I was worried that without expertise (or other help like Action Surge or Cutting Words), I would be ineffective at grappling. But as-of level 5,
with an 18 strength, skills in athletics, advantage via Rage, and making smart choices on who to target, I'm almost never missing anyway. I just got enough XP to hit level 6 and I plan to go Rogue 1 for competency. Pretty sure I'll be unstoppable. Now if only I can get some magic items to drop! I have Boots of Springing and Striding, Weapon of Warning, and Belt of Dwarvenkind on other characters, so as
soon as I get something to trade and enough downtime I will have some decent options. Also got your fingers crossed that a Luckstone and/or Winged Boots will come his way. Last changed: Feb 13, 2017 About Grizzlyman Build Since this thread has recently been I have found many problems with this building, which I want to correct. Does anyone have any Grizzlyman build? I really want to explore a
moon druid grappler, but this multiclass sounds interesting. Druid 1 / Barbarian 1 Start your druid progression, but do not grasp until you can Wild Shape; remember that you have 8 strength in non-bear form. From now on, you will always Longstrider even before a match. Multi-classing requires at least 13 Strength and 13 Wisdom for this building. Although debatable, it's a fair interpretation that longstrider
only affects your base humanoid speed, and not the speed of your character while you're in the wildshape. This would be a DC conversation as the rules are not entirely clear in one way or another. Druid 2 / Barbarian 1 Get Wild Shape. Get the circle of the moon. You can now turn into CR 1 monsters, which for the next 4 levels will almost always be a brown bear. The Brown Bear will be your friend for
many levels. There are many like that, but this will be yours. As a furious Brown Bear, you will have two attacks per round that average about 24 damage per spin (don't forget your Rage bonus injury!) Or you can replace these attacks with grabs, which will be made on a +6 bonus with advantage. You are also size large so you can grab almost everything DM throws at you. At Level 3 alone, these are miles
better than any other grappler on the battlefield. Our goal is to keep it relevant for as long as possible. You cannot replace the bear attacks with grabs when you use the Multiattack action. Unlike the act of attack, monsters cannot replace the specified attacks with any other attack. A bear Multiattack is always a Claw + Bite. If the bear wants to use a grip, they must resort to Attack action instead. However,
one advantage of the Multiattack action is the ability to prepare a multiattack. This can't be done with extra attacks, as you can only make multiple attacks with this capability on your turn (limit yourself to a single attack if you prepare the attack action). Druid 2/Barbarian 5/Rogue 1 Switch over to Rogue to get a little boost to damage in Sneak Attack, and to gain expertise to ensure that your grab check is
outscaling the opposite controls of enemies. Neither Claw nor Bite are finesse weapons. In fact, according to Monster Manual and PHB errata, they are not weapons at all. You can not sneak attacks with a claw / bite. Expertise, and other Rogue abilities more than make up for the lack of Sneak Attack however, although personally I would replace levels in the Bard instead (Cutting Words, bonus skills, and
spell slot scaling); although the jumping abilities of Thief Rogue have some appeal if you want to combine Wildshape with the Suplex building (jump earth elementals anyone?) Level 8 Feat: Lucky/Belly Slayer/etc. GIANT EAGLE TIME! Starting at Druid level 8, you can now take on a Giant Eagle shape and soar the greatest heights with your newfound friends (one in beak, one in talon). Then teach them to
fly when you drop them from these heights. On a round, will take two enemies as an action and then rise 50 feet (80 base speed + 10 longstrider + 10 mobile, all halved for grappling). Next round, just take a dash action and then move straight up another 30 feet, dropping them from 50 feet for 15d6 damage. This isn't the most optimized damage you can achieve, but it's still better than a Fireball cast as a
level 12 spell, so it's not like you're too far behind. While it's not wrong, the point of the note is that like Suplex Build, your viability in this form is limited by your carrying capacity, which is only 480 lbs in Giant Eagle form (16 x 30 = 480). If you were a goliath orc, or bugbear, this would double to £960 (Powerful Build FTW). Druid 10 / Barbarian 5 / Rogue 2 Fare you well, Bear shapes. You served us well. But
now it's time to ROCK AND ROLL. Earth Elementals does not do much better grapplers than Polar Bears (same strength, same number of attacks). But do they tankier. With 17 AC and a whopping 126 HP with rage resistance to any kind of damage, plus advantage on Dex saves from Danger Sense and advantage on Wis/Int/Cha saves from Gnome, you just won't die in this form. Earth Glide also allows
you to gap close to any enemy standing on solid ground, or even standing near solid ground. And your range goes up to 3 meters from 1.5 meters. Get ready to rumble; Literally. Minor errors - Resist all but psychic. It is worth noting that this building is strongest at around level 3-10. At levels 3 and 4, you make a grab/sliding attempt at +6 with advantage and able to attack with a Greatsword and Longsword
every turn even if you have two opponents held. While you can always bite while grappling an opponent, logic would dictate that you can't make a claw attack while you have two enemies fighting in your paws (since you've taken an enemy with each claw). This is analogous to a humanoid not able to make unarmed attacks with their fists while grappling with two enemies (although they can still make
unarmed attacks with other body parts as normal). Last changed: Feb 22, 2017 And max fall damage is 10d6 Enviado de meu SM-G900MD usando Tapatalk Page 10 Max fall damage is 20d6 - or was there anything in the building that only dealt 10d6 and I missed seeing it? log in or sign up to remove this ad Will Spike Growth and Bestow Curse work together? Example: I drag the enemy under the
Bestowing Curse on Spike Growth. Both spells created by me (Bestow Curse in Track Level 5, and do not need maintenance). In the description of Bestow Curse is the following sentence (While the target is cursed, your attacks and spells deal with an additional 1d8 necrotic damage to the target.) Spike Growth spell, and when I drag it off the enemy, he receives 2d4 damage. If he'll get another 1d8 for
every 5 feet? Sent from my iPhone using a World mobile app About Grizzlyman Build Since this thread has recently been necro'ed, I have found many problems with this build, that I want to Multi-classing requires at least 13 Strength and 13 Wisdom for this building. Although debatable, it's a fair interpretation that longstrider only affects your base humanoid speed, and not the speed of your character while
you're in the wildshape. This would be a DC conversation as the rules are not entirely clear in one way or another. There is nothing about the formula to suggest that it will not continue to apply if you change shape. In fact, the spell increases speed, not walking speed. This means that climbing, swimming, digging and flight speeds are increased just like walking speed. You cannot replace the bear attacks
with grabs when you use the Multiattack action. Unlike the act of attack, monsters cannot replace the specified attacks with any other attack. A bear Multiattack is always a Claw + Bite. If the bear wants to use a grip, they must resort to Attack action instead. While technically true, many DMs rule that individual attacks from monsters with multiattack can be replaced for shoves and grabs. If you look at Knight
NPC, for example, the multiattack function is clearly analogous to heroic Fighter's Extra Attack. This is a ruling that actually levels grappling and pushing the playing field between PCs and NPCs, and I strongly recommend it. That said, I would personally only allow seping attempts to be replaced when limbs are involved. So the bear's claw could become a grip, but the bite would remain bitten. Just my 2cp.
However, one advantage of the Multiattack action is the ability to prepare a multiattack. This can't be done with extra attacks, as you can only make multiple attacks with this capability on your turn (limit yourself to a single attack if you prepare the attack action). Neither Claw nor Bite are finesse weapons. In fact, according to Monster Manual and PHB errata, they are not weapons at all. You can not sneak
attacks with a claw / bite. Expertise, and other Rogue abilities more than make up for the lack of Sneak Attack however, although personally I would replace levels in the Bard instead (Cutting Words, bonus skills, and spell slot scaling); although the jumping abilities of Thief Rogue have some appeal if you want to combine Wildshape with the Suplex building (jump earth elementals anyone?) While it's not
wrong, the point of the note is that like Suplex Build, your viability in this form is limited by your carrying capacity, which is only 480 lbs in Giant Eagle form (16 x 30 = 480). If you were a goliath orc, or bugbear, this would double to £960 (Powerful Build FTW). Minor errors - Resist all but psychic. While you can always bite while grappling an opponent, logic would dictate that you can't make a claw attack while
you have two enemies fighting in your paws (since you've taken an enemy with each claw). This is analogous to a humanoid not able to make unarmed attacks with his fists while grappling with two enemies (although they can still make unarmed attacks with other bodies normal). Agree on all of the above, with the exception of the Bard recommendation. 3 levels is way too much for a level dip to gain
expertise; I would only recommend that if the Bard was an important part of the construction is another way. Will Spike Growth and Bestow Curse work together? Example: I drag the enemy under the Bestowing Curse on Spike Growth. Both spells created by me (Bestow Curse in Track Level 5, and do not need maintenance). In the description of Bestow Curse is the following sentence (While the target is
cursed, your attacks and spells deal with an additional 1d8 necrotic damage to the target.) Spike Growth spell, and when I drag it off the enemy, he receives 2d4 damage. If he'll get another 1d8 for every 5 feet? Sent from my iPhone using A World mobile app EDIT: Oh, now I see, the concentration requirement falls away with fifth level track or higher! Very nice, great combo! I will surely rule that you get the
extra 1d8 every time the target takes damage from one of your stakes, which means every step (5 feet). But some may rule that there are only 1d8 extra each round or whatever. Last changed: Mar 10, 2017 Hello so it's a very cool new toy for grappling fans. New Ranger underclass in UA called Primeval Guardian, which is a free, at will, stacking size increase as well as some other refueling capabilities. It's
a bonus action to activate, makes you great (enlarge/reduce saying it only increases it one step, not that it's capped at large), gives you temporary hit points every round, and gets a few other benefits later. The downside is that your speed will be 5 while you are in this form. Also, as a side, the new Skill Feats also in UA have one called Brawny that provides +1 size, expertise in athletics, and a carrying
capacity increase. Useful to note for people who do not want to dip into Rogue or Bard, especially considering the possibility of scoring the problem a multiclass character has. I'm not sure if this has been mentioned already, but Eldritch Knight can only take disgust/evocation, so Enlarge Person is excluded. For my part, I'd rather go Fighter/Bard anyway, but I wanted to record it. The stakes you learn on the
8th, 14th, and 20th level can come from any school of magic PHB 75 Last modified: May 21, 2017 Another possible option is UA Mystic. At the first level, select Order of the Immortal, select Master of Air for your base discipline (just for the mental focus on not taking fall injuries), and then take Brute Force and Giant Growth as bonus Order disciplines. On any given turn (for a total of 4 psi points), you can
activate Ogre Form as a bonus action, seize as your action, and then use mighty leap from Brute Force to jump 40 feet straight up as part of the move. You won't take any damage from the fall, they will take at least 4d6 (more if you can jump 40 feet to somewhere more interesting to jump out of), and they will still be grappled next turn for you to turn the snot out of them with ogre form. This in efficiency as
you level (Giant Form, more points to jump higher with Mighty Leap). As I wanted to necro this thread, someone has written a post before me. Now that Tales of the Yawning Portal is released, there is an item that can be very valuable for grapplers. Eagle Whistle from Hidden Shrine of Tamoachan gives you flight speed equal to twice the walking speed. And it does not require attunement! The only
drawback is that you have to blow it continuously (no action required and use an object to activate) for a series of rounds equal to 5 + five times the constitution modifier. It's a little worse for grizzlymen building because some DMs may rule that an animal is physically unable to blow a whistle as a humanoid could, but most DMs will allow it. Another possible option is UA Mystic. At the first level, select Order
of the Immortal, select Master of Air for your base discipline (just for the mental focus on not taking fall injuries), and then take Brute Force and Giant Growth as bonus Order disciplines. On any given turn (for a total of 4 psi points), you can activate Ogre Form as a bonus action, seize as your action, and then use mighty leap from Brute Force to jump 40 feet straight up as part of the move. You won't take
any damage from the fall, they will take at least 4d6 (more if you can jump 40 feet to somewhere more interesting to jump out of), and they will still be grappled next turn for you to turn the snot out of them with ogre form. This grows in efficiency as you level (Giant Form, more points to jump higher with Mighty Leap). I'm interested in thinking about mysterious grapples. Giant Growth is a great starting point. It
also gets you big size later, and the air discipline has a lot of promise since it makes you immune to falling damage. Other ideas: Wind Step: Fly up to 70 ft and then fall with your buddy. Or be a flying race. Slower, but save psi points. What else can we do with mystics? Also, as a side, the new Skill Feats also in UA have one called Brawny that provides +1 size, expertise in athletics, and a carrying capacity
increase. Useful to note for people who do not want to dip into Rogue or Bard, especially considering the possibility of scoring the problem a multiclass character has. I want to focus on this. I've been thinking for a long time that it would be great to have achievements that provide expertise on certain skills, and here we are freakin' er! Just be barbarian and take Brawny, and you're good. Like, dang. Damn,
get Tavern Brawler on another level. Both give you a size increase so it's not like you'd get too behind on ASI. Also mindful is Squat Nimbleness, in UA Racial Achievements. It's for a dwarf, gnome or halfling. It basically provides expertise in the same way as Brawny if you go with the strength/athletics option. It also increases your walking speed by 5 feet. Does that just mean speed of movement? If so, it
solves one of the disadvantages of being a Grabs. You don't get the carrying capacity increase that Brawny gives, but I think it's acceptable. Quick question. Can you use the use of the charger feat of Grappling, Shoving, and then if it comes with no other harmful option to use a bonus attack, use the charger to drag them 10 feet and get +5 to attack damage? Quick question. Can you use the use of the
charger feat of Grappling, Shoving, and then if it comes with no other harmful option to use a bonus attack, use the charger to drag them 10 feet and get +5 to attack damage? Well let's look at the wording of the feat. When you use the action of Dash, you can use a bonus action to make a melee weapon attack or to push a creature. If you move at least 10 feet in a straight line immediately before taking this
bonus action, (damage/sliding bonuses described from here) then you must use the action of Dash. Then attack or push as a bonus action. You have to do exactly the things in it to get the damage or push the bonus. It pretty much eats up your whole round right there. So if you fought or pushed that round, either as your action or as a bonus action, you don't use the Charger that round. Now if you already
have them grappled and deferred'd from an earlier round, you can use your turn to do a Charger action. This would let you move very far and still hurt something. The way it is formulated, you can even attack what you've got grappled, although I'm having a hard time figuring out what it looks like visually. The extra 3-metre-long sliding distance can be a fun way to throw someone off a cliff. Also, the way the
performance is formulated, you can still get the 3 meter of shove-away even while pushing someone exposed. Not quite sure how it helps a grappler though. So, yes, the Charger can be an interesting way to gain a lot of speed while grappling something and still have a way to attack. Just remember, you're not doing anything else on that turn. And if you push something exposed with it, you probably won't
get to take much advantage of it unless you already have them grappled. Unless you are a fighter and use Action Surge. It might be interesting. Last changed: Jul 19, 2017 Ok thanks, I was going to use it with a Tavern Brawler, so by lvl4 I could spend my first 3 turns like Attack, Grapple -&gt; Shove, Rage -&gt; Drag / Dash Attack -&gt; Repeat. If I can't use my bonus action for something else then I thought
this would be decent way to keep higher damage with a no weapon grappler, since single goal, Shield Master is probably best. And the way I imagined that it was essentially picking up and slamming the enemy with the power of the dashboard, and hoping it counts as a Melee Attack of DM. Maybe go, throw them up a little and kick them? If DM allows you to use any UA material you can make herculean
warrior archetype much stronger Point buy array Variant Human (Tavern Brawler) STR 15 +1 DEX 10 CON 13 +1 INT 15 +1 WIS 10 CHA 8 Fighter Wizard (Theurgy)14 Hu: Tavern Brawler 4: Brawny (UA, Achievements for skills) 6: +1 SIZE, +1 WIS 10: Warcaster/Res (WIS) 14: Res (WIS)/Warcaster 18: +2 INT/STR With Brawny Feat is multiclass in rogue /bard not necessary, which means we can dump
dex/cha also it doubles your carrying capacity so you get the best part of a goliath too. The theurgy tradition (War Domain) gives us, among other things, access to spiritual weapons. This gives you a concentration-free melee spell attack that has scaling damage and benefits from the prone state you apply to your opponents. Taking this all the way to 20 gives you 7th level spell casting and resistance to
non-magic weapons. Role-playing wise you can have the player be a follower of Tempus and his progression does not seem out of character. (Note that taking the life domain also gives you spiritual weaponry, but can be difficult to role-play correctly.) I just heard the July 31, 2017 sage advice interview with Jeremy Crawford about grappling. (cannot enter link) Nice summary. Nothing new in this thread
except about 56:00: Jeremy acknowledges that grappler feat is underpowered and would beef it up if he wrote it today. Greg asks what would you do differently: Would you give advantage on grappling checks? Jeremy replies: Oh, it's already built-in, it also gives you advantage on grappling checks. That's why I say it's actually okay. But I like that things get better than good. This (to me) implies that Jeremy
interprets You have advantage on Attack rolls against a creature you're grappling. Being You have advantage on the dice roll against a creature you are Grappling. (especially since Jeremy has pointed out several times that grappling/pushing is not attack rollers and is not affected by the advantage/ disadvantage given by the exposed or restrained state - he be clear about the difference) He also explained
that if you are able to make multiple attacks with the act of attack, this attack replaces one of them came from game testing where replacing more than one attack became a nightmare. So we should interpret the rule to really mean this attack replaces one (and only one) attack. He also stated that repairs to adjust/balance achievements would not be convenient in the current edition, these things are done
when creating new editions. This has moved me to the house rule a replacement achievement that I feel gives a character to better role-playing a variety of grappler personalities (battlefield control fighter, grab and hack rogue, jujitsu monk, etc). I feel that the achievement should provide taste and abilities, rather than ability-modivated class dips. Nothing that can't be done already today just makes the
achievement the direct way to do these things. Something like: * you have advantage to both attack and ability rolls against a creature you're grappling * you have advantage on rolls when you defend against a grab attack or break a grab [judoka is good at defending against throws] * You can your action to try to attach a creature fought by you. To do so, do another grab check. If you succeed, you and the
creature are both restrained until the grip ends. [same, but out-of-battle I would allow transition to disability] * You can use your bonus action to try to push a creature Grappled by you. This would have normal consequences, where if you succeed in pushing the creature exposed, the creature is both grappled and prone to grab is broken) * You can add the wisdom bonus to all grip and sliding controls
[technique is important, it also gives the monk something special] (info and discussion in this thread is amazing!) No, he said that for creatures with MULTIATTACK that you can either multiattack OR seize, not seize instead of every part of a multiattack. The EXTRA attack feature is a different animal altogether, and he said you're grabbing each of them. I may have read too much into his example: @ 59:30
(Answer a question about grabbing like an AoO) ... The basic grab attack is part of the attack action. .... In fact, when we wrote the rule originally, it was a little more open, and we allowed you to replace any attack with a grip. And we found in our game's test that it was a nightmare because suddenly you were ... All of a sudden I catch you, and I'll try to catch up with you, and I'll take you on my turn, and I'll
take you on your turn, ... No, he said that for creatures with MULTIATTACK that you can either multiattack OR seize, not seize instead of every part of a multiattack. The EXTRA attack feature is a different animal altogether, and he said you're grabbing each of them. Last changed: Aug 11, 2017 Page 11 I think it may refer to I grab you. Oh, did you break free? I'll take you with my OA. log in or sign up to
remove this ad I think it might refer to I grab you. Oh, did you break free? I'll take you with my OA. I think you're right about his example. I checked and Jeremy has clearly stated that every single attack in the attack action can be replaced with a grab or push. This makes sense ... It was an attempt to reduce complexity so that a DM can lead the fight in an organized way (which can hold the narrative). OA
and other reaction attacks have the potential to chain, etc. While extra attacks are simply the same attack choices at the same time. I love the simplicity of 5e: a little over simplified, but in a way that a DM can now bend the rules safely to help the narrative.. (trying to avoid having the rules force complexities that take away from both the narrative and from DMs who do not have a desire to be rule specialists)
He also stated that repairs to adjust/balance achievements would not be convenient in the current edition, these things are done when creating new editions. Bullcrap. They corrected Ranger officially through the UA, there is no reason why they could not do the same with any other system or aspect of the game, including achievements. Pure laziness on his part to not fix anything the designers find missing.
I suspect it probably has something to do with leftover pushback from 3/.5 OP grappling Monks, and DMs in the Adventurers League prefer underpowered/limited player options. I wish it was an achievement or optional rule for grappling *parts* of creatures that are more than one size larger than yourself. A large dragon may not be completely grappled, but one of its wings, tail, or head can be. I allow my
players to do it, it would just be nice to have it be RAW. Bugbears have reached where Grapple attacks. Worth taking note. Yes, but it's actually pretty useless. If you read the feature description- the range is only under attack, and only on your turn. By a strict reading of RAW, as soon as the grapple is done, grabs grips as they are no longer in range. By a slightly gentler reading for the rules, the grip breaks
as soon as your turn is over. Anyway, not good. Yes, but it's actually pretty useless. If you read the feature description- the range is only under attack, and only on your turn. By a strict reading of RAW, as soon as the grapple is done, grabs grips as they are no longer in range. By a slightly gentler reading for the rules, the grip breaks as soon as your turn is over. Anyway, not good. Uh, it allows you to grab
and leave without provoking the OAs from an adjacent enemies. Hopefully I've been looking for something like this. Thanks! Has anyone played a bravery bard grappler build to L18-plus? Seems to me that it would be the funniest grappler build for high levels, with shapechange via magical secrets and extra attacks. If you've played one, any advice or experiences? Tactics, spells, objects? Thinking about
building one myself, and since I find bards a little confusing (especially with making good magic secrets picks) I thought I'd ask. Thinking Duergar for race if it helps. Magic Secrets at 10: Maybe spiritual weapon, or another good spell to use bonus action? Shield? At 14: Maybe readiness? The Death Squad? At 18: Wish, Shapechange. I'd like to get antimagic field, but desire is just too good. Last edited: Sep
6, 2017 Can't say I have. One of the problems is that Shapechange has a concentration requirement, and at that level, all worth grappling is going to hit you hard while you do it. In addition, also is Improve ability. So you can get your expertise, but can't both Shapechange (for a larger size and higher strength) and gain advantage on athletics checks at the same time. Find familiar may help (Help Other
Action). The other big grab spell is Spike Growth, which in turn is concentration, so you miss either advantage or Shapechange. A kind of glyph of warding combo [Demiplane, Glyph of Warding (spike growth) Glyph of Warding (improve ability)] can work though. One of the problems is that Shapechange has a concentration requirement, and at that level, all worth grappling is going to hit you hard while you
do it. Oh, there is a Point. I had planned to take both Resilient Con and Warcaster in the building, but you're right, although it might not be enough for the kind of hits I'm going to take. Warding the bond might be a good Magical Secrets pick to cut these con check DCs. But maybe Bladesinger (with a Rogue 1 dip for expertise) would be a better route? Getting an extra +4 to con checks (assuming a
headband intellect, since I'll be using ASIs for achievements instead of Int increases), and can reduce incoming damage via Song of Defense for easier con check DCs. No magic secrets, but a much better base spell list, so I reckon it's a wash. One of the problems is that Shapechange has a concentration requirement, and at that level, all worth grappling is going to hit you hard while you do it. That's an
excellent point. I had planned to take both Resilient Con and Warcaster in the building, but you're right, although it might not be enough for the kind of hits I'm going to take. Warding the bond might be a good Magical Secrets pick to cut these con check DCs. But maybe Bladesinger (with a Rogue 1 dip for expertise) would be a better route? Getting an extra +4 to con checks (assuming a headband intellect,
since I'll be using ASIs for achievements instead of Int increases), and can reduce incoming damage via Song of Defense for easier con check DCs. No magic secrets, but a much better base spell list, so I reckon it's a wash. I know it's going to be a weaker grappler to the high levels, but I think I can live with it ... just play it as a default wizard/bladesinger until then. You can make a very strange bladesinger
focused on Con (14 int, 14 dex to multiclass rogue). Then use all your spells to buff or summon so that int does not matter to any of your spells (no rescues or attack rolls). It would be interesting to play at least. Desire -&gt; simulacrum. Then you can concentrate on 2 spells simultaneously (enlarge + hex), or just have 2 grapplers. You can make a very strange bladesinger focused on Con (14 int, 14 dex to
multiclass rogue). Then use all your spells to buff or summon so that int does not matter to any of your spells (no rescues or attack rolls). It would be interesting to play at least. Half-elf can be 16 dex, 16 con, 13 int, 12 wis, 10 cha, 8 sizes. Headbands of intellect would mean that you are almost as smart a wizard as those that max int. (+4 instead of +5). Belt of giant strength would allow you to grab decently
at low to medium levels if you wanted, but personally I would just hold out to Shapechange. Desire -&gt; simulacrum. Then you can concentrate on 2 spells simultaneously (enlarge + hex), or just have 2 grapplers. Yes! Although no shape change that way (only 1 9. Also can make some shenanigans with ring of spell storage and smart minions to get double concentration effects, but that uses attunement
slots. edit: whoops, the previous post Wow, okay, so in his attempt to keep making Math nerds lose control of our hobby, JC has declared that size is everything, lots of mass Nothing. If it becomes a widely accepted rule, it opens up many options. I guess at this point, with Volos on the table, QUETZALCOATLUS is the best option. It flies and has a beak capable of grabbing, so it should shut down all
arguments that you can seize, as well as drag the enemy and have to take harm yourself. 1st Race: Tabaxi 2. Classes: Druid 8 (moon), Barbarian 6 (aspect of bear), Rogue 2, Fighter 2 3. Feats: Mobile 4. Pre-Cast: Longstrider. 5. Equipment: Potion of Growth (pre full), Potion of Speed, Belt of Storm Giant Strength 6. Round 1: Throw spike growth; Action Wave Drink Potion by Speed. Wild shape to
QUETZALCOATLUS, 7. Round 2: grab goal, deferred goal Results: Speed: (Barbarian 10, Quet 80, Mobile 10, Longstrider 10) X 2 (haste) = 220 Size: Gargantuan - Can drag big creatures without slowing down. Dash for Free, Dash as Bonus (Cunning Action) and Base Move. Athletics Check Average: 10 (base) +10 (Competency) +9 (Size) +5 (Enlarge) = 34 Round 2: Attack (grab) and Attack (shove
exposed). Then drag the target around the perimeter of the spikes. 220/5*3=132 routes, at 2d4 damage per route. 660 damage (no rescue). Every subsequent round, since escape is effectively impossible for any medium creature in the game, you then deal with 880 damage. The target is also exposed and can not stand, so he is easy for allies to hit and has a difficult time to hit you. You basically trade half
the damage to something big or Gargantuan. (still obscene) And every other round, double the damage with Tabaxi speed. Page 12 Way of the Shadow Grappler Way of the Shadow Grappler: 4fight/9mystic/6monk/1rogue I like the highest in Dex, need at least 13 in size or dex, int, and wis for multiclassing. Vanilla Human with +1 to anyone can go far if you are limited on statistics. Cha is a state dump.
Achievements: Lucky, Skulker I leave strength because other than adding a single point in athletics per 2 statistics, it adds nothing of value to me. Until hopefully a later solution, grappler feat is next to worthless too. The almost invisible decline and having constant advantage to strength controls rgardless made me ok with lowering it for a more useful dex score. 1 each from int and wis can go to strength if
you prefer, but I'm comfortable leaving it at 12. First: Fighter1, duel, insight, perception, con save - Start with standard medium armor and martial weapons (katana and shuriken for style points) - Take Duel style to add 2 damage for any melee one-handed attack, including unarmed - Selected first for skills in con saver for our precious concentration stakes second: Mystic1, Mastery of Force focus, Inertial
Armor, Giant Growth - Always have advantage on strength checks, including athletics - Can get 10 temp hp for 2 psi, a huge amount too low level - Grow to great with extra 1d4 melee and increase the range for 1 min conc - Can also choose to see through magical darkness, but forego strength adv Useful to fight in the dark if you to refrain grappling - Switch to unarmored and use Inertial armor to reach
17ac third: Monk1, unarmored, martial arts, 1d4 - Katana and shuriken will apply as monk weapons. Inertial is better than dex + wis, but you can get some cute black give to carry fourth: Monk2, ki, movement - Increase the walking speed with the ability to dash, loosen, double jump height, or dodge fifth: Monk3, deflect rockets, shadow art - Much tougher to varied damage - Can now throw dark or silence for
2 ki, conc. 6. : Fighter2, action wave - Can now wave after casting dark / silence and immediately grab to keep a goal in 7th: Monk4, ASI, slow fall - As good time as someone to take Lucky and smooth over the occasional bad rolls, 3/day 8th: Monk5, extra attack, 1d6 martial arts - Can now grab two or grab + push in the same round 9th: Monk6, unarmed injury becomes magical, unarmored movement,
shadow step - Significant increase to movement and a free 60ft teleport while hiding 10th: Rogue1, expertise, stealth attack - Big bump to Athletics; after the 9th level that is already +4. Skills in stealth. Guaranteed extra 1d6 to the finish with Sneak Attack 11th: Mystic2, mystic recovery, telepathy - Darkness from discipline is now viable to use over the wizard spell as it requires no conc 12th: Mystic3, Wu
Jen, discipline, 3 psi limit - Now always even heal for the amount psi you use - Take Bestial Form to get another 2 ac; can also make gills drown grab - Perfect Senses from Bestial Form, 3 psi having blindsense is superfluous, but an option now - Can now summon two Shadows to Strength Drain your grips to death 13th: Mystic4, ASI - I like to take Skulker to ensure stealth checks in low light or behind your
own allies / illusion 14th: Mystic5, discipline, / 5 - Iron Durability for 1-7 in response to AC and an option for +1 AC as the focus - Can now fly with Bestial Form 15th: Mystic6, Wu Jen - Take Order of the Wu Jen for some useful spells. - With extra psi to use you have the ability to dump with Bestial Claws to increase unarmed strikes, one d10 for each psi, as a free action as many times in a round as you
want, while mysterious recovery is simultaneously restoring you. 16th : Mystic7, discipline, 6 psi limit - Take Brute Force mysterious discipline to really take jump height locations. Combine with Jump and Feather Fall from Wu Jen to achieve maximum fall damage to grip victims 17th: Mystic8, ASI, potent psionics - Potent Psionics adds another 1d8 once a round when you hit - Take +2 dex for armor, attack,
injury, initiative, reflex, and stealth increase 18th: Mystic9, discipline, 7 psi limit - Psionic Restoration to heal yourself and your allies with your many psi points 19th: Fighter3, Battle Master - Ta disarming, threatening, and trip. There's nothing you can't do without that particular resource, but it can be useful for action economics and shortening the setup. DC is based on skills and dex, so there is a great
chance for you. 20. : Fighter4, ASI - Take +2 dex armor, attack, injury, initiative, reflex, and stealth increase End up with 13 in athletics, 11 in stealth, 21 ac, 6 ki, and 57 psi points. A word about Wu Jen: Order of the Immortal is superfluous with monk and Nomad is superfluous with Way of the Shadow. Shadow is the only place a monk/mystic gets Silence to close wheels. Meanwhile, Order of the Wu Jen
can give us a handful of great effects from the wizard spell list: - Known: Bat (2 psi, 1 hour wasted time) is a great partner with 60ft blindsense, for occasional help action, or a myriad of other awesome uses. Just don't let him get hit. - Jump (2 psi, no conc) triples jump height, even the stupid amounts from Brute Force discipline, making the sky suplexes higher than Mighty Leap alone can reach at a more
economical psi cost - Feather Fall (2 psi, reaction) to have the effect of Air focus 3 levels earlier, making the order of which disciplines to learn much less stressful. It's only good for one drop per cast because the spell ends when you touch the ground. You can change which spell you prepare each mysterious level and if you want to change a spell you can choose: - Dispel Magic (5 psi). You can't perform
the verbal component from within Silence, but you can throw this from up to 120 feet as long as you can see the target. Keep in mind that this also applies if the familiar can see the goal when you look through the senses. Some notes on Battle Master Maneuvers: - You have 4 maneuvers to use between short rests, combined with action wave and other wind also restored on a short rest, encouraging liberal
use of them and finding rests where you can get them. - Maneuvers work with all weapons hit, so several attempts at effects marked on flurry are a possibility. If nothing else, 1d8 damage is added for each - RAW, a grip is a special melee attack, so maneuvers can apply to a grab check. You can disarm and intervene in the same action, do the same to another target, and then pull them both away from their
weapons. How do you cope with just two hands? Badass judo tricks using their own limbs against them, for example, to use the arm of the first guy to block and catch the attack of the second, your free hand to take his weapon. - Also works on an attack of possibilities, so if a target attempts to escape from your dark/quiet radius, you can roll to tour with OA An affordable alternative to 3 and 4 in the fighter
would be to reach 11 in mysterious: - 11th level mystic gets a huge increase in psi points between normal resource growth, special resource in psionic mastery (but no really tempting conc combinations), and a final reserve of psi points taken out of your maximum health, up to a possible total of 23 more psi points available per day. Already sitting on 57 psi points, you don't have to have it, but it's nice. -
Lose an ASI, so 2 less in dexterity Way of the Shadow Grappler: Preparation Round: 11 psi - Start with Force focus, Familiar active (2 psi), 6 psi of spellslots (6 psi), action to throw Minor Illusion; I like to make screaming sounds of dozens of while my familiar flaps distract in the air to mislead them. Oh yes, we're getting scary. - Use Bonus to throw Tough Hide (2 psi) - hide with advantage Round 1, Lights
Out: 3-4 ki - Use action to throw Darkness from the mysterious discipline (1 psi per 10ft radius, no con, lightly better than the wizard spell) and use as the object it is centered on, then telepathically tell it to fly over targets just outside their melee attack range - Use bonus to change focus to Mastering light and darkness to see through your magic Dark Round 2, Shadow Boxing: Extra ki, psi and conc as
desired - Good for filling an enclosed space with Darkness that they can not only run out of - Enjoy fighting with advantage (Bat within 5 feet) while they are blind and you are not - Use attacks, extra attacks and bonus attacks (3 unarmed hits using bonus action) - Use attack , extra attack and flurry of punches (4 unarmed hits using bonus action, 1 ki) - Can choose to grow large (2 psi) or large (7 psi) (conc)
to further increase melee as a bonus action, but expand the darkness accordingly - Guaranteed Sneak Attacks, 1d6, once per round, and Potent Psionics, 1d8 per round - Can use Bestial Claws to increase freely , 1d10 per psi, free action with some unarmed attacks Or: Round 1, Ready for Takeoff : 4-9 psi, conc - Use action to throw Jump (2 psi, 1 min) - Use bonus to grow large (2 psi) or large (7 psi)
(conc) - Stay hidden Round 2, Meteor Strike: up to 4-10 psi, 0-1 ki - Use bonus to Dash or Disengage if necessary (1 ki) - Move 10 feet to get high jump if necessary , doubled from Step of the Wind - Use action to grab, extra to grab two, with advantage - Hulk Jump! - 2-3 psi of Mighty Leap, the possibility of double from ki, triple from Jump, so big or large should easily push you in excess of 200 feet or 20d6
and leave the targets exposed - Land one of three ways: o Use reaction on the thrown Feather Fall (2 psi) when under 60 feet to the ground, dropping grip before doing. o May also choose to throw Flight (5 psi) as a bonus to better maneuver and hold a goal to the very last second if you think they have a spell to avoid injury. Still use Jump for faster ascent and sprout wings on the way down while grappling.
o Even without Featherfall or Fly, at Monk level 6 your slow fall negates 30 damage, plus temp hp is the threshold to take no harm and land safely. If Huge, you have 30 temp hp and therefore ignore 60 fall damage, the highest possible damage to a drop from 100 feet or 10d6. If you do this, apply all the damage to the targets you land on. Consider it a reflex save to avoid, as deferred targets like the ones
you just dropped don't have. - Aim to land next to them if they are not dead or landing in a shadow if there are more enemies. If you didn't use additional attacks yet, try hitting someone exposed and grabbing. Or: Round 1, Quiet time: 2 ki, conc. - Use to throw silence on the under a wheel (2 ki, conc); they will probably leave the spell on their turn - Use bonus to shade steps behind where you predict they will
run Round 2, Bullying, conc. - Use bonus to shadow steps if necessary closest to where the reels went - Use action to grab, extra attack to grab two - Use movement and/or mighty leaps as necessary to reach the Silence area - Use extra attack to push prone if you don't use it yet Or: Round 1, Shadow Gathering: 5-10 psi, conc. - Use action to summon two Shadows (3 psi, conc.) and keep them hidden -
Shadow Step to hide as needed Round 2, The Azkaban Treatment: 0-3 psi, conc. - Use action and extra attacks to grab two goals or grab/push one - Shadows continue to hit with Strength Drain with advantage, lower strength scores and potentially kill them if they reach 0 - Throw in time threats to assert total dominance Any round while grappling: Ground Control: Extra ki and psi as desired - Use Shove
(athletics) as necessary to deferred 1-2 grappled goals - Use strength competition to take the weapon away, movement to drag them away from it - It's not in the rules, but there's no reason to say that you couldn't use a force check to use martial arts know-how and seriously break an opponent's leg when exposed. Submissions are dangerous, yo. - Use attack and bonus attacks (1 extra unarmed hit as
bonus action) - Use attack and flurry of punches (2 unarmed hits as bonus action, 1 ki) - Guaranteed stealth attacks, 1d6, once per round - Use Bestial Claws to increase freely, 1d10 per psi, free action with any attack Action Surge can be used to combine two of these rounds, and superiority dies can shorten actions required. With good initiative or surprise, you can pull off Round 2 effects before they even
move. Use it again after a short break. Shadow Beasts: If you don't use conc on Giant Growth or Silence, you can create two shadows (3 psi, conc). Shadow stat block: SHADOW Medium Undead, Chaotic Evil Armor Class 12 Hit Points 16 (3d8+ 3) Speed 40ft. SIZE 6 (- 2) / DEX 14 (+2) / CON 13 (+1) / INT 6 (- 2) / WIS 10 (+0) / CHA 8 (-1) Skills Stealth +4 (+6 in low light or darkness) Damage Vulnerabilities
brilliant Damage Resistant, cold, fire, lightning, thunder; bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing from non-magic weapons Damage Immunities necrotic, married State Immunities exhaustion, frightened, grappled, paralyzed, petrified, poisoned, exposed, restrained Senses darkvision 60ft., passive Perception 10 Language - Challenge 1/2 (100 XP) Amorphous. The shade can move through a room as narrow as
1 inch wide without squeezing. Shadow stealth. While in low light or darkness, the shadow can take Hide action as a bonus action. While in sunlight, the shadow has inconvenience on attack rollers, ability checks and stores throws. ACTIONS Strength Drains. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., a creature. Hit: 9 (2d6 + 2) necrotic damage, and the goal's Strength score is reduced by 1d4. target dies
if this reduces its strength to 0. Otherwise, the reduction lasts until the target is finished with a short or long rest. If a non-evil humanoid dies from this attack, a new shadow rises from the corpse 1d4 hours later. Strength Drain is an auto kill scenario, and while keeping a target exposed, they will have plenty of time to keep draining, provided no other enemies are free to attack them. Last edited: 12 May 2019
If someone drags you through it, you're definitely not trying to pass through the wall. login or sign up to remove this ad RAI, try to pass through a wall is to somehow move through it. RAW, not exactly, but most DMs will accept RAI if you try to exploit RAW first, which, making the barbarian seize the party's wizard to move him through it. Good guide, but where is advice for grappling as a group? Can I help
another PC to give them advantage on their grab check? Can more people grab the same victim? If DM allows the blood hunter class, with the order of the Lycan subclass. It would make a big grappler. You get advantage of strength checks and rescues, unarmed melee damage comparable to that of a monk. And resistance to help you tank. And using your proposal for goliath would make it even better. Ya
know, I originally thought that making a barbarian grab would be terrible in *Tomb Of Annihilation* before I was able to take Acererak and pin him to the floor. My mind has been completely changed. One of these days I would like to make a switch / luchador, so the only weapons he will use except only his hands will be chairs, tables and ladders. Is the monk still worse than the boxer for a PC like this? What
build can you suggest me (I want to make this PC in Adventurers League, so the source material is limited)? Thanks in advance! One of these days I would like to make a switch / luchador, so the only weapons he will use except only his hands will be chairs, tables and ladders. Is the monk still worse than the boxer for a PC like this? What build can you suggest me (I want to make this PC in Adventurers
League, so the source material is limited)? Thanks in advance! My son has that building until the letter picks up stones, tables dead monsters. Tavern brawler then Goliath, Firblog or bugbear they get lifting pull etc as a size larger, totem barbarian bear, bear and what ever if you use Scag say moose I feel that the battle master maneuver Trip Attack deserves special mention as a way to down a flying enemy.
Trip attacks work on varied attacks, and a flying enemy falls if they are beaten prone, so a trip attack spear throw is one of the few ways for a grappler to get within range of their flying targets. Sorry if this is already stated (probably is), but I'm really looking forward to having mystics in the official book so I can use in league games. In particular, two abilities Mystic3) seems good for grapplers. 1.Psychic focus
from brute force: While focused on this discipline, you have advantage on strength (athletics) checks. This is a no cost advantage that would be even better if you got any kind of expertise in athletics. 2. In my opinion the best. Giant growth, Giant Form: Costs 7 psi (can't use to the 9th level at least), and the last part says if you're smaller than Huge, (which isn't!) you'll also be great for the duration (1 min. ).
This allows you to grab just about anything! (Slight inconvenience vs. Gargantuan?). Also gives you a range of +10 and +2d6 on melee damage. I also assume that the 2d6 bonus can be unarmed as well. Aside from moderately high level and having to rest to use again, this size expansion seems like the best grabbing bonus in the game. I mean most dragons are smaller than gargantuan! Was just going
over this guide and realizing that I had made a warlock grappler for my next campaign and I can't change it because it's so flavorful and DM is already planning around it. Is there accidentally a continuation of this guide anywhere else than here? Thread says it's from early 2015.... Any word about when the buildings will be backed up?!? I'd like to see the section on Wild Shape grapplers! Action Economy is
important when Grappling in DnD 5e, so I created this handy albeit complicated flowchart to outline the optimal strategy of hiring standard Grappling Mechanics (without achievements, etc.) Note: PASS and FAIL are always from the player's perspective, such as an opponent FAIL is good for the player. I did it with draw.io, here is the file you can download and edit if you want: I think that the way stacking
rule errata to DMG works, that Shadows / Wraiths etc is all effectively nerfed to uselessness. Only the biggest penalty applies to an ability score, they don't add up. Yes... should say that the post was probably a backup of the old post on the WotC forum before it was closed down. For Reference via archive: I really appreciated this guide ... still waiting to do some actual grappling (just been fighting groups of
velociraptors so far), I do not build quite optimally and I expect to die (Tomb of Annihilation), but so far I build Bear Totem Barbarian (3 levels) / Shadow Monk (Everything else). I was going to go Open Hand, but the statistics were MAD enough already, and unfortunately Open Hand saver is 8 + Prof Mod + WIS mod, and my WIS is quite lackluster. Shadow Monk, however, gives me some good spells
(including silence) while developing Monk, and then Shadow Step is just amazing. Ended up I was going to be the party tank too, so taking Bear Totem Barbarian was a serious consideration. It's also nice that Shadow Step gives you advantage on grips, and if you're already in rage mode, you're free use Shadow Step since it is not a spell. I thought it was over and lore wise this sounded like a kind of
Malarite hunter kind of person... who only enjoyed the slow beating and suffocating prey to death in all visceral glory that grappling gives. As he levels the shadow thing let him be insidious too, and can better sneak up on prey (by appearing out of a fucking shadow). I'm on the fence taking a dip in Rogue. I could see it past level 10, but I'm not sure I would until level 10. Probably someone could do this
better and call it Boogeyman Build, but in this game I think I'll have fun. Last changed: October 16, 2018 The new of Passage seems like it may have some value on a grappling build, especially BJJ Master building spikedragging. You get to ignore hard terrain at a dash and +10 ft speed on Mobile (something makes up for the loss of the variant human achievement), and you get +1d4 to athletics checks,
stacking with guidance and advantage. What would otherwise be the highlight of the brand, a bonus action teleport, is frankly just sauce for a grappler. The new of Passage seems like it may have some value on a grappling build, especially BJJ Master building's Spikedragging. You get to ignore hard terrain at a dash and +10 ft speed on Mobile (something makes up for the loss of the variant human
achievement), and you get +1d4 to athletics checks, stacking with guidance and advantage. What would otherwise be the highlight of the brand, a bonus action teleport, is frankly just sauce for a grappler. That dragon brand is awesome. And the bonus action teleport can mean that you get straight to the main target in round 1, even if they are behind enemy lines; and still have your action to be left over.
Pretty handsome. Also, in WGtE, warforged can make pretty amazing grapplers. The ability to benefit from heavy armor, without actually wearing heavy armor; or even better, similar light armor that scales with level *and* dex bonus, opens up grapple builds that would otherwise be too squishy. On another topic, the newly released errata includes an update that grappling and pushing now automatically
succeeds on disability targets. Again, it should open up many new grip builds; in particular, a monk grapples that (for example) do not need str, or even athletics skills; but can shock a target, take them, run up a wall and drop them. Pretty crazy. The guide to Ravnica introduces a great game changer in Loxodon. Looking forward to it being added here. Page 14 The updated Shield Master ruling pretty much
kills that feat for grapplers, and Tavern Brawler becomes the best option. Alas.log in or sign up to remove this ad This annoys me so much. Sage Advice is no more a decision than my father's brother's nephew's cousin's former roommate's DM decision is. In your own home games, for sure. In sanctioned games (eg AL) it matters. Sage Advice is official, to be from WOTC. your own home games do not
need to use it, but AL must. Sage Advice is official, to be from WOTC. Again, your own home games don't have to use it, but AL must. The only official verdicts are those in the books and errata. EDIT: And I guess that Sage Advice Compendium can be considered like that too, but I have not yet seen the shield master mentioned in any of these. The guide to Ravnica introduces a great game changer in
Loxodon. Looking forward to it being added here. Alas, OP has been MIA for a long time. The guide won't update unless someone creates a new thread. Sage Advice is the official employee who makes its own decisions. The only official verdicts are those in the books and errata. EDIT: And I guess that Sage Advice Compendium can be considered like that too, but I have not yet seen the shield master
mentioned in any of these. Sage Advice Compendium refers indirectly to it, since the core of this discussion about Shield Master is the main action that triggers the bonus action, which means that you can only use the bonus action after completing the triggering action. As such, it covers Eldritch Knight in this section: Does when in Eldritch Knight's War Magic feature the bonus attack comes after you cast
the cantrip, or can it come sooner? The bonus action comes after cantrip, since the use of the action to throw a cantrip is what gives you the opportunity to make the weapon attack as a bonus action. That said, a DM would not break anything in the system by allowing an Eldritch Knight to reverse the order of the cantrip and the weapons attack. This is all referenced in the tweet sage advice post here
anyway: It said, unless you play AL, do whatever the heck you want. I'm sure most GMs wouldn't care, especially if there was a martial arts class doing this, as the last martial arts classes need are more obstacles. Simic Hybrid though is great. Manta glides for when you don't have any spike growth to drag someone through means you can climb up a building, drop the target, so just drop down 30 feet no
problem. And grappling attachments allows you to make a normal attack then grab as a bonus, which is pretty cool (but not as good as free keep from squid etc.) Doesn't change anything. Carrying capacity was never really a limit to construction. Carrying capacity? The trunk is functionally a third arm that does almost everything that is not a weapons attack. The opportunities for expanded action economy
are great for grappling and just about any other style of play. Carrying capacity? The trunk is functionally a third arm that does almost everything that is not a weapons attack. The opportunities for expanded action economy are great for grappling and just about any other style of play. I thought especially about the moon Druid version of this building, which would lose trunk. But certainly in person form, it's a
potential third grab goal. Not really for action economy - still costs an attack to seize. The hopeful monk BJJ master here. Any updates or additional recommendations when you start out level 1? I haven't played much DnD, but excited for a challenge to build this amazing build Aspiring Monk BJJ champion here. Any updates or additional recommendations when you start out level 1? I haven't played much
DnD, but excited about a challenge to build this awesome build fofofofofofo? Anyway, not really much to add. Read the guide, know the 5E rulebook, and make sure you and GM are on the same wavelength of what you're doing. Grappler feat is still a trap, and Shield Master feat benefit is a little more limited by today's errata ruling stating that full attack action must occur before bonus shove action (people
used to like to bonus push earlier), but if it's essential for your build talk to GM about it. From a role-playing perspective, think about how to visualize what you're doing, as the guide explains: You just need one hand to grab a creature, and creatures can still attack you. This becomes very funky looking when you're grappling big creatures (assuming you're medium). I've heard the suggestion that grappling is
much more than wrestling or putting people in hold, and it's also about just keeping people out of balance. Same with when you make them exposed while grappling: You're not necessarily attaching them, but you're preventing them from standing. So remember that visualization when describing what happens Good luck with your build; I've had fun, although you'll be good at exactly one thing; If someone
says grappling is broken, they're wrong because you're not a sorcerer who can be god. thanks for the quick reply. wizards are up? Is there a way to change bjj build to also find a way to incorporate enlarge spell? or there are just too many multiclasses? thanks for the quick reply. wizards are up? Is there a way to change bjj build to also find a way to incorporate enlarge spell? or there are just too many
multiclasses? You mean from this thread? since the current thread has no versions. The old thread that is connected there has builds, but they may or may not be out of date. If you have not received D&amp;amp;D Before, is the first question you should ask how many levels do you think your campaign will go? Sometimes campaigns get shorter or longer, but having a general idea means you don't want to
build for something that comes into its own when you never reach that level in the first place. Also no idea if you came here from giantitp, but I recommend this set of guides: Anyway, as far as wizards get op ... Yeaaaaaaah .... as long as you know what you are doing and depending on your GM. Spells allow you to change the laws in real life, so ... In the guides table link above, I would read treantmonks
god wizard guide. That said, your character doesn't have to be optimal to be fun. As for the multiclassing wizard ... four multiclasses are pretty fucking long, much smaller three. I would say you couldn't work it in, but you can analyze the classes, find out why decisions were made, and maybe make a wizard switch if you really want. Is there a way to strangle an enemy through Grapple? a rule for suffocation
them or something? it's the fastest way IRL to win through grab, I guess ... Not formally afaik. There is no Choke out rule set or mechanics. There are choking rules though. You can ask GM to pull them out if you really want, but I would probably only make it taste my attacks instead if I were to that route (assuming a suitable creature). is a tortle strength monk the way to go? Thought about making the
human monk in bjj master build from the original record, or goliath or tortle Why don't you elaborate on your thinking about choosing tortle or goliath over man. I don't see anything wrong with it, but it depends on what you're trying to achieve by choosing them. Sure thing, well after reading the guide, I really loved the idea of doing Technique 1: Powerbomb Suplex Shoulder Throw - maybe have something to
do with bringing me back to my childhood memories of watching WWF wrestlers, or my own martial arts background. So I immediately thought man, I definitely want to be able to play a character who can make it into monsters! Monsters!
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